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Introduction ....................................................................................
Diffuse optical tomography in the near infrared (NIR) is an emerging modality with potential applications in
radiology and oncology [1-8], Optical tomography with NIR light is made possible in a spectrum window
that exists within tissues in the 700-900 nm NIR region, in which photon transport is dominated by
scattering rather than absorption. Optical tomography offers insight into functional parameters, such as
tumor angiogenesis, required for tumor growth and metastasis, tumor hypoxia, indicator of tumor response
to various forms of therapy, and tumor metabolism. If a single optical wavelength is used, optical
absorption related to tumor angiogenesis and other normal blood vessels can be measured. If two or more
optical wavelengths are used, both oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations can be measured
simultaneously. However, optical tomography alone has not been widely used in clinical studies. The
fundamental problem remains the intense light scattering in tissue, which makes the lesion localization
difficult.

In general, localization or imaging based on tomographic inverse scattering approaches suffers from low
spatial resolution and location uncertainty, and the inversion problem is, in general, underdetermined and
ill-posed. The image reconstruction results depend on many parameters, such as the system signal-to-noise
ratio, measurement geometry, regularization schemes used in inversion, etc. Thus to date, optical
tomography has been limited to laboratory tests and case reports [2-7].

More recently, many research groups have investigated the use of a priori lesion structure information
provided by other imaging modalities, such as ultrasound (US) [9-16,39], MRI [6], and X-ray
mammography [44] to improve the localization of optical tomography. A flexible light guide using optical
fibers makes optical imaging compatible with many other imaging modalities and allows for simultaneous
imaging under identical geometric conditions. Furthermore, the lesion structure information provided by
other modalities can be used to assist optical imaging reconstruction and therefore to reduce the location
uncertainty and to improve the quantification accuracy of light. Our group has pioneered the hybrid optical
tomography assisted with US to improve tomographic reconstruction [9-16,39,42,43]. Our unique
approach employs a commercial ultrasound transducer and NIR optical imaging sensors mounted on a hand-
held probe. The co-registered ultrasound is used for lesion localization and optical sensors are used for
imaging tumor angiogenesis and tumor hypoxia. With the US localization, the entire imaging volume is
thus segmented into lesion regions of a finer imaging grid and non-lesion regions of a coarse grid. As a
result, the total number of imaging voxels with unknown optical properties is significantly reduced, and the
inversion is well determined. In addition, since the lesion absorption coefficient is higher than that pf
background tissue, in general, the total absorption of the lesion over a smaller voxel is on the same scale as
the total absorption of the background over a bigger voxel. Thus, our dual-mesh scheme further conditions
the inversion by reconstructing total absorption distribution instead of absorption per se. The absorption
distribution is obtained by dividing the total distribution with different voxel sizes in lesion and background
regions, respectively. The dual-mesh algorithm has been tested in phantoms [80] and in a group of biopsy
patients [15, 42]. Initial results with a group of biopsy patients have shown that early stage invasive cancers
may be distinguished by a two-fold greater total hemoglobin concentration compared to fibroadenomas and
other benign lesions [15, 42]. Preliminary results of advanced cancers have shown that the angiogenesis
distribution is highly distorted and heterogeneous and the distorted distributions correlate with histological
microvessel density counts [43].
Our unique approach uses ultrasound localization to overcome the poor localization problem that the
diffused light has and thus significantly improves the sensitivity and specificity of optical tomography. Our
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unique approach may have significant clinical applications on 1) breast cancer diagnosis; and 2) assessing
treatment response and estimating treatment efficacy.

Beast cancer diagnosis and reduction in number of benign biopsies: The large number of biopsies
performed for benign breast abnormalities has long been recognized as a serious problem [17]. In the
1970s, use of US as an adjunct to x-ray mammography decreased the number of biopsies for benign masses
25% - 35% by enabling reliable identification of simple cysts [18,19]) from solid lesions. In the 1980s,
investigators reported US features that occurred more frequently in benign solid breast masses and other
features that occurred more frequently in malignant masses [54-56]. However, in subsequent studies, US
results were not yet reliable enough to determine whether biopsy should be performed on a solid US
features that would be typical of either benign or malignant lesions [57]. This insufficient predictive value
of ultrasound has prompted radiologists to recommend biopsies on most solid nodules, which result in a
large number of biopsies yielding benign breast lesions. Currently 70 to 80 percent of such biopsies yield
benign findings [58]. In addition, the diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound depends largely on the experience
of physicians.

Optical tomography offers complementary functional parameters, such as tumor angiogenesis and hypoxia,
when compared to conventional x-ray and ultrasound imaging techniques, and therefore has a great potential
to assist the characterization of benign and malignant processes and reduce unnecessary normal biopsies.

Monitoring and assessing treatment response of neoadjuvant chemotherapy: Primary Systemic
Therapy (PST) previously known as neo-adjuvant chemotherapy, is a valid form of therapy for women with
breast cancer. Although to date there has been no survival advantage, it clearly improves the rate of breast
conservation without compromising survival. It enables definition of tumor sensitivity in vivo thus allowing
for potentially more effective treatments to be given to an individual if effective ways of monitoring
response exist. Since complete pathologic response has been associated with improved survival, this
endpoint is an important outcome measure. Because of these advantages, more groups are turning to this
form of therapy as initial treatment even for earlier stage respectable breast cancer including the American
College of Surgeons who are proposing three such trials.

However, factors that influence the response of cancers to presurgical chemotherapy are not completely
understood [20]. Although recent trials reported clinical response rates >70%, only a small fraction of
patients achieves a complete microscopic response to therapy, defined as an absence of gross viable tumor
at definitive surgery after therapy [21-22]. Patients who achieve a microscopic complete response have a
significantly better prognosis than patients left with residual tumor at the end of chemotherapy [22-23].
The evaluation of complete response is not reliably possible with any of the conventional anatomic methods
such as palpation, mammography, and ultrasound [46,47,48,49]. Histologic findings of complete response
correlate with palpation, ultrasound, or mammography in only 13-25% of cases [46,48,49]. In a study by
Mumtaz et al., all patients in whom clinical criteria indicated complete response were found at histology to
have residual tumor up to 6.5 cm in diameter [93]. In addition, the literature reveals contradictory
statements regarding the individual techniques [46,50,48,51,52,49]. All three methods may over- or
underestimate residual tumor size and the findings of the individual methods may not correlate with one
another [46,50,48,51,53,52,49].

Despite the development of new techniques to characterize the biologic features of breast tumors, the factors
influencing the quality of response to therapy remain obscure. Biological makers have shown an ability to
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predict breast cancer response to only particular forms of therapy [24-26]. One of the factors that may
influence response to systemic chemotherapy is tumor perfusion [27-28]. Tumors with relatively poor
perfusion may not receive adequate delivery of systemic therapy. This lack of blood flow to the tumor may
be a factor in poor response to intravenous chemotherapy [29]. Furthermore, underperfused tumors may be
hypoxic [29-30]. Hypoxia has been implicated in the induction of biologic features associated with
aggressive behavior and poor response to various forms of chemotherapy [31]. A recent publication in
Nature Medicine using the angiogenesis inhibitor bevacizumab in patients with rectal cancer, has shown this
therapy to be associated with improved oxygenation and reduced blood vessel permeability within the tumor
[41]. This may result in improved delivery of chemotherapy to the tumor and reduction in metastatic
potential. Ideally chemotherapy should be monitored during treatment as this could facilitate modification
of the procedure at the time of the therapy to enable the lesion to be adequately treated. In addition,
therapeutic agents that are highly molecularly targeted tend to induce arrest of caner cell growth and
development but not necessary significant tumor shrinkage, at least in the short term [45]. Therefore,
conventional anatomic methods including palpation, diagnostic ultrasound and mammography are not useful
early indicators of response to these agents. Thus the demand for functional or molecular imaging methods
that would give information about what is happening in the tumor at the molecular level is high [45].

Currently, new imaging techniques that are used to monitor and assess tumor response to chemotherapy
include dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI [33,34], 'SO-water contrast-enhanced positron emission
tomography (PET) [32], 99m Tc-sestamibi contrast-enhanced single-photon emission tomography (SPECT)
[35,36], and Doppler sonography [37-38]. MRI, PET and SPECT require rather expensive systems and the
Doppler sonography is limited to imaging large blood vessels. In current clinical practice, MRI or PET may
only be used at the beginning and the end of chemotherapy leaving the entire treatment period completely
unmonitored. Compared with Doppler sonography, which visualizes larger blood vessels, near-infrared
diffused light probes tumor micro-vessel density, which is directly related to tumor angiogenesis
distributions. In addition, optical tomography can provide tumor hypoxia distribution, which is highly
valuable for assessing treatment efficacy. Furthermore, near-infrared systems are cost-effective, portable
and can be easily coupled to clinical ultrasound systems for repeated imaging.

Body .................................................................................................

Key Research Accomplishments ..........................................................

A. Developed the unique technique by simultaneously deploying near infrared sensors and
an ultrasound transducer on a hand-held probe for breast cancer diagnosis [10,12,161.
B. Invented the unique dual-mesh imaging algorithm by segmenting the imaging medium
into lesion region of a smaller voxel size and non-lesion region of a larger voxel size to improve the
optical imaging reconstruction [14,391.
C. Demonstrated with more than 90 biopsy patients that early stage invasive cancers
present two-fold greater total hemoglobin concentration than fibroadenomas and benign lesions
[151,[421.
D. Demonstrated with large cancers that the angiogenesis distributions of larger cancers
are highly distorted and heterogeneous and the hemoglobin concentration correlates with histological
microvessel density counts [431.
E. Demonstrated with advanced cancers that our unique technique may have a potential

value to assess and monitor angiogenesis development during chemotherapy treatment
[431.

(
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Reportable Outcomes .........................................................................

A. Developed the unique technique by simultaneously deploying near infrared sensors and
ultrasound transducer on a hand-held probe for breast cancer diagnosis [10, 12,16].
Photon density waves launched from a source and detected by a detector travel a "banana" path, which can
be visualized by Monte Carlo simulation shown in Fig. 2. In all figures, the horizontal axis is the
propagation depth in centimeter and the vertical axis is the lateral dimension in centimeter. Source and
detector positions are marked as S and D. The source-detector separations shown in (a), (b) and (c) are 2.8
cm, 4.1 cm and 5.5 cm, respectively. At each source location, 10,000,000 photons were generated. Each
photon propagated in the medium, being absorbed or scattered. The color scale is the normalized
absorption intensity. The optical properties of the medium used in simulation were absorption coefficient
0.03cm-1 and reduced scattering coefficient 6.0 cm"1, which were representative values of breast tissue. As
one can see, the photon density waves probe the medium over a large region. The high sensitivity region in
both spatial and depth dimensions depends on the source-detector separation. For a detector located further
from the source (Part (c)), the photon waves propagated wider and deeper can be detected. With many
source and detector pairs of different separations shown in Fig. 1 (b), the photon density waves can probe the
medium underneath and be detected with high sensitivity. Ultrasound is a coherent imaging modality and
the sound waves propagate into the medium along a straight path and reflected waves from lesions
underneath are used for forming images. Therefore, sensors of two modalities probe the medium
underneath although the sensor locations are offset on the probe. Therefore, the two modalities have
unique synergy not only in providing complementary structure and function information of the lesion but
also timization of sensor locations.

Fig. 1. (a) First prototype of our
hand-held combined probe and a
frequency domain NIR optical
imager. (b) Sensor distribution of
the combined probe. The diameter
of the combined probe is 10 cm.
Smaller circles are optical source
fibers and big circles are detector
fibers. A commercial ultrasound

'a (b) nrmhe iq Inated at the center.

D 7
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.4 .4
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Fig. 2. Monte Carlo simulation demonstrating photon propagation path lunched fron a souurfw tuu uetuteU uy a
detector. (a) source-detector separation is 2.8 cm. (b) source-detector separation is 4.1 cm. (c) source-detector
separation is 5.5 cm.
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The technical aspects of our NIR imager have been described in detail in Ref. [10]. Briefly, the imager
consisted of 12 pairs of dual wavelength (780nm and 830nm) laser diodes, which were used as light sources,
and their outputs were coupled to the probe through optical fibers. On the receiving side, 8 photomultiplier
(PMT) tubes were used to detect diffusely scattered light from the tissue and 8 optical fibers were used to
couple detected light to the PMTs. The laser diodes' outputs were amplitude modulated at 140 MHz and the
detector outputs were demodulated to 20KHz. Eight detection signals and one reference were amplified,
sampled and acquired into a PC simultaneously. The entire data acquisition took about 3 to 4 seconds,
which was fast enough for acquiring data from patients.

B. Invented the unique dual-mesh imaging algorithm by segmenting the imaging medium into lesion
region of smaller voxel size and non-lesion region of larger voxel size to improve the optical imaging
reconstruction 114,391.
The details of our dual-mesh optical imaging reconstruction algorithm have been described previously
[14,39]. Briefly, the optical tomographic reconstruction takes advantages of US localization of lesions and
segments the imaging volume into finer grid in US identified lesion region and coarser grid in non-lesion
regions (see Fig.3). To account for possible larger angiogenesis extension of ultrasound-identified lesions,
we have used a much larger region of interest (ROI) for finer grid lesion mapping. Therefore, the exact
lesion shape is not important and an elliptical ROI is used in imaging reconstruction. In all images, 0.5 cm
x 0.5 cm x 0.5 cm imaging grid was used for lesion region and 1.5cm x 1.5cm x 1 cm was used for
background region. A modified Born approximation is used to relate the scattered field Us(,,, rd, , co)

measured at the optical source (s) and detector (d) pair i to light absorption variations Au'(r')of

wavelength 2 in each volume element of two regions within the sample. The matrix form of image
reconstruction is given by

[Usd L.1 = [w'L.w'MXN [ML. MB ]T NA (1)

where WL and W. are weight matrices for lesion and background regions, respectively;

[ML] = IJAlU' (r')d3r' ...... J Ap "(r')d'r'] and [MB] = AU•A, (r')d3r..Jfu.r')d3r'] are total
1t NL Ia NI

absorption distributions of lesion and background regions, respectively. The weight matrices are calculated

based on the background absorption -A0 and reduced scattering pA measurements obtained from the

normal contralateral breast. Instead of reconstructing Ap distribution directly, as is done in the standard

Born approximation, the total absorption distribution M is reconstructed and the total is divided by different
voxel sizes of lesion and background tissue to obtain ApA distribution. By choosing a finer grid for lesion

and a coarse grid for background tissue, we can maintain the total number of voxels with unknown optical
absorption on the same scale of the total measurements. As a result, the inverse problem is less
underdetermined. In addition, since the lesion absorption coefficient is higher than that of background
tissue, in general, the total absorption of the lesion over a smaller voxel is on the same scale as the total
absorption of the background over a bigger voxel. Therefore, the matrix [ML, M B ] is appropriately scaled
for inversion. In addition, we have incooperated a scaling factor to correct depth dependence of the weight
matrix Wand large phantoms can be imaged uniformly in propagation direction or depth [39]. The
reconstruction is formulated as a least square problem and the unknown distribution M is iteratively
calculated using the standard conjugate gradient method. In general, only three iterations are needed for the
algorithm to converge to a stable solution.
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Since the major chromophores are deoxygenated (deoxyHb) and oxygenated (oxyHb) hemoglobin in the
wavelength range studied, we can estimate deoxyHb and oxyHb concentrations at each imaging voxel by
inverting the following equations voxel by voxel as:

]Xr) LoxyHb(r') (2)

where /. (r')and I (r') are absorption coefficients obtained at imaging voxel r, where wavelengths

2aand A2 correspond to 780 nm and 830 nm in our system, respectively. -- s are extinction coefficients
given in Ref. [401. The total hemoglobin concentration totalHb(r') =deoxyHb(r') +oxyHb(r') and
oxygenation saturation Y% = oxyHb(r') 100% can be calculated as:

oxyHb(r'1) + de oxy(r')

olHb(r')=,} (r') + { ' - cbo, . (r)} (4)

- E b ý u (r'____ )+ 6A

and (C A2o- _6 b)A2 (r') (e~O h) ,(5)
HbO, H/b,(r) ') H 1

where A= (6r)a•nd -,uE 6( ̀ The maximum lesion total hemoglobin concentration was measured and the

background total hemoglobin concentration was computed outside the finer-grid imaging regiond To
quantify the spatial extension of the angiogenesis distribution, we have measured the full width at half

maximum (FWHM) in x and y spatial dimensions and computed the geometric mean, referred as FWHM in
the proposal.

FIG.3. Illustration of the dual-mesh optical
imaging reconstruction with the assistant of

Y Dual-mesh NIP, image ultrasound lesion mapping. the entire imaging
reosruto]shm volume is segmented into lesion (L) andreconstruction scheme background regions (B) and the finer imaging

mxm m iand yes paia grid is used for lesion region and coarse grid is
le enlarged lesionvolumelluste r atiogns etsin of the dul-meshoptica

imain recnsrucio with the asistanto

1---• used for background. To account for possiblele imaaged les tr~ion voum larger angiogenesis extension of the ultrasound-

identified lesions, we have used a much larger
B Tregion of interest (ROI) than US identified one

Top View for finer grid lesion mapping. In general, an
elliptical ROI is used in optical imaging
reconstruction.
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C. Demonstrated with more than 90 biopsy patients that early stage invasive cancers
present two-fold greater total hemoglobin concentration than fibroadenomas and benign lesions
1151,1421.
The first example is obtained from a 55-year-old woman. Figure 4 (a) shows a gray scale ultrasound image
of a non-palpable lesion. The lesion was located at the 4 o'clock position of the right breast. The
ultrasound showed a nodular mass with internal echoes and the lesion was considered suspicious. The
estimated lesion diameters measured from two orthogonal ultrasound images was 8 mm. An ultrasound-
guided core needle biopsy was recommended and biopsy result revealed that the lesion was intraductal and
infiltrating ductal carcinoma (nuclear grade II, histological grade III). The cancer once removed from the
breast measured 1 cm in greatest diameter and was composed predominantly of invasive carcinoma (>95%),
extending to surgical margins. Negative margins were achieved upon re-excision.
The optical absorption maps at 780nm and 830 nm are shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively. In both (b)
and (c), the first slice is 0.7 cm deep into the breast tissue from the skin surface and the last slice is closer to
the chest wall. The spacing of the slices is 0.5 cm. The horizontal and vertical axes of each slice are spatial
x and y dimensions of 9 cm in size. The lesion is well resolved in slice #5 and has shown much larger
spatial extension at 830 nm than that at 780 nm. The measured maximum absorption coefficients areA 70 =0.24 cm- and g'3°=0.28 cm-, respectively, and the absorption maximums at both wavelengths are

located at (0, 1.0, 2.25) cm, which is close to the lesion center measured by ultrasound. The total
hemoglobin distribution of the lesion is shown in Fig.4 (d). The measured maximum total hemoglobin
concentration for lesion is 122.03 jt moles, and the measured average background hemoglobin concentration
is 13.73 gxmoles. The spatial extension of lesion's angiogenesis is measured from the FWHM of the total
hemoglobin map and it is estimated to be 2 cm. This number is about two times larger than the 8 mm
diameter measured by ultrasound and indicates that optical contrasts extend well beyond the cancer
periphery because of angiogenesis.

Another example was obtained from a 56-year-old woman who had a non-palpable lesion located at the 10
o'clock position of the left breast. Ultrasound showed a solid mass with internal echoes measuring 9 mm in
size and the lesion was considered suspicious (see Fig.5 (a)). An ultrasound guided core needle biopsy was
recommended and biopsy results revealed that the lesion was in-situ and invasive ductal carcinoma with
ductal and lobular features (nuclear grade II, histological grade II). The tumor once removed from the
breast measured 1.5 cm in greatest diameter and was composed predominantly of invasive carcinoma
(>80%), extending to inferior/anterior surgical margin. Negative inferior margin was achieved upon re-
excision.

The total hemoglobin concentration map is shown in Fig.5 (b). In (b), the first slice is 0.4 cm deep into the
breast tissue from the skin surface and the last slice is closer to the chest wall. The spacing between the
slices is 0.5 cm. This lesion is well resolved in slice #4 with maximums value located at (0 1.0 1.9) cm,
which is very close to the lesion center measured by ultrasound. The calculated maximum total hemoglobin
concentration of the lesion is 127.60 g moles, and the background concentration is 24.16 g moles.

Example of fibroadenoma
Figure 6 (a) shows an ultrasound image of a hypoechoic mass of a 37-year-old woman. The diagnosis was
that the lesion likely was a fibroadenoma; however, there was concern that the lesion could be a carcinoma
because of the irregular shape and the posterior shadowing seen by ultrasound. An ultrasound guided core
breast biopsy revealed that the lesion was simply a fibroadenoma. Total hemoglobin distribution maps are
shown in (b). Compared with the invasive cancer cases, the spatial distribution of total hemoglobin is quite
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diffused and the calculated maximum total hemoglobin concentration is 52 .t moles and the background
hemoglobin concentration is 14 p moles.
The initial statistics of maximum total hemoglobin concentration of three groups obtained from 19 cases are
given in Ref 15 and shown in Fig. 7(a). The invasive cancer group of 2 cases has shown a mean maximum
of 119 I.t moles (± 1.6 p moles), while the benign group of fibroadenoma (15 cases) and hyperplasia (1 case)
has a mean maximum of 67 ý. moles (± 17.0 pi moles). One combined fibroadenoma and fibrocystic change
with non-invasive neoplasia/carcinoma in situ case has a maximum of 48 pt moles. The malignant group
presents about two-fold greater hemoglobin concentration than that of the benign group. Recently, we have
completed a large-scale clinical study at Hartford Hospital [42]. New results obtained from 8 earlier stage
invasive carcinomas and 73 benign lesions of 6 groups have further demonstrated that on average malignant
cancers present more than two-fold greater total hemoglobin concentration than benign lesions (see Fig.7
(b)). The mean maximum values of total hemoglobin concentration of the malignant and benign groups are
123 14 moles (± 26.8) and 58 ji moles (± 24.5 ), respectively. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, and negative predictive value of this group of patients are 100%, 96%, 73%, and 100%. We have
also shown that optical tomography provides much higher sensitivity and specificity than Doppler US
because it probes tumor microvessel density.

780nmmm00 mm mQ

a) (b)

830 nm

011 00 alo 31.05• 
• k s 8m n:10, m m:m M il m l103

0 0 50

Elow
Qi

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. (a) shows a gray scale ultrasound image of a non-palpable lesion of a 55-year-old woman. The lesion pointed by the

arrow was located at the 4 o'clock position of the right breast measuring 8 mm in diameter. Ultrasound showed nodular mass

with internal echoes and the lesion was considered suspicious. (b) and (c) are optical absorption maps at 780 nm and 830 nm,

respectively. x and y axes are spatial dimensions of 9 cm by 9 cm. The slices beginning from left to right correspond to

absorption maps from 0.7 cm underneath skin surface to chest wall in 0.5 cm spacing. (d) is the total hemoglobin concentration

and the vertical scale is in micro moles ranging from 0 to 150 [from Ref. 15].
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(b)
Fig. 7. (b) Graph indicates mean value of maximum total hemoglobin concentration of each group and standard
deviation (bar). Horizontal: group numbers. Vertical: total hemoglobin concentration in u mol/liter

D. Demonstrated with advanced cancers that the angiogenesis distributions of larger cancers are
highly distorted and heterogeneous and the hemoglobin concentration correlates with histological
microvessel density counts [431.
During the diagnostic imaging study, we imaged a patient who was undergoing chemotherapy. This 44-
year-old woman had a large 4 cm x 4 cm x 1.5 cm palpable mass (Fig.8(a)) located at the 6 to 8 o'clock
position of the left breast. The lesion center was approximately 1.5 cm in depth relative to the skin. The
lesion was considered as highly suspicious for malignancy and an ultrasound guided needle biopsy revealed
that the lesion was a high-grade invasive carcinoma with necrosis. The total hemoglobin concentration map
is shown in Fig.8 (b) and the distribution is highly heterogeneous with high concentration distributed at the
cancer periphery. Slice I is the spatial x-y image of 9 cm x 9 cm obtained at 0.5 cm deep from the skin
surface. Slice 7 is 3.5 cm deep toward the chest wall and the spacing between slices is 0.5 cm. The
maximum and average, measured within finer lesion mesh region, hemoglobin concentrations are 92.1
pt moles and 26.2 p moles. Since this cancer was too large for breast conserving surgery, the patient was
treated with chemotherapy in the neo-adjuvant setting for three months. At the time the patient completed
the chemotherapy, we imaged her tumor again with the combined probe. Fig.8 (c) is the ultrasound image
of the cancer three month later and the cancer contrast was poor and cancer boundaries were completely
unclear probably due to treatment. Fig.8 (d) is the total hemoglobin distribution. The maximum and
average hemoglobin concentrations of the lesion are 79.03 p.tmoles and 24.9 p.moles, respectively.
Compared with the images acquired before treatment, the spatial extension of the angiogenesis pattern is
much smaller and more confined to the core area. The maximum total hemoglobin concentration is
reduced by about 10 p.moles and the average is about the same as before. This example clearly
demonstrates the feasibility of monitoring the treatment using the combined technique.
To correlate the optical tomography images with vessel densities, we have performed micro-vessel density
counts. Three sections from tissue obtained at breast-conservation surgery marked with lateral, anterior,
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posterior positions were used for counting. Sections 3 to 5 micrometer thick were stained on an
immunohistochemistry slide staining system (DAKO autostainer) with factor 8/86 mouse monoclonal
antibody (anti-human von Willebrand factor, DAKO Corp, Carpinteria, Calif) at 1:100 dilution digested by
proteinase K for 3 minutes, by labeled polymers (DAKO EnVision plus) immunoperoxidase method. The
microvessel density counts were performed in ten consecutive fields with the use of an ocular grid at X200
magnification. The first field chosen was a hotspot (area of maximum vascular density either within the
infiltrating tumor mass or at the tumor-stromal interface). The total number of microvessels were 196
(lateral), 114 (anterior) and 48 (posterior) per 10 consecutive fields, respectively. These high counts
obtained from lateral and anterior positions correlate well with the high total hemoglobin concentration
distributions shown in slices 3 in Fig. 8(d), and low counts obtained from posterior sample correlates with
lower distributions seen in slices 4 and 5 in Fig. 8 (d). A representative section demonstrating high micro-
vessel densi is shown in Fi .8 e.
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Fig.8. (a) Ultrasound image ofa 4 cm by 4cm high-grade invasive carcinoma

.. ,~ ~,with necrosis. (b) Total hemoglobin concentration of the lesion. Slice 1 is x-y
image of 9cm by 9 cm obtained at 0.5 cm depth from the skin surface and slice7

s.\ :r~is 3.5 cm deep toward the chest wall. The spacing between the slices is 0.5 cm.
-, Slices are from left to right and top to bottom. (c) Ultrasound image of the

~ same cancer treated with chemotherapy for three months. (d) Total hemoglobin
F . (a) concentration of the lesion (e) Representative section of the carcinoma
demonstrating high microvessel density.
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The second imaging example was obtained from a 47-year-old woman who had a 3 cm x 3 cm x 2 cm
dominant mass at the 2 o'clock position in her left breast. The lesion center was about 2.3 cm in depth
relative to the skin. Ultrasound showed hypoechoic mass with irregular margins (see Fig. 9(a)) and the
lesion was considered as highly suspicious for malignancy. Figure 9(b) is the total hemoglobin
concentration distribution which is highly heterogeneous. The measured maximum total hemoglobin
concentration of the tumor and average are 40.6 pi moles and 17.2 ;.L moles, respectively. Surgical pathology
report revealed that the mass was infiltrating carcinoma (histological grade II, nuclear grade II) with low
mitotic activity. The total counts of microvessels obtained from anterior and posterior core biopsy samples
were 61 and 40 per 10 consecutive fields, respectively. The total counts measured from anterior and
posterior surgical samples were 52 and 29, respectively. These low counts correlate well with the low
optical absorption shown in Fig. 9 (b) and indicate that the tumor was poorly perfused. Representative
histological sections of these two examples are shown in Fig.9(c). These two examples clearly
demonstrate that anglogenesis distributions non-invasively obtained from optical tomography/US
correlate with microscopic angiogenesis distributions and our technique has a great potential for
assessing tumor perfusion and therefore predicting treatment responses.

4 0

IM EIR4 I

A-2024

a) (b)

Figure 9 (1D5P4 data). (a) Ultrasound image of a 47-year-old woman with a highly suspicious lesion
located at 2'oclock position of her left breast. (b) Total hemoglobin concentration of the lesion. (c)
Representative section of infiltrating ductal carcinoma of breast demonstrating low microvessel density
(original magnification X200; anti-human von Willebrand factor, DAKO EnVision plus).

E. Demonstrated with advanced cancers that our unique technique may have a potential value to assess and
monitor angiogenesis development during chemotherapy treatment 1431.

This example was obtained from a 46 year-old woman who had a swollen left breast of two months duration
with mild erythema of the skin overlying the lower inner quadrant. No discrete mass was palpable. An
incisional biopsy from the lower inner quadrant showed a poorly differentiated infiltrating ductal carcinoma.
PET imaging (see Fig. 10) obtained before her chemotherapy treatment (Fig. 10 (a)) revealed that the cancer
had metastasized to lymph nodes and spinal code. The cancer was quite diffuse occupying the entire breast.
The patient was treated with adriamycin-based chemotherapy. We identified the upper quadrant mass from
ultrasound and monitored the angiogenesis and oxygen saturation changes with the hybrid technique during
her chemotherapy treatment. Figure 11l(a), (b) and (c) are ultrasound images acquired at the beginning,
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during the fourth cycle of chemotherapy, and before definitive surgery, (d), (e) and (f) are corresponding
total hemoglobin changes, and (g), (h) (i) are corresponding oxygen saturation maps. The oxygen
saturation is represented as per cent oxyHb/totalHb with 100% as the maximal value. The peak hemoglobin
concentration has significantly reduced from 255.3, 147.5 to 76.9 in unit of p mol/liter and also in spatial

extension. The measured FWHM at the depth closer to the chest wall (slice #6 in figure 11) has dropped
from 2.7 cm, 2.6 cm to the size, which is not measurable. High oxygen saturation was noted in the tumor
initially near chest-wall region (slice 6 &7) and rapidly fell to deoxygenated levels (blue color).
Microvessel count obtained from core biopsy sample was 190 which correlates with high hemoglobin
concentration seen in Fig. 1 (d). Microvessel counts of surgical samples obtained from anterior and
posterior were 111 and 68 which correlate with higher and lower hemoglobin images seen in slice 4 and 6 of
Fig.l 1 (f). PET imaging showed a complete response to chemotherapy (see Fig. 10(b)). Upon completion of
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, the patient underwent left modified radical mastectomy. The pathology report
indicated no viable malignant cells in the upper quadrant region that we imaged.

Fig 10. PET images. (a) Image
acquired before chemotherapy. The
ductal carcinoma in the left breast is
pointed by the small black arrow and
positive lymph notes (black dots) are
pointed by the longer black arrow.
The positive spinal code is pointed
by the white arrow. (b) Image
acquired after 6 cycles of
chemotherapy before the definitive
surgery. The activities of carcinoma
in the left breast, positive lymph
notes, and positive spinal code are
no-longer visible.
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Fig. 11. US images acquired at the beginning (a), 4 h cycle (b) and end (c) of chemotherapy. (d), (e) and (f) are
corresponding NIR hemoglobin concentrations, while (g), (h) and (i) are oxygen saturation maps. The slices in (d)-(i)
are numbered from left to right and top to bottom.

Conclusions ......................................................................................

Optical tomography with ultrasound localization demonstrated its great potential in distinguishing
benign from smaller malignant tumors [15,421. The invasive cancer cases reveal about twofold
greater total hemoglobin concentration than benign cases, and suggest that discrimination of benign
and malignant breast lesions might be enhanced by this type of achievable optical quantification with
ultasound localization. Furthermore, the small invasive cancers are well localized and have
wavelength-dependent appearance in optical absorption maps, while the benign lesions appear
diffused and relatively wavelength independent.

The technique has additional benefits when studying larger tumors and it maps tumor vascularity
and tumor hypoxia [431. These indices can be followed before and during theraputic interventions. It
has been shown that tumor hypoxia is related to the growth rate and chemotherapeutic
responsiveness of tumors 1411. The ability to demonstrate and follow these parameters before and
during therapy non-invasively could prove invaluable in choosing tailored treatments especially in the
era of new drugs targeting angiogenesis.
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Appendix I

Simultaneous near-infrared diffusive light and
ultrasound imaging

Nan Guang Chen, Puyun Guo, Shikui Yan, Daqing Piao, and Quing Zhu

We have constructed a near-real-time combined imager suitable for simultaneous ultrasound and near-
infrared diffusive light imaging and coregistration. The imager consists of a combined hand-held probe
and the associated electronics for data acquisition. A two-dimensional ultrasound array is deployed at
the center of the combined probe, and 12 dual-wavelength laser source fibers (780 and 830 am) and 8
optical detector fibers are deployed at the periphery. We have experimentally evaluated the effects of
missing optical sources in the middle of the combined probe on the accuracy of the reconstructed optical
absorption coefficient and assessed the improvements of a reconstructed absorption coefficient with the
guidance of the coregistered ultrasound. The results have shown that, when the central ultrasound
array area is in the neighborhood of 2 cm x 2 cm, which corresponds to the size of most commercial
ultrasound transducers, the optical imaging is not affected. The results have also shown that the
iterative inversion algorithm converges quickly with the guidance of a priori three-dimensional target
distribution, and only one iteration is needed to reconstruct an accurate optical absorption coefficient.
O 2001 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 170.0170, 170.3010, 170.5270, 170.7170, 170.3830.

1. Introduction Most NIR imaging reconstruction algorithms are
Ultrasound is used extensively for differentiation of based on tomographic inversion techniques. 13-20

cysts from solid lesions in breast examinations, and it Reconstruction of tissue optical properties in general
is routinely used in conjunction with mammography. is underdetermined and ill-posed because the total
Ultrasound can detect breast lesions a few millime- number of unknown optical properties always ex-
ters in size.' However, its specificity in breast can- ceeds the number of measurements, and the pertur-
cer diagnosis is not considered to be high enough as a bations produced by the heterogeneities are much
result of overlapping characteristics of benign and smaller than the background signals. In addition,
malignant lesions.2,a Optical imaging based on dif- the inversion reconstruction algorithms are sensitive
fusive near-infrared (NIR) light has the great poten- to measurement noise and model errors.
tial to differentiate tumors from normal breast Our group and others have introduced a novel hy-
tissues through determination of tissue parameters, brid imaging method that combines the complemen-
such as blood volume, blood 02 saturation, tissue tary features of ultrasound and NIR diffusive light
light scattering, water concentration, and the concen- imaging.21-25  The hybrid imaging obtains coregis-
tration and lifetime of exogenous contrast agents.'- 1 2  tered ultrasound and NIR diffusive light images
As a potential diagnostic tool, however, NIR diffusive through simultaneous deployment of an ultrasound
light imaging suffers from low spatial resolution and array and NIR source-detector fibers on the same
lesion location uncertainties because of intense light probe. 1'"."' Coregistration permits joint evalua-
scattering in tissue, tion of acoustic and optical properties of breast le-

sions and enables use of lesion morphology provided
by high-resolution ultrasound to improve the lesion
optical property estimate. With the a priori knowl-

The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Coin- edge of lesion location and shape provided by coreg-
puter Engineering, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut istered ultrasound, NIR imaging reconstruction can
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and Q. Zhu's e-mail addre s is zhu@cngr.uconn.edu, be localized within specified three-dimensional (3-D)
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0003-6935/01/346367-14$15.00/0 properties is reduced significantly. In addition, the
0 2001 Optical Society of America reconstruction is less sensitive to noise because the
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convergence can be achieved with a small number of age, and the speed of reconstruction has been
iterations. improved by an order of magnitude. In this paper

The clinical use of the combined diagnosis relies on we furthermore demonstrate that, with the 3-D tar-
the coregistration of both ultrasound and NIR sen- get distribution provided by coregistered ultrasound,
sors at the probe level. Conventional ultrasound the accuracy of reconstructed jL. and the reconstruc-
pulse-echo imaging requires that an imaging trans- tion speed can be further improved.
ducer be located on top of the target, whereas NIR To solve the unknown optical properties of Eq. (1),
diffusive light imaging is feasible when the optical we used the total least-squares (TLS) method26 .27 to
source and detector fibers are distributed at the pe- iteratively invert Eq. (1). The TLS method performs
riphery of the ultrasound transducer. However, the better than other least-squares when the measure-
effects of missing optical sources in the middle of the ment data are subject to noise and the linear operator
combined probe on the accuracy of the reconstructed W contains errors. We found that the TLS method
optical properties have to be evaluated. In addition, provides more accurate reconstructed optical proper-
the improvements of reconstructed optical properties ties than other least-squares methods, and we
with the guidance of the coregistered ultrasound adopted TLS in solving inverse problems. It has
need to be quantitatively assessed. Furthermore, been shown in Ref. 28 that the TLS minimization is
real-time data acquisition is necessary to avoid errors equivalent to the following minimization problem:
in coregistration caused by patient motion during the
clinical experiments. In this paper we report our 2iU - WXfl 2

experimental results on the optimal probe configura- mrin ,ii 2 + 1 (2)
tion, and we quantify the improvements on recon-
structed optical properties using a combined probe. where X represents unknown optical properties.
We also demonstrate simultaneous combined imag- The conjugate gradient technique was employed to
ing with a near-real-time imager. iteratively solve Eq. (2).

2. Near-Infrared Diffusive Wave Imaging 3. Methods
We used the Born approximation to relate the scat-
tered field U,' (r, w) measured at the probe surface to A. Combined Probe and Imaging Geometry
absorption variations in each volume element within There are four basic requirements to guide the design
the sample. In the Born approximation, the scat- of the combined probe. First, reflection geometry is
tered wave originated from a source at rri, and mea- preferred because a conventional ultrasound scan is
sured at rdi it can be related to the medium performed with this geometry. Second, an ultra-
absorption heterogeneity Apa(r,,) at r,,j by sound array needs to occupy the center of the com-

bined probe for coherent imaging. Third, NIR
[UJ]MXI = [W]MxAAL)}Nx (1) sources and detectors have to be distributed at the

periphery. Because photon propagation distribu-
where M is the total number of source-detector pairs, tion exhibits a banana shape, imaging of the tissue
N is the total number of imaging voxels, and WU = volume underneath the probe is feasible even
G(r~j, rdi, w)Ur0,(rvj, r31, w)vAr, 3 7/D is the weight ma- through there are no sources and detectors deployed
trix given in Ref. 19. G(rj, rdi, W) and Ui.(rj, r5 , w) in the central portion of the probe. Fourth, the min-
are a Green's function and incident wave, respec- imum source-detector separation should be larger
tively. w is the modulation frequency and D is the than 1 cm for the diffusion approximation to be valid,
average or background diffusion coefficient, which is and the maximum separation should be -8-9 cm to
the average value over the background or whole tis- effectively probe depths of 3-4 cm.
sue. On the basis of these requirements we deployed 12

With M measurements obtained from all possible dual-wavelength optical source fibers and 8 detector
source-detector pairs in the planar array, we can fibers over a 9 cm X 9 cm probe area (see Fig. 1).
solve N unknowns of ý.a by inverting the above matrix The minimum and maximum source-detector sepa-
equation. In general, the perturbation Eq. (1) is un- rations in the configuration are 1.4 and 8 cm, respec-
derdetermined (M < N) and ill-posed. tively. To study the effect of the central optical hole

NIR imaging by itself generally has poor depth on the accuracy of the reconstructed optical proper-
discrimination. However, ultrasound is excellent in ties, we compared the reconstruction results with an
providing accurate target depth. Once the target extra center source and without the center source.
depth is available from coregistered ultrasound, we The configuration without the center source corre-
can set A It. of a nontarget depth equal to zero. This spends to a 2 cm x 2 cm hole area. We further
implies that all the measured perturbations originate moved the noncenter 12 sources and 8 detectors to-
from the particular depth that contains the target. ward periphery by leaving a 3 cm x 3 cm hole area in
Because the number of unknowns is reduced signifi- the middle. Figure 2 shows the picture of a com-
cantly, the reconstruction converges very fast. In bined probe with the 3 cm X 3 cm central area occu-
Ref. 23 we reported that, with a priori target depth pied by an ultrasound array. The ultrasound array
provided by ultrasound, the accuracy of the recon- consists of 64 elements made of 1.5-mm-diameter pi-
structed 1L has been improved by 15-30% on aver- ezoelectric transducers (Valpey Fisher Inc). The
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Fig. 1. Schematic arrangement of NIR source and detector fibers Iot
on the probe. Small solid circles are the source fibers and larger
solid cycles are the detector fibers.
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transducers are deployed in a rectangular matrix B p "" in spnprb
with 4-mm spacing in both x and y directions. The & p.fn n &p)N

center frequency of the transducer is 6 MHz and the Fig. 3. Schematic of the NIR frequency-domain imaging system.
bandwidth is 40%. The transducers are made from The modulation frequency is 140 MHz. The 12 dual-wavelength

the same piece of piezoelectric transducer material, source channels are switched on sequentially by a PC, and 8 de-

Therefore the gain difference among different trans- tector channels receive signals in parallel. BPF. bandpass filter:

ducers is less than 3 dB. The 12 dual-wavelength OSC, oscillator.
optical laser diode sources (760 and 830 nm) and 8
photomultiplier tube (PMT) detectors are coupled to size. Because WV is a discrete approximation of the
the probe through optical fibers, which are deployed integral
at the periphery of the two-dimensional (2-D) ultra-
sound array. This hybrid array deployment compro- V
mises ultrasound coherent imaging and NIR diffusive G(r,, rd, to)U15t(r,, r., o) - dr,,
light imaging characteristics.

The 9 cm X 9 cm x 4 cm image volume underneath
the probe is discretized into voxels of size 0.4 cm 0.4 it is more accurate when the voxel size is smaller.
cmx 1 cm. There is a trade-off between the accu- However, the total number of reconstructed un-
rate estimation ofthe weight matrix W and the voxel knowns will increase dramatically with the decreas-ing voxel size. Furthermore, the rank of W does not

increase in the same order as the total number of
voxels when the voxel size decreases. This suggests
that neighboring Wj's are correlated when the voxel
size is smaller, and a further decrease in voxel size
will not add more independent information to the
weight matrix. We found that a 0.4 cm X 0.4 cm x
1 cm voxel size is a good compromise. Therefore we
used this voxel size in image reconstructions reported

PC Q'UC ý 1ý hin this paper.
B. Experimental Systems

0 09I C 1. Near-Infrared Imaging System
We constructed a NIR frequency-domain imaging
"system. The block diagram of the system is shown
in Fig. 3. This system has 12 dual-wavelength
source channels and 8 parallel receiving channels.
On the transmission part, 12 pairs of dual-
wavelength (780 and 830 nm) laser diodes are used as

Fig. 2. Picture of an experimental probe. An ultrasound array of light sources, and their outputs are amplitude mod-
8 x 8 = 64 transducers occupies the central 3 cm x 3 cm area, and ulated at 140.000 MHz. Each one of the 12 optical
12 dual-wavelength source fibers and 8 detector fibers are deployed combiners (OZ Optics Inc.) looks like a Y adapter,
at the periphery, guiding the emission of two diodes of different wave-
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lengths through the same thin optical fiber (approx- yield a low-level output. When the separation be-
imately 0.2 mm in diameter). To reduce noise and comes larger, a 30-dB higher output level should be
interference, an individual driving circuit is built for used. With this two-level source scheme, our system
each diode. As a laser diode works in series, a con- achieved fairly good linearity over a wide range of
trol board that interprets instructions from a PC is source-detector separations (from 1.5 to 8 cm).
used to coordinate operations of associated compo- Because the parameters of an individual laser di-
nents. When a single transmission channel is se- ode or a PMT vary considerably from one to another,
lected, it turns on the corresponding driving circuit so we have to calibrate the gain and phase shift for each
that a dc driving current can be set up for the diode. channel. A set of measurements obtained from all
At the same time, a selected signal is sent to a rf source-detector pairs placed on the boundary of a
switching unit, which distributes a rf signal to the homogeneous medium is
right channel to modulate the optical output. On
the reception part, eight PMTs are employed to detect Aapt, 4=, = 1, 2, .... m; j = 1, 2, .... n.

diffusely reflected light from turbid media. Each Here, amplitude A,,• and phase V are related to
PMT is housed in a sealed aluminum box, shielding source a and detector 1, and m and n are the total
both environment lights and electromagnetic fields, number of sources and detectors, respectively.
and an optical fiber (3 mm in diameter) couples NIR From the diffusion theory, we can obtain the follow-
light from the detection point to the reception window ing set of equations7 :
of the PMT. The electrical signal converted from the
optical input is generally weak and rather high in exp(-kip.0)
frequency, so high-gain amplification and frequency = l(a)Id(3) -p.02

transform are necessary before it can be sampled by
an analog-to-digital (A/D) board inside the PC. We = IP,(") + N(V) + krp0,
built eight parallel heterodyne amplification chan- in which I,(a) and y,(a) are the relative gain and
nels to measure the response of all detectors simul- phase delay associated with source channel a, Id(p)
taneously, which reduces the data-acquisition time. and 'pd(P) are similar quantities associated with de-
Each amplification channel consists of a rf amplifier tector channel P, p,, is the corresponding separation,
(40 dB), a mixer in which the rf signal (OSC1, 140.000 and k,. + jki is the complex wave number. We obtain
MHz) is mixed with a local oscillator (OSC2, 140.020 the following set of linear equations by taking a log-
MHz), a bandpass filter centered at 20 kHz, and a arithm of the above equations related to amplitude:
low-frequency amplifier of 30 dB. The heterodyned
two-stage amplification scheme helps suppress wide- log(p. 2OA.0 ) = log[i,(a)] + log[Id(P)] - kip,
band noises efficiently. We also generated a refer-
ence signal of 20 kHz by directly mixing OSCi and = p + pd3) + krpui. (3)

OSC2, which is necessary for retrieving phase shifts. Although the optical properties of the calibration me-
Eight detection signals and one reference are sam- dium are known in advance, we leave the wave num-
pled, converted, and acquired into the PC simulta- ber as a variable and use fitted kr and ki to calculate
neously, in which the Hilbert transform is used to the background scattering and absorption coeffi-
compute the amplitude and phase of each channel. cients. We verified our calibration method by com-
The entire data acquisition takes less than 1 min, paring the best fitted k's with real values. The
which is fast enough to acquire data from patients. results of our using 0.5-0.8% Intralipid solutions al-

One of the challenges encountered in the design of ways yielded scattering and absorption coefficients
a NIR imaging system is the huge dynamic range of with a rather good accuracy. With the two unknown
signals received at various source-detector dis- wave numbers included, the total number of un-
tances. For example, for a semi-infinite phantom knowns is 2(m + n + 2), which is generally far
made of 0.5% Intralipid solution, the amplitude mea- smaller than the number of measurements m X n.
sured at 1 cm away from a source is approximately Consequently, Eq. (3) is overdetermined. We can
5000 times larger than that at 8-cm separation. In solve all I,(a), Id(p), y,(*), and (pd(p) terms as well as
addition, the perturbation that is due to an embedded two unknown wave numbers in a least-squares sense.
heterogeneity with optical properties similar to a tu- Then all measurements can be calibrated accord-
mor is normally a few percent of the background ingly. The results of amplitude Ap = exp(-kjpo,)/
signal. As a result, a reflection-mode NIR imaging p•p and phase =kp., after calibration are
system should have at least a 120-dB dynamic range shown in Fig. 4. As one can see, the calibrated am-
to probe a target up to 4 cm in depth. It is hard to plitude (log p., 2A0) and the phase from various
build amplifiers that work linearly over such a wide source-detector pairs change linearly with distance.
dynamic range. We overcome this difficulty by im-
plementing two-level source outputs. The dc output 2. Ultrasound System
of a laser diode is controlled when its feedback loop is The ultrasound system diagram is shown in Fig. 5,
adjusted, whereas the rf signal is switched simulta- and the system consists of 64 parallel transmission
neously by a two-step attenuator (no attenuation or and receiving channels. Each transmission circuit
30-dB attenuation). When the source and detector can generate a high-voltage pulse of 200-ns duration
are close to each other, the source is controlled to (6 MHz) with 125 V peak to peak to the connected
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Fig. 5. Schematic of our ultrasound scanner. We connected 64
l ,"') p ultrasound transducers to 64 parallel transmission and reception

channels. The transmission part consists of 64 high-voltage

(a) pulsers, which can be controlled by computer-generated delay pro-
files. The reception part consists of 64 two-stage amplifiers and
A/D converters. CH, channel.

q by two-stage amplifiers and sampled by A/D convert-
2•5 ers. The data are buffered in the memories and are

0.0 Aread by the computer after the entire data acquisition
2 is completed. The second subarray (solid rectanglein Fig. 6) is chosen and the same data-acquisition

Sprocess is repeated. A total of 64 subarrays is used
in the data acquisition. After the 64-subarray data
acquisition is completed, the data stored in the mem-
ories are read by the computer for image formation.

3 4 The entire data acquisition and imaging display are
performed in approximately 5 s, which is fast enough

•"') " for clinical experiments. To ensure good signal-to-
noise ratio, we perform all the electronics using

(b) printed circuit boards.
Fig. 4. (a) Log(p,,5 Ap) versus distancev pp after calibration. Figure 7 shows the picture of the entire system and
(b) Phase ;b,,,, versus distance p.0 after calibration. the combined probe. Both the NIR system (top) and

the ultrasound system (bottom) are mounted on a
hospital cart. The combined probe, which houses

transducer. Each receiving circuit has two-stage the ultrasound array and the NIR source-detector
amplifiers followed by an A/D converter with 40-MHz fibers, is designed to be hand held to scan patients.
sampling frequency. The amplifier gain can be con-
trolled based on the target strength. A group of
transmission channels can be addressed simulta-
neously to transmit pulses from neighbor transduc- s SCII O .
ers with specified delays and therefore to focus the r I -- - -

transmission beam. The retuned signals can be re- 7i1
ceived simultaneously by a group of transducers, and I0
the signals can be summed with specified delays tore aml :9

The data-acquisition procedure is the following.
The first 9-element neighbor subarray (dashed rect- Su 2* * * * *
angle in Fig. 6) from the 64-element transducer array
and the corresponding channels are chosen, and then * * 0 * * * * *
the transmission delay profiles are generated in the
computer according to the prespecified focal depth.
The delay profile data are transferred to the 64-
channel delay profile generator, which triggers the 64 I3cm
high-voltage pulsers as well as the receiving chan-
nels. The returned ultrasound signals are amplified Fig. 6. Ultrasound subarray scanning configuration.
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measured maximum It,, values from the correspond-
ing images. Because of the low spatial resolution of

..... diffusive imaging, the boundaries of the targets are
not well defined. The maximum value is a better
estimation of reconstructed target pa. From no hole
"to 2 cm X 2 cm, the reconstructed maximum I. de-
creases slowly. But for 3 cm X 3 cm, the maximum
IL,,, drops suddenly to 0.104 cm- which is less than

N, : half of the original value. Another imaging param-
- eter we measured is the full width at half-maximum

(FWHM) of the corresponding images. Because the
image lobes were elliptical in general, we measured
the widths of longer and shorter axes and used the
geometric mean to estimate the FWHM. The re-

Fig& 7. Picture of our combined system. NIR system (top) and sults are shown in Table 1, and the FWHM almost

ultrasound system (bottom) are mounted on a hospital cart. increases with the hole size. We also measured the
image artifact level, which was defined as the ratio of
the peak artifact to the maximum strength of the

C. Phantoms image lobe and is given in decibels. The results are
mimicannors shown in Table 1. No artifacts were observed in the

We used 0.5-0.6% Intralipid solutions to mimic nor- images of no-hole and 2 cm x 2 cm hole probes.
mal human breast tissues in all experiments, and the However, the peak artifact level at the - 14.3-dB level
corresponding reduced scattering coefficient p,' was measured in the image of the 3 cm x 3 cm hole
ranges from 5 to 6 cm- . The Intralipid is contained probe. When the contrast was low, the recon-
in a large fish tank to set up approximately a semi- structed maximum absorption coefficients and mea-
infinite homogeneous phantom. Small semispheri- sured FWHMs were essentially the same for the
cal balls (1 cm in diameter), made of acrylamide gel,2 2  no-hole and 2 cm X 2 cm hole probes. However, the
are inserted into Intralipid to emulate lesions embed- reconstructed maximum value dropped to 60% of the
ded in a breast. The reduced scattering coefficients true value for the 3 cm x 3 cm probe. The artifact
of the gel phantoms are similar to that of the back- levels measured in the images of three probe config-
ground medium ( -.5' 6 cm-1), and we changed the urations were similar and were worse than the high-
absorption coefficients to different values by adding contrast case. The image artifacts are related to the
different concentrations of India ink to emulate high- reconstruction algorithm. When the target contrast
contrast (p, = 0.25-cn-') and low-contrast (I, = is weak or the signal-to-noise ratio is low, the inver-
0.1-cm ') lesions. Ultrasound scattering particles sion algorithm produces artifacts around the edges of
of 200 pim in diameter are added to the gel phantom the images.
before the gel is formed. For shallow targets (here we set the target depth to

be 1.5 cm) the NIR system has a relatively poorer
4. Experimental Results performance. This is due to less source-detector

pairs experiencing the existence of a shallow absorber.
A. Effects of Missing Optical Sources in the Combined As shown in Fig. 9, image artifacts are obviously worse
Probe compared with Fig. 8. However, the conclusion about

A series of experiments was conducted to estimate the hole size of the probe remains true. Table 2 lists
the optimal hole size. Three probe configurations all the measured imaging parameters obtained from
were investigated: (a) no-hole, (b) 2 cm X 2 cm cen- three probe configurations. Although a 3 cm X 3 cm
tral hole, and (c) 3 cm x 3 cm hole probes. The hole is somewhat too big to obtain good enough results,
no-hole probe was essentially the same as case (b) the optimal hole size is in the neighborhood of 2 cm X
except that an additional light source was added in 2 cm. This optimal size is approximately the size of
the middle. Figure 8 shows reconstructed NIR im- commercial ultrasound transducers.
ages for on-center targets of high (l., = 0.25 cm- 1, left In the above studies, we used the iteration number
column) and low contrast (i.,, = 0.1 cm- , right col- obtained from the no-hole configuration for the rest of
umn) located 2.5 cm deep inside the Intralipid. The the configurations. Ideally, the iteration should
fitted background [L,, and It. are 0.015 and 5.36 cm-", stop when the object function [see Eq. (2)] or the error
respectively. With the target depth provided by ul- performance surface reaches the noise floor. How-
trasound, we performed reconstruction in the target ever, system noise, particularly coherent noise, was
layer. The centers of the voxels in this layer were (x, difficult to estimate from experimental data. Ingen-
y, 2.5 cm), where x and y were discrete spatial x-y eral, we found that the reconstructed values were
coordinates, and the thickness of the layer was 1 cm. closer to true values when the object function reached
For the high-contrast target case, there are no im- approximately 5-15% of the initial value (total en-
portant differences in image quality associated with ergy in the measurements). Therefore we used this
different probes [Figs. 8(a) and 8(c)] except that with criterion (-10% of the initial value) for the no-hole
a 3 cm X 3 cm hole. The first row of Table 1 provides configuration. Because the signal-to-noise ratio of
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Fig. 8 Reconstructed NIR images of deeper targets (2.5 cm in depth, I cin in diameter, and the fitted background lk. and p,' are 0,015
and 5.36 cm-t, respetively). The left column corresponds to images of a high-contrast target (p. - 0.25 cm- 1) obtained from different
probe configurations, and the right column corresponds to images of a low-contrast target (p. -f 0.1 cm- t). Each raw is related to a specific
hole size: (a) and (b) no hole, (c) and (d) 2 cm x 2 cm, (e) and l(f) 3 crn x 3 cm.

the data decreased with the increase in hole size, we depth information, the optical reconstruction can be
could not find consistent criterion for both no-hole improved significantly. An example is given in Fig.
and hole data. Th~erefore we used the same iteration 10. The target again was a 1-cm-diameter gel ball of
number obtained from the no-hole case for the hole low (At. = 0.l-cm-1) optical contrast and was embed-
configurations, and the comparison was based on the ded at approximately (0, 0, 2.5 cm) inside the In-
same iteration number. tralipid medium. The fitted background I.,, and ji,'

are 0.02 and 5.08 cm-, respectively. Thecombined

B. Ultrasound-Guided Near-infrared Imaging probe shown in Fig, 2 was used to obtain the ultra-
Three-dimensional ýultrasound images can provide sound and NIR data simultaneously. Figure 10(a)
3-D distributions of targets. With the a priori target shows an A-scan line of a returned ultrasound echo
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Table 1. Parameters of Reconstructed Images for Deep High-Contrast located at 2.5 cm in depth inside the Intralipid.
(g. = 0.25-cm-') and Low-Contrast (p. = 0.1-cm-') Targets Each target is a 1-cm 3 gel cube containing ultrasound

Probe Type scatters. For optical properties, they both could be
high contrast (iL. = 0.25 cm- 1) or low contrast (ILt =

Parameter No Hole 2 cm X 2 cm 3 cm X 3 cm 0.1 cm- 1 ), but had the same reduced scattering coef-
High contrast ficient as the background. The fitted background xL.

6,b 0.251 0.234 0.104 and ;t,' are 0.017 and 4.90 cm-, respectively. One
(cm- 1) target was centered approximately at (-1.0, - 1.0, 2.5
FWHM• 1.85 1.91 2.44 cm), whereas the other was at (1.0, 1.0, 2.5 cm). The
(cm) distance between the centers of the two targets was
Artifacts Background Background -14.3 2.8 cm.
(dB) (-22) Figure 11(a) is the ultrasound image of two high-

Low contrast contrast targets. As the field of view of the ultra-
;3L(,• 0.105 0.111 0.064 sound system was nearly a 3 cm x 3 cm square, these(cm- )
FWHM 2.02 1.63 2.16 two targets appeared at diagonal corners. The mea-(cm) sured peak positions of the two targets were (-0.6,
Artifacts -6.90 -8.10 -5.65 -1.0 cm) and (1.0, 1.0 cm), which differed from the
(dB) true target locations by only one voxel. The low con-

trast of the ultrasound image is related to the speckle
rThe fitted background nos and ,' are 0.015 and 5.36 coe. Because our ultrasound array is sparse, therespectively,.oie

, is the measured maximum value of the reconstructed imaging quality is not state of the art (see more dis-
absorption coefficient map. cussion in Section 5). The NIR image of these tar-

'FWHM is defined as the geometric mean of the widths mea- gets was obtained simultaneously and is shown in
sured at longer and shorter axes of the elliptical image lobe. Figure 11(b). We performed the reconstruction at

the target layer by taking advantage of target depth
information. A total of 123 iterations was used to

signal received by one ultrasound transducer located obtain Fig. 11(b). The measured peak positions of
on top of the target. As acoustic scatters were uni- the two targets were (-1.4, -1.0 cm) and (0.6, 0.6
formly distributed in the target, signals were re- cm), which were one voxel off from the true target
flected from inside the target as well as from the locations (-1.0, -1.0 cm) and (1.0, 1.0 cm), respec-
surfaces. The reflected signals from the front and tively. The corresponding reconstructed absorption
back surfaces of the gel ball can be clearly identified coefficients were 0.242 and 0.251 cm-1, which were
in the echo signal. On the basis of the target depth, close to the true values. However, the two targets
we reconstructed the optical absorption coefficient at were almost connected to each other, and their spa-
the target depth only (1 cm in thickness) by setting tial localization was poor. For low-contrast targets,
the purturbations from the other depths equal to the ultrasound image is shown in Fig. I1(c), and the
zero. We also performed 3-D optical-only recon- measured peak locations of the two targets were
struction. Figure 10(b) shows the reconstructed ab- (-1.0, -0.6 cm) and (0.6, 1.0 cm), which differed from
sorption image from a 3-D optical-only reconstruction the true target locations by only one voxel. The cor-
[layer three of voxel coordinates (x, y, 2.5 cm) and 1 responding NIR image is shown in Fig. 11(d), and the
cm thick], whereas Fig. 10(c) shows the reconstructed measured peak locations of the two targets were
image of the corresponding target from ultrasound- (-2.2, -1.0 cm) and (0.6, 1.0 cm). The left target
guided reconstruction. For optical-only reconstruc- was off the true location by three voxels. The corre-
tion, the algorithm did not converge to a localized sponding reconstructed absorption coefficients were
spatial region, and the image contrast was poor. 0.063 and 0.1004 cm- 1 at 87 iteration steps. As one
The measured maximum absorption coefficient was can see, the target shape and localization were poorer
0.088 cm- , which was close to the true value. How- than those in the high-contrast case. In addition, an
ever, the measured spatial location of the maximum artifact appeared at the edge of the image.
value was (-1.6, -1.2 cm), which was too far from the From the coregistered ultrasound images, we ob-
true target location. With the a priori target depth, tained spatial distributions of the two targets and
the reconstruction performed at the target layer can specified target regions. Figures 12(a) and 12(c)
localize the target to the correct spatial position. show the -6-dB contour plots of Figs. 11(a) and 11(c).
The measured maximum absorption coefficient was Applying the same reconstruction scheme to these
0.12 cm- 1 and its location was (0, 0.4 cm), which was specific regions, we obtained Figs. 12(b) and 12(c) in
very close to the true target location. This example one iteration. The reconstructed absorption coeffi-
demonstrates that a priori target depth can signifi- cients were 0.2357 and 0.219 cm-' for the two high-
cantly improve the reconstruction accuracy and tar- contrast target cases and 0.123 and 0.131 cm-' for
get localization, the low-contrast case. We can see much better im-

In addition to use of a priori target depth informa- provement in the low-contrast target case when we
tion, we can also use the target spatial distribution compare Fig. 12(d) with Fig. 11(d). This example
provided by ultrasound to guide the reconstruction. demonstrates that, when the targets are visible in
We performed a set of experiments with two targets ultrasound images, their morphology information
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Fig. 9. Reconstructed NIR images for shallow targets (1.5 cm in depth, I cm in diameter, and the fitted background pA, and p.,' are 0.015and 5.36 cm"-, respectively). The left column corresponds to images of a high-contrast target (A., - 0.26 cm '), and the right columncorresponds to images of a low-contrast target (pL. - 0.1 cm '). Each row is related to a specific hole size: (a) and (b) no hole, (c) and
(d) 2 cm x 2 cm, (e) and f) 3 cm × 3 cm.

provided by ultrasound can be used to guide the op- rion is needed for the inversion algorithms.tical reconstruction in the specified regions. However, this result will need to be further evaluated
The result regarding the iteration step is signifi- with more samples of different contrasts.

cant. As we discussed above, there is no known
stopping criterion to terminate the iteration because 5. Discussion
it is difficult to estimate the noise level in the mea- Commercial ultrasound scanners use one-
surements. With the a priori target depth and spa- dimensional probes that provide 2-D images of x-ztial distribution provided by coregistered ultrasound, views of the targets, where x and z are the spatial andwe can obtain an accurate optical absorption coeffi- propagation dimensions, respectively. Such x-z im-cient in one iteration. Therefore no stopping crite- ages cannot coregister with NIR images, which are
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Table 2. Parameters of Reconstructed Images for Shallow more than 90%.29 Recently, ultrasound has also
High-Contrast (po = o25-cm-') and Low-Contrast (p. = 0.1-cm-') been advocated to screen dense breasts.30  We antic-

Targste ipate that our combined imaging will add more spec-

Probe Type ificity to the ultrasonically detected lesions.
In the reported phantom studies, we assigned zero

Parameter No Hole 2 cm ×~ 2 crn 3 cmx 3 cm perturbations to the regions where no targets were

High contrast present. In clinical studies, we plan to segment the
A.(-") 0.250 o.14 0.118 ultrasound images and specify different tissue types
(cm-') as well as suspicious regions in the segmented im-
FWHM 1.32 1.61 2.08 ages. We will then reduce the reconstructed optical
(cm) unknowns by assigning unknown optical properties
Artifacts -7.98 -12.7 -9.76 to different tissue types as well as to suspicious re-
(dB) gions. Finally, we will reconstruct the reduced sets

Low contrast of unknown optical properties. We expect a more
00I0-4 accurate estimation of reconstructed optical proper-

(cm'1)
FWHM 1.88 2.11 3.17 ties and fast convergence speed, as reported in this
(cm) paper. However, it is still too early to judge the
Artifacts -6.25 -7.44 -0.65 clinical performance of the combined method; further
(dB) clinical studies are needed.

*The fitted background I.° and jk.' are 0.015 and 6.35 cm-1, Probing regions of the banana-shaped diffusive
respectively, photons depend on source-detector separations and

measurement geometry. For a semi-infinite geome-
try, the probing regions extend further into the me-

obtained from x-y views of the targets. Our current dium when source-detector separation increases.
- ies capthetablet Of rroving x This is why we have multiple source-detector pairs of

2-D ultrasound array isarious separations to detect targets at variable
views of the targets, which can be used to coregister v
with NIR images. However, the array is sparse and depths from 0.5 to 4 cm. Of course it is hard to
witherefore t image res. oluvertion isnot stat he ad achieve uniform sensitivity in the entire region of
Nvertheloes, its spatial resolution is comparable a interest. For example, a superficial target (-1 cm
Nevertheless, i ts a tian beseduto is co ma ge deep) would cause strong perturbations when it is
NIR imaging and can be used to guide NIR image close to a source or a detector, but will result in much
reconstruction. With 3-D ultrasound guidance, only weaker signals when it is located deeper. Normal-
one iteration is needed to obtain accurate absorption ization of scattering photon density waves with re-
coefficients. This result is significant because no spect to the incident waves makes it possible for
stopping criterion is necessary. More studies with a reconstruction algorithms to handle the huge dy-
variety of target contrasts and locations will be per- namic range of signals and to detect a target as deep
formed to verify this result. as 4 cm. This normalization procedure was applied

We purchased a 2-D state-of-the-art ultrasound ar- to the reconstruction algorithm used to obtain the
ray of 1280 transducer elements and we are building reported images.
a multiplexing unit for our 64-channel electronics. In this study, the target absorption coefficient was
In addition, the new 2-D transducer size is approxi- reconstructed from the measurements. Because the
mately 2 cm X 3 cm, which is in the neighborhood of target ýt,' was similar to the background •', the
the optimal hole size we found through this study. coupling between A. and p.' in our measurements
With the new 2-D ultrasound transducer, we will be was negligible. We also performed experiments
able to obtain high-resolution ultrasound images and with gel phantom made with Intralipid with a con-
delineate the target boundaries with finer details for centration similar to that of the background and did
optical reconstruction. not observe perturbation beyond the noise level.

Ultrasound contrast depends on lesion acoustic Similar reconstruction studies can be performed for
properties, and NIR optical contrast is related to le- scattering coefficients as well. Simultaneous recon-
sion optical properties. Both contrasts exist in tu- struction of both absorption and scattering coeffi-
mors, but the sensitivities of these two modalities cients is also possible. Because the eigenvalues of
may be different. It is possible that some early- the absorption and scattering weight matrices are
stage cancers have NIR contrast but are not detect- significantly different, good regulation schemes are
able by ultrasound. It would be desirable if we could needed for simultaneous reconstruction. This sub-
obtain sensitivity of optical imaging alone. How- ject is one of our topics for further study.
ever, light scattering is a main problem that prevents
the accurate and reliable localization of lesions. It is 6. Summary

also possible that some lesions have acoustic contrast We have constructed a near-real-time imager that
but no NIR contrast or low NIR contrast. Currently, can provide coregistered ultrasound and NIR images
ultrasound is routinely used as an adjunct tool to simultaneously. This new technique is designed to
x-ray mammography; the combined sensitivity of improve the specificity of breast cancer diagnosis.
these two modalities in breast cancer detection is Because the ultrasound transducer needs to occupy
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Fig. 11 Simultaneously obtained ultrasound and NIR absorption images. The fitted background ;t. and t&.' are 0.017 and 4.90 cm-t

respectively. (a) Ultrasound and (b) NIR absorption image of two high-contrast targets (target ýL. = 0.25 cm- '). (c) Ultrasound and (d)

NIR image of two low-contrast targets (target p. = 0.10 cm"• 1). In both high- and low-contrast eases, the two targets were located at 2.5

cm in depth.
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Portable near-infrared diffusive light imager for breast
cancer detection

Nan Guang Chen Abstract. We present a frequency-domain near-infrared optical to-
Minming Huang mography system designed for breast cancer detection, in conjunction
Hongiun Xia with conventional ultrasound. It features fast optical switching, three-
Daqing Piao wavelength excitations, and avalanche photodiode as detectors. Laser
University of Connecticut diodes at 660, 780, and 830 nm are used as light sources and their
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering outputs are distributed sequentially to one of nine source fibers. An
Storrs, Connecticut 06269 equivalent 130-dB isolation between electrical signals from different

Edward Cronin source channels is achieved with the optical switches of very low
Hartford Hospital crosstalk. Ten detection channels, each of which includes a silicon
Radiology Department avalanche photodiode, detect diffusive photon density waves simul-
Hartford, Connecticut 06102 taneously. The dynamic range of an avalanche photodiode is about 20

Quing Zhu to 30 dB higher than that of a photomultiplier tube, thus eliminating

University of Connecticut the need for multistep system gain control. The entire system is corn-
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering pact in size (<0.051 m3 ) and fast in data acquisition (less than 2 sec
Storrs, Connecticut 06269 for a complete scan). Calibration and the clinical experiment results

are presented in the paper. 0 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi-
neers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.16954101

Keywords: diffusive imaging; optical switches; avalanche photodiodes; dynamic

range; breast cancer.
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1 Introduction a certain time period to stabilize after switching, the data ac-

Frequency-domain near-infrared optical tomography systems quisition time was about 8 sec for one scan. In general, three

have been widely used to study optical properties of breast scans at lesion locations and at reference locations are neces-

cancers in vivo. 1-3 In the Optical and Ultrasound Imaging sary for checking patient motion and for calculating averages.

Laboratory at the University of Connecticut, we are develop- To reduce the size, weight, and data acquisition time, we de-

ing a hybrid imager that combines optical tomography and signed and built a completely new optical imager.

conventional ultrasound for breast cancer detection. 4 "5 The ul- There are two major changes in our new frequency-domain
timate goal of our studies is to establish a method that is more optical imager. Instead of using paired dual-wavelength laser
accurate and efficient than conventional x-ray mammography diodes and electronic switching, only three laser diodes (660,
accubreaste anrdetefictient and co agnve isfonl xray g m amo ra 780, and 830 nm) are used in the new system. So the total
for breast cancer detection and diagnosis, for assessing cancer number of laser diodes is reduced from 24 (would be 36 if
treatment, and for monitoring cancer recurrence. The combi- trewvlntsaenee)t he.Otclsicigi

nation of ultrasound with optical imaging provides comple- eled to three. diodeswtc is

mentary diagnostic information. The acoustic property of a employed to distribute outputs of laser diodes to different
source channels. Such architecture helps simplify the light

simple cyst can be well distinguished from that of a tumor,while the local blood volume and bloodi oxygenation can be source driving circuitry, reduce the size and weight, and in-
crease the switching speed. For the detection subsystem, pho-

related to tumor malignance. In addition, using high- tomultiplier tubes (PMTs) were replaced by much lighter and
resolution ultrasound images to guide optical imaging recon- smaller silicon avalanche photodiodes (APDs). Semiconduc-
struction can partly solve the ill-posed problem and lead to tor photodetectors generally have higher quantum efficiency
more accurate reconstructed values.6"7 As a similar idea, com- and dynamic range than PMTs, and cover a fairly wide spec-
bination of optical imaging with MRI for small animal imag- tral range (400 to 1100 nm for silicon photodiodes). Two im-
ing has been reported recently."9 Our clinical experiments at portant types of high-speed semiconductor photodetectors are
the University of Connecticut Health Center and Hartford PIN photodiodes and APDs. Nonetheless, a typical PMT has
Hospital have been successful, but we do feel the need to an internal gain ranging from 105 to 107. Consequently, its
update the optical imager we built two years ago. First of all, optoelectrical current level is much higher than those of PIN
it is heavy and bulky, which makes the transportation to mul- and APD detectors. This is the main reason that PMTs are so
tiple clinical locations difficult. Second, we used electronic popular in weak light detection, and that we used them in our
switching for the light sources. Because the laser diodes need previous system. Normal photodiodes usually have a noise

level about two orders lower than that of a high-speed pre-
Address all correspondence to Nanguang Chen, Electrical & Computer Engi- amplifier. Consequently, the signal-to-noise ratio of the detec-
neering Department, University of Connecticut, 371 Fairfield Road, Unit 1157,
Storrs, Connecticut 06269. Tel: 860-486-1818; FAX: 860-486-1273; E-mail:
chenng@engr.uconn.edu r_ 1083-3668/2004/$15.00 0 2004 SPIE
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rDiode To optical Table 1 Specifications of piezosystem jena 4 X 1 and 1 X 9 optical

D dprobe switches.

: Insertion loss 2 dB (max) 1.6 dB (typical)

--c Cross talk 60 dB (max) 65 dB (typical)

P Repeatability 0.02 dB (max) 0.01 dB (typical)

SFro PC [>1500 cycles over 1 h)

Operating voltage 5 V (500 mA)
OSCI Directionat RF

140 MHz Co ier Operating temperature range 0' to 50*C

+Synchronization to rception able at an - 10-mW fiber output power. A 10-dBm oscillator

Fig. 1 Schematic of the transmission pan. generates 140-MHz sine waves for modulation. Most of its
output goes through a directional coupler to a RF amplifier,
while a small portion is directed to the reception part as the

tion system is dominated by the preamplifier noise. A silicon synchronization signal. An attenuator (not shown in Fig. 1) is

APD can have an internal gain of 100 to 1000. Such an inter- used to further reduce the power level of the synchronization
nal gain makes it possible to match the noise level of opto- signal. The amplified 140-MHz signal is connected to a laser

electrical signals with the input noises of available preampli- diode driver board, at which it is combined with dc bias cur-

fiers. While the noise level remains almost the same, the rents to feed laser diodes. Modulated light outputs are coupled

signal strength is increased by 40 to 60 dB and so is the to three input ports of a 4 X 1 optical switch. A remaining

signal-to-noise ratio. Since the output signals from APD de- input port is reserved for an additional wavelength, which we

tectors are much weaker than the output from a PMT, cautions may add in the future. The output of the 4 X I optical switch

have been taken to reduce the impact of environmental noises is directly connected to the input of a 1 X 9 optical switch,

and, especially, feed-through interferences. We have em- each of whose output fibers corresponds to one source posi-

ployed a careful radio-frequency (RF) design to achieve the tion.

minimal feed-through interference level from the transmission Both optical switches were purchased from piezosystem

part to the reception part. jena GmbH. They are compact in size (168X 113X 30 mm3)
and can be controlled by BCD codes via a D-sub 25 connec-
tor. Input and output optical fibers (62.5-/4m core diameter)

2 System Design are terminated with standard ST connectors. Other specifica-

To suppress interferences as much as possible, the new diffu- tions (for both 4 X I and I X 9) are listed in Table 1. Their
sive light imager is separated into a transmission part and a switching time is about 2 ms, much faster than other similar
reception part. Each part is enclosed in an aluminum chassis products on the market, and warrants near-real-time image
measuring 17 X 13 X 7 cubic inches. The transmission part is acquisition. Crosstalk and repeatability of these switches are
responsible for generating amplitude-modulated light output also reasonably good. For example, the crosstalk between dif-
at three wavelengths of 660, 780, and 830 nm. It also contains ferent optical channels is better than 65 dB. Since the optical
optical switches that distribute light power to nine source power is converted proportionally to voltage or current at a
channels. In the reception part, there are 10 detection channels photodetector, the resulting isolation in electrical signals from
that simultaneously measure intensities of diffusive light col- different sources channels is 130 dB. A National Instruments
lected by light guides. The connection between the transmis- multifunction data acquisition card (DAQ) installed in a PC
sion and the reception parts is a coaxial cable, which transmits provides 4-digit control signals for each optical switch.
a synchronization signal from the transmission part to the re- The reception part consists of 10 identical detection chan-
ception part. The synchronization signal is used to generate a nels, which are sealed in 10 small aluminum boxes for RF
reference signal, which is necessary for retrieving phase shifts shielding. Figure 2(a) shows the overall structure of the recep-
related to photon density waves at different locations. A nega- tion part, while Fig. 2(b) shows the schematic of each detec-
tive effect of the synchronization signal is the unwanted inter- tion channel. In each detection channel, a light guide collect-
ferences that it brings into the detection channels. However, ing diffusive lights from an optical imaging probe is coupled
the synchronization signal has to be strong enough to over- to an APD (53884, Hamamatsu) by the use of an adaptor. As
come zero-cross point shifting caused by noises. So determi- a result of modulated light'sources, the optoelectrical current
nation of the synchronization signal level is a tradeoff be- of the APD detector has an ac component at the same fre-
tween the interference level and phase accuracy. We gradually quency, i.e., 140 MHz. A high-speed low-noise transimpen-
lowered the synchronization signal to the point beyond which dence amplifier (SA5212A, Philips Semiconductors) converts
the measured phase noise increased suddenly. the opto-electrical current to a voltage signal, which is then

Shown in Fig. I is the schematic of the transmission part. mixed with a 140.020-MHz signal (generated by a local os-
Pigtailed laser diodes from Thorlabs are used as light sources. cillator OSC2) at a frequency mixer (SBL-1, Mini-Circuits).
Three wavelengths (660, 780, and 830 nm) pertinent to imag- The heterodyne signal passes through a bandpass (BP) filter
ing hemoglobin ecentrations ,artd tumor hypoxia are avail- with a center frequency at 20 KHz, and is further amplified by
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the reception part.
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another low-frequency amplifier by about 40 dB. The result- A i-
ing signal contains both amplitude and phase information re-
lated to the original RF signal. However, a reference signal is
necessary for accurate retrieval of the phase. The synchroni- g Zener M
zation signal from the transmission part is mixed with the
local oscillation of 140.020 MHz to generate the referenceV

signal, which serves as a trigger signal for data acquisition.
Outputs from all detection channels and the reference signal Fig. 3 High-voltage power supply circuitry.
are digitized with two DAQ cards (PCI-6070E, National In-
struments) working synchronously. Hilbert transform is per-
formed on a PC to compute the amplitude and phase of eachacquired waveform. The amplitude A d for the source and the optoelectrical current, while the HV is set to the opera-tional voltage. This circuit is good for digital applications
detectorj is simply the mean magnitude of the Hilbert trans- such as in optical communication. However, the optoelectrical
form of corresponding waveform uj(n), response becomes nonlinear when the optical input power

Aij=mean(abs{hilbert[uj(n)]}), (1) causes a substantial increase in the voltage across the resistor
and a decrease in the APD bias. By parallel connecting a

where n denotes the discrete time point. The phase ckij is Zener diode to clamp the voltage across the APD, as shown in
given by Fig. 3(b), we can significantly improve the linear input range.

Of course, the breaking voltage of the Zener diode should
9ij= mean(angle{hilbert[uq(n)]} match the operational voltage of the APD, and the HV should() be set at a higher value. But there is still another problem. The

-angle{hilbert[ur(n)]}), ( avalanche photodiodes came with operational voltages rang-

where u,(n) is the reference sequence. ing from 127 to 139 V (for internal gain M= 100). It is very
A high voltage (HV) adjustment circuit is used to provide difficult to do exact and homogeneous matching for all the 10

an appropriate voltage for each individual APD. Shown in channels. We add a variable voltage source in series with the
Fig. 3(a) is a typical way to connect the HV power supply Zener diode to facilitate the adjustment [Fig. 3(c)]. The vari-
(CA02P, EMCO High Voltage Coryoration) with an APD and able voltage source is comprised of a transistor and a poten-
a transimpedance. ajnplifier.10 Aesistor of 10 to 100 k limits tiometer, which provides continuously adjustable voltage
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Fig. 5 (a) Setup for testing the system linearity. (b) The amplitudes (A)
in logarithm versus total optical density of inserted attenuators.

(b) Circles: measured values; solid line: linear fitting.

'-IN 3smaller range will be adopted. This procedure effectively in-
UW.O-d- Abwcreases the dynamic range by 20 dB.

d The overall weight of the system is about 12 kilograms,while our previous PMT-based system weighs more than 60
kilograms. Shown in Fig. 4(a) is a picture of our new imager.
The transmission and reception parts are stacked together,

(c) while a portable printer is put aside for comparison of the
sizes. For the sake of mobility, an LCD monitor is used to-

Fig. 4 (a) Picture of the new imager. Its size is compared with a por- gether with a desktop computer for data acquisition. Source
table printer. (b) Configuration of the combined probe. Smaller circles fibers and detection light guides are connected to a combined
indicate locations of light sources, and larger circles correspond to probe (Fig. 4(b)]. In cinical studies, a commercial ultrasound
detection light guide positions. The central rectangular hole is used to
hold an ultrasound transducer. (c) Geometry for detection breast can- transducer is inserted in the middle of the combined probe,
cers with the combined probe. which is placed on the top of a breast with the patient in a

supine position.

from 0.5 to 12 V. The breaking voltage of the Zener diode is 3 Testing and Calibration
around 126 V. The system linearity was tested with neutral density filters and

A special procedure in the data acquisition program is the setup shown in Fig. 5(a). The source fiber was connected
needed to overcome the limited dynamic range of the DAQ to one source channel through an inline attenuator of 20 dB.
card. The analog-to-digital conversion has a 12-bit resolution, Output light from the source fiber was collimated with a lens,
which corresponds to about a 72-dB dynamic range. However, and a small portion of it (about 1%) is directed to the light
the analog part of the reception system is capable of providing guide connected to a detection channel. Neutral density filters
an 80- to 90-dB dynamic range. We used the programmable were inserted into the path of the collimated light to adjust the
input range of the DAQ card to solve this problem. For each light intensity coupled t6 the detector. The optical density
source-detector pair, the waveform related to the photon den- (OD) values of the neutral density filter set were 0.5, 1, and 3.
sity wave is digitized twice. In the first period we use an input By stacking them together, an attenuation range from 10-0s
range of the DAQ card of - I to I V, while in the second (OD=0.5) to 10-' (OD=5) was achieved. The detected
period we use - 10 to 10 V. The amplitudes and phases are signal amplitude in logarithm scale versus optical density is
retrieved for both the smaller range and the larger range. If the plotted in Fig. 5(b). It is obvious that the linearity of the
amplitude associated with the bigger range is greater than I V, detection system is very good in the range I - OD'- 5, which
it will be taken as the measured value, and so will the corre- is equivalent to 80 dB. At the point of OD= 0.5, saturation of
sponding phase. -Otherwise, the-'values associated with the the detector occurred and the amplitude was suppressed by
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approximately 7 dB. The dynamic range of system was esti- I
mated around 85 dB. This is achieved without two-stage light Wa=[ D G(rvk'drdi)Ui k, (rXk 'r 1

source control, which is necessary for a PMT system of simi- xN,
lar dynamic range. The measured phases remain essential con-
stant, as a result of very small amplitude-phase cross talk.

Uniformity of source and detection channels was cali- MffL A (r')dA (r'd3r' ,

brated with following procedures. To test the source channel
uniformity, different source channels were sequentially and
coupled to one detection channel via an inline attenuator of 70
dB. To test the detection channel uniformity, different detec- =Ff '

tion channels were switched to one source channel. The varia- [Ma] = A ()d 3r'""' AuA,(r)d3r'

tions in amplitude and phase of source channels were 0.27 dB
and 0.19 rad respectively. For the detection channels, the Instead of reconstructing ApA. distribution directly, we recon-
variations were 0.9 dB for amplitudes and 0.23 rad for phases. struct the total absorption distribution M and then divide it by
The relative gain and phase shift of each source or detection different voxel sizes of target and background regions to ob-
channel were included in image reconstruction algorithms to tain the Ap, distribution. In general, the target region is more
cancel channel heterogeneity. absorbing than the background, and the total absorption dis-

tribution M, which is approximately the product of Au. and
the corresponding voxel size, is well scaled between lesion

4 Image Reconstruction Method region and nonlesion region for inversion. In the following
clincal case studies, we have used a finer grid of 0.5X 0.5

A dual-mesh image reconstruction algorithm, proposed in our X 0.5 (cm 3 ) in the target region and a coarse grid of 1.5
previous publication, 7 has been implemented in our new im- X 1.5X 1.0 (cm 3) in the background region. As a result, the
ager. Briefly, the total imaging volume is segmented into two weight matrix [W']=[WL.,WB] expands to several discrete
regions L and B, where the lesion region L contains sus- layers in depth and the weight matrix WL of larger tumors
pected structures found on co-registered ultrasound images also expands to two to three layers. The total least square
and the nonlesion region B is the background. Then the target method is employed to formulize the inverse problem, and the
and background regions are discretized with different voxel conjugate gradient method is used to minimize the object
sizes, resulting in a finer grid in the lesion region and a coarse function.4 5 The iterative search converges quickly in two to
grid in nonlesion region. We consider only absorption changes three iterations, and thus no regularization scheme is used in
in the medium on the assumption that the contribution of scat- the inversion.
tering heterogeneities to the measurement is negligible, al-
though similar procedures can be applied to reconstructing
scattering coefficients. When the Born approximation is valid, 5 Clinical Case Study
the scattered diffusive light intensity can be approximated by Clinical studies were performed at Hartford Hospital with the

protocol approved by the IRB committee of the Hartford Hos-
U(r .i ,r&,) -W) G(rUi,rdL)UinC(r, j,rj) pital. The first example was obtained from a 45-year-old pa-

D " Ltient who had a suspicious lesion at the 3 o'clock position of
the left breast. The combined probe was centered approxi-

" IA/,,(r')d~r' nmately above the lesion for acquisition of ultrasound and op-
J 1 U tical images. The ultrasound gray-scale image with Doppler

superimposed is shown in Fig. 6. The lesion has an irregular
+ I G(rk,rdi) Ui,,(r~k,ri,) shape and posterior shadowing. Ultrasound Doppler reveals

ak blood flow at the lesion periphery. The diagnosis based on
ultrasound was highly suspicious and biopsy was recom-

)3 (3) mended.
Optical data at three wavelengths were taken before the

where G(rl ,r2) and U ri ,r2 ) are the Green's function and biopsy procedure. The data acquisition time for each scan was
incident diffusive light intensity connecting location r, and less than 2 see, much faster than our previous system (about 8
rý, rvj is the center of voxel j in lesion region L, r0 k is the sec for two source levels). Multiple data sets at the lesion

Sof k t c n glocation as well as at the contralateral normal breast werecenter of voxel k in the background region B, and rs and ra,

are source and detector positions, respectively. Equation (1) acquired. It took about 5 min for the entire experiment. Fig-
can be written in the following matrix form: ures 7-9 show the reconstructed optical absorption maps atthree wavelengths. For each slice, the spatial dimensions are 9

[Usd]MXI = IWL , WB]Mx.J[ML ,M]Nr. 1, (4) by 9 cm. The first slice is 0.7 cm from the skin surface and the
last slice is close to the chest wall. The spacing between slices

where is 0.5 cm. The optical absorption distributions appear dif-
fused, and absorption maximums at the three wavelengths are

[ 1 1 0.1420, 0.1499, and 0.1450 cm-', respectively. The total he-
W= -G(ro,rd )Uioc(rir)n moglobin concentration calculated from 780 and 830 nm is

MXN• shown in Fig. 10. The extinction coefficients used are ob-
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Fig. 6 Ultrasound gray-scale image with Doppler superimposed. The lesion was located at the 3 o'clock position of the left breast of a 45-year-old
patient and was considered as highly suspicious. The ultrasound revealed irregular shape and posterior shadowing with blood flow seen at several
periphery sites of the lesion.
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Fig. 7 Reconstructed optical absorption map at 660 nm. The slices Fig. 9 Reconstructed optical absorption map at 830 nm. Similar dis-
were from 0.7 cm underneath the skin to the chest wall with 0.5-cm tributions at 660 and 780 nm were observed.
spacing. For each slice, the horizontal and vertical axes are X and Y,
respectively, with the spatial dimensions of 9x9 cm. The lesion ap-

pears in slice 2, 3, and 4.
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Fig. 8 Reconstructed optical absorption map at 780 nm. Similar dis- Fig. 10 Total hemoglobin concentration calculated from 780 and 830
tribution at 660 nm was observed. nm. The color bars are in units of micromoles.
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tained from Ref. 11. The maximum concentration is 68.90 compactness and the near-real-time data acquisition speed. In
pnmol. Earlier results obtained from two invasive early stage addition, it has a wide dynamic range achieved without mul-
cancers and 17 benign lesions have shown that malignant can- tistep system gain control.
cers present an average of 119-/smb1 maximum total hemo-
globin concentration while the benign group has an average of Acknowledgments
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Design of near-infrared imaging probe with the Appendix 3

assistance of ultrasound localization

Quing Zhu, Nan Guang Chen,.Daqing Piao, Puyun Guo, and XiaoHui Ding

A total of 364 optical source-detector pairs were deployed uniformly over a 9 cm x 9 cm probe area
initially, and then the total pairs were reduced gradually to 60 in experimental and simulation studies.
For each source-detector configuration, three-dimensional (3-D) images of a 1-cm-diameter absorber of
different contrasts were reconstructed from the measurements made with a frequency-domain system.
The results have shown that more than 160 source-detector pairs are needed to reconstruct the absorp-
tion coefficient to within 60% of the true value and appropriate spatial and contrast resolution. How-
ever, the error in target depth estimated from 3-D images was more than 1 cm in all source-detector
configurations. With the a priori target depth information provided by ultrasound, the accuracy of the
reconstructed absorption coefficient was improved by 15% and 30% on average, and the beam width was
improved by 24% and 41% on average for high- and low-contrast cases, respectively. The speed of
reconstruction was improved by ten times on average. @ 2001 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 170.0170, 170.3010, 170.5270, 170.7170, 170.3830.

1. Introduction the ring can be determined from all measurements.

Recently, optical imaging techniques based on diffu- A planar array can be configured with either trans-
sive near-infrared (NIR) light have been employed to mission or reflection geometries. In transmission
obtain interior optical properties of human tissues. '-8 geometry, multiple detectors can be deployed on a
Functional imaging with NIR light has the potential planar array, and multiple sources or a single source
to detect and diagnose diseases or cancers through can be deployed on an opposite plane parallel to the
the determination of hemoglobin concentration, blood detector plane. Optical properties of the three-
02 saturation, tissue light scattering, water concen- dimensional (3-D) tissue volume between the source
tration, and the concentration and lifetime of exoge- and the detector planes can be determined from all
nous contrast agents. Optical imaging requires that measurements. In reflection geometry, multiple
an array of sources and detectors be distributed di- sources and detectors can be distributed on a planar
rectly or coupled through optical fibers on a boundary probe that can be hand-held.3,15 Optical properties
surface. Measurements made at all source-detector of the 3-D tissue volume at slice depths below the
positions can be used in tomographic image recon- probe can be determined from all measurements.
struction schemes to determine optical properties of The reflection probe configuration is desirable for the
the medium. The frequently used geometric config- imaging of brain and breast tissues.
urations of sources and detectors are ring arrays4,9-1

1 Although many researchers in the field have con-
and planar arrays.3A. 1- 5  A ring array consists of structed imaging probes using reflection geome-
multiple sources and detectors that can be distrib- try,2,3.3 5 to our knowledge the required total number
uted uniformly on a ring. Optical properties of the of source-detector pairs over a given probe area
thin tissue slice (two-dimensional slice) enclosed by needed to accurately reconstruct optical properties

and localized spatial and depth distributions has not
been addressed before. In this paper we study the
relationship between the total number of source-The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Corn- detector pairs and the reconstructed imaging quality

puter Engineering, University of Connecticut, 260 Glenbrook through perimental measurement C ute
Road, U157, Storrs, Connecticut 06269. Q. Zhu's e-mail address through experimental measurements. Computer
is zhu@engr.uconn.edu. simulations are performed to assist in understanding

Received 20 September 2000; revised manuscript received 21 the experimental results.
March 2001. Because the target localization from diffusive

0003-6935/01/193288-16$15.00/0 9-1 waves is difficult, our group and others have intro-
© 2001 Optical Society of America duced use of a priori target location information pro-
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vided by ultrasound to improve optical imaging. 1-l 8  f,"w

In this paper we demonstrate experimentally that e

the accurate target depth information can signifi- Imp 5.=e

cantly improve the accuracy of the reconstructed ab- -- z=27z-r

sorption coefficient and the reconstruction speed for
any optical array configuration. Cen, Extmosaed Bamdary

The required total number of source-detector pairsT- - / Z=-Zb

is also related to the image reconstruction algorithms r

used. In this paper we obtained experimental mea- Z = 0

surements using a frequency-domain system with the
source amplitude modulated at 140 MHz. In simu- *--..z=zr

lations, forward measurements were generated by sme

use of the analytic solution of a photon density wave
scattered by a spherical inhomogeneity embedded in Ta

a semi-infinite scattering medium.19 In both exper- Fig. 1. Target, source, and detector configurations for a semi-
iments and simulations, linear perturbation theory infinite medium.
within the Born approximation was used to relate
optical signals at the probe surface to absorption vari-
ations in each volume element within the sample. photon density wave U.o outside the sphere at a de-

The total least-squares (TLS) method 20 -22 was used tector position r = (r,e,4,) is of the form

to formulate the inverse problem. The conjugate
gradient technique was employed to iteratively solve U

e the inverse problem. Therefore the results we ob- UIm
tained are directly relevant to the probe design with (1)
reconstruction algorithms based on the linear pertur-
bation theory and can be used as a first-order approx- where j, and nj are spherical Bessel and Neuman
imation if high-order perturbations are employed in functions, respectively; Y ..(e0,+) are the spherical
image reconstructions. harmonics, and k~ut = [(_ ,,out + jto)/DOUt] 12 is the

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 complex wave number outside the sphere. wo is the
we describe an analytic solution used to generate angular modulation frequency of the light source,
simulated forward data, the Born approximation, aout is the absorption coefficient outside the sphere,
and the TLS method for image reconstruction. In and Dot is the photon diffusion coefficient outside the

Section 3 we discuss the probe geometry, a frequency- sphere given by Du"' = 1/(3A,'), where •L' is the
domain NIR system used to acquire the experimental reduced scattering coefficient outside the sphere.
measurements, and an ultrasound subsystem used to The coefficients A,,,,, determined by the boundary
acquire the target depth information, computation conditions, are
procedures used to obtain both simulated and exper-
imental absorption images. In Sections 4 and 5 we
report experimental results obtained from the dense Al1 , = -(jvSk°ut/D°ut)hil"(kou'r,)Y,,*(O,,.)
and sparse arrays with and without a priori target D°utxjt(y)jj'(x) - D"yj1 (y)j 1(x)
depth information. A high-contrast example is X
given in Section 4, and a low-contrast case is given in Dxhlt)(x)jj(y) - D'nyhj1'(x)j/(y), (2)

Section 5. Simulations are performed to assist in
understanding the noise on the image reconstruction. where x = kouta, y = kina, r. = (r,,05 ,4,,) is the source
Imaging parameters evaluated are a -6-dB width of position, hI1M are the Hankel functions of the first
the image lobe, the reconstructed maximum value of kind, andjj' and h1')' are the first derivatives ofjl and
the absorption coefficient and its spatial location, and hl'). The analytic solution has the important advan-
the image artifact level. In Sections 6 and 7 we tage in that it is exact to all orders of perturbation

provide a discussion and summary, respectively, theory and thus can represent accurate measure-
ments.

2. Basic Principles We generalized the above analytic solution to a
semi-infinite geometry by using a method of images
with extrapolated boundary conditions (see Fig. 1).

A. Forward Model A type I boundary condition (zero light energy density

In our experiments, forward measurements were at the extrapolated boundary) is used to derive the
made with a frequency-domain system operating at a scattered wave U,'. To calculate the U..' in semi-
140-MHz modulation frequency. In computer sim- infinite geometry, we use r~ph+ = (ro+,0 0+,4ýo÷) and
ulations, forward measurements were generated r• h- = (r 0 --,0o-,+ 0 ) to represent the centers of the
from an analytic solution of a photon density wave sphere and the image sphere, respectively. The vec-
scatteredbya spherical inhomogeneity.' 9  Whenthe tors r,' = r - r.+= (r+',0',') and r-' = r -
center of the sphere coincides with the origin of r.,h. (r_.',0J_') are therefore pointing to the
spherical coordinates, the solution for the scattered detector position r = (r,0,4)) from the sphere and the
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*.. .. . image sphere, respectively. The semi-infinite solu- where G(r,,rd,w) is the Green function and AiA(r.) =
tion of U.' can be approximated as •i.0(rJ) - I]L. is the medium absorption variation."

I is the average value of the medium absorption
Us•'(r,w) = > {Aiz,+[ji(k°"Lr+I) coefficient. By breaking the medium into discrete

I'm voxels, we obtain the following linear equations:
+ jni(koutr*')]3 Ytn,(O+',•b+')} N

- • {Aj~n_[jt(k~tr+,) U.'(rdi,r5 ,,w) = EG(rj,rdi,w)Uin ~ rVpr iO)
E [vAiia(r,/D3Ar•. (9)

+ jni(k°utr+')]Yi,(fj+',)+')}

When W = G(r- ,r,•,w)Ui, (r0j,r8 1,w)vhr 3/D, we ob-
+ E {Ai,+[jt(k" tr-') tamn the matrix equation of Eq. (9):

I'm

+jn 1(k 0 r-J)]Y,,(O_-, 4b_)} [W]UXWN{AIt.NX1 = [Ud]lXI. (10)

E f {Am-[jA(k tr_,) The realistic constrains on AIL are (-a x back-
I'm ground It.) = < AlLa < 1, where 0 < a <1,

The above constrains ensure that the reconstructed
+jng(k ur _)]YI,,(O -_')}, (3) absorption coefficient 1l. = background IL + AIL. is

where positive and not unrealistically higher than unity.
With M measurements obtained from all possible

A,,+= _(jvSi•t/D*")htl(kO"r°.)yt.(O.+,d,÷) source-detector pairs in the planar array, we can
solve N unknowns of AIL. by inverting the matrix Eq.

[Douxj(y)j1(x) - D~yj1'(y)j 1(x) (10). In general, the perturbation in Eq. (10) is un-
× DOtxh),(x)j•(y) - D'nyh1')(x)j 1'(y)' (4) derdetermined (M < N) and ill-posed.

When the target depth is available from ultra-
-= (jvSko"u/Dout)hi)(kur.-)Yg,,*(O,-, 4 [.-) sound, we can set A I., of a nontarget depth equal to

zero. This implies that all the measured perturba-
D°uxjA(y)JA'(x) - Dnyj 1' (y)j 1(x) tions were originated from the particular depth that

D°utxhýl)'(x)j 1(y) - Dm"yht')(x)j1'(y)" contained the target. Because the number of un-
knowns was reduced significantly, the reconstruction

r = (r,+,0,, 8,) and r[- = (rj,0,- -) are the converged fast.
positions of the source and the image source, respec- C. Total Least-Squares Solution
tively.

The incident photon density wave at the detector To solve the unknown optical properties of Eq. (10),
position r has the following form3 : several iterative algorithms have been used in the

literature including the regularized least-squares
S lexp(jk°tlr - r,.l) method'0 and the TLS method.2 0.21 The TLS per-U1.. (r,w) = 4irDou- ir - r,'I forms better than the regularized least-squares

method when the measurement data are subject to
exp(jk"utlr - ro-F)] noise and the linear operator W contains errors.

-r - r,i J" (6) The operator errors can result from both the approx-
imations used to derive the linear model and the

The total photon density at detector r is a super- numerical errors in the computation of the operator.
position of its incident (homogeneous) and scattered We found that the TLS method provides more accu-
(heterogeneous) waves: rate reconstructed optical properties than the regu-

larized least-squares method, so we adapted the TLS
U(r,w) = U=.(r,wo) + U.'(r,w). (7) method to solve the inverse problems. It has been

shown by Golub" that the TLS minimization is
B. Born Approximation for Reconstruction equivalent to the following minimization problem:
The Born approximation was used to relate U,,' (rA) oU -
measured at the probe surface to absorption varia- min (11)
tions in each volume element within the sample. In FlA112 + 1
the Born approximation, the scattered wave that where X represents unknown optical properties.
originated from a source at r-. and measured at de- The conjugate gradient technique was employed to
tector rd can be related to the medium heterogeneity iteratively solve Eq. (11).
At., (r,) by

3. Methods

U.,'(rdr.,a) = G(rs,rd,w)v)U'i(r.,r,,oz) A. Probe Design and Imaging Geometry
f There are two basic requirements to guide the design

X [vAp.(rj/D]dr,., (8) of the NIR probe. First, all source-detector separa-
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Fig. 3. Schematic of a single-channel optical data-acquisition sys-

_ _ tem. A 140.02-MHz oscillator is used to drive the laser diode (780
9cm nm) that delivers the light to the medium through the fiber. The

Fig. 2. Configuration of a dense array with 28 optical sources and detected signals are amplified and mixed with signals from a 140.13 detectors as well as six ultrasound transducers. Large black MH-Z oscillator. The heterody'ned 20-kHz signals are amplified.
cirles3areoptic detectors asgwell tras d crcesders. ocalorges back filtered, and digitized. The signals from two oscillators are also
circles are optical detectors, gray circles are optical sources, and directly mixed to provide reference signals. The amplitude and
small white circles are ultrasound transducers. A 1-cm-diameter phase of the waveform received through the medium are calculated
spherical target was located at various depths in simulations and from signals measured through the medium and the reference.
experiments. PMT, photomultiplier tube.

tions have to be as large as 1 cm so that diffusion middle ultrasound transducers receive the strongest
theory is a valid approximation for image reconstruc- signals. The target depth is determined from re-
tion. Second, because the depth of a photon path is turned pulse-echo signals. In this study we do not
measured approximately one third to one half the intend to provide ultrasound images of the target
source-detector separation, the distribution of with such a sparse ultrasound array, but we demon-
source-detector distances should be from approxi- strate the feasibility of using a priori depth informa-
mately 1 to 10 cm to effectively probe the depth from tion to improve optical reconstruction.
approximately 0.5 to 4 cm. On the basis of these In regard to the image voxel size, there is a trade-
requirements, we deployed a total of 28 sources and off between the accurate estimation of the weight
13 detectors over a probe area of 9 cm X 9 cm (see Fig. matrix W and the voxel size. Because Wki is a dis-
2). The minimum source-detector separation in the crete approximation of the integral
configuration is 1.4 cm and the maximum is 10.0 cm.
We call this array a filled or dense array (a term G(r,,rd,w)Ui•(r 0,r,,w)(v/D)dr 3,
adapted from ultrasound array design). The 9 cm X
9 cm x 4 cm imaging volume was discretized into "
voxels of size 0.5 cm X 0.5 cm x 1 cm; therefore a total it is more accurate when the voxel size is smaller.
of four layers in depth was obtained. The target was However, the total number of reconstructed un-
a 1-cm-diameter sphere located at different locations. knowns will increase dramatically with the decreas-
Because one of the objectives of this study was to ing voxel size. Because the rank of the matrix W is
evaluate the target depth distribution, the centers of less than or equal to the total number of measure-
the four layers in depth were adapted to the target ments [Eq. (10)], a further decrease in voxel size will
depth. For example, if the target depth was z = 3 not add more independent information to the weight
cm, the centers of the four layers were chosen as 1, 2, matrix. We found that a 0.5 cm X 0.5 cm x 1 cm
3, and 4 cm, respectively. voxel size is a good compromise. Therefore we used

The ultrasound transducers shown in Fig. 2 were this voxel size in image reconstructions reported in
deployed simultaneously on the same probe. The this paper.
diameter of each ultrasound transducer is 1.5 mm
and the spacing between the transducers is 4 mm, B. Experimental System
except the two located closer to the optical detector in We constructed a NIR frequency-domain system, and
the middle. The spacing between these two trans- the block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 3. On
ducers is 8 mm. Because this study requires accu- the source side, a 140.000-MHz sine-wave oscillator
rate target location as a reference to compare with was used to modulate the output of a 780-nm diode
the reconstructed absorption image location, six laser that was housed in an optical coupler (OZ Op-
transducers are usedfto guide the spatial positioning tics Inc.). The output of the diode was coupled to the
of a taiget. The firget is centered when the two turbid medium through a single 200-pm multimode



optic fiber.. On the reception side, an optical fiber of (a) 7

3 mm in diameter was used to couple the detected
light to a photomultiplier tube detector. The output e
of the photomultiplier tube was amplified and then
mixed with a local oscillator at a frequency of 140.020 Jp 2 U(p)j
MHz. The heterodyned signal at 20 kHz after the 4
mixer was further amplified and filtered by a band-
pass filter. The outputs of two oscillators (140.000-
and 140.020-MHz signals) were, directly mixed to
produce 20-kHz reference signals. Both signals
were sampled simultaneously by a dual-channel 1.25- 1
MHz analog-to-digital converter (A/D) board. The
Hilbert transform was performed on both sampled 0 . . . . .1 2 3 4 5 6
and reference waveforms. The amplitude of the Hil- 

8od, (Vbert transform of the sampled waveform corresponds
to the measured amplitude, and the phase difference (b) 180
between the phases of the Hilbert transforms of the 1IO
sampled and reference waveforms corresponds to the 140

measured phase. im °
A black probe with holes shown in Fig. 2 was used a

to emulate the semi-infinite boundary condition.
Two 3-D positioners were moved independently to 82
position the source and detector fibers at the desired 82
spatial locations within the 9 cm X 9 cm area. 40

A challenge in the reflection NIR probe design is to
preserve a huge dynamic range in received signals.
For example, the amplitude at a 1-cm source- 0 o
detector separation measured from 0.6% Intralipid in 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8reflection mode is approximately 84 dB larger than sW e (C
that at a 9-cm separation. So the signals can be Fig. 4. Calibration curves. (a) log [p2U(p)] versus source-saturated when they are measured from closer detector separation. (b) Phase versus source-detector separa-
source-detector pairs, but they may be too low at tion.
more distant source-detector pairs. The problem
can be overcome by means of controlling the light
illumination. At least two illumination conditions C. Computation Procedures
need to be used: a low source level for closer source- 1
detector pairs and a high level for distance source- Computation Procedures of Experimental Data
detector pairs. In our system, a 30-dB attenuator To study the relationship between the total number
connected to the 140-MHz oscillator was switched on of source-detector pairs and distributions of recon-and off to provide two different source levels and thus structed optical absorption coefficients, we startedto preserve the dynamic range. Figure 4(a) shows a from the dense array with a total of 28 sources and 13
plot of the measured log [p2U d(p)] versus the source- detectors (see Fig. 2) and gradually reduced this
detector separation p, and Fig. 4(b) shows the plot of number to generate sparse arrays with 24 X 13 (24
the measured phase versus the source-detector sources and 13 detectors), 20 X 13, 28 x 9, 24 x 9,separation. The Intralipid concentration was 16 X 13, 20 X 9, 12 X 13, 16 x 9, 28 x 5, 24 x 5, 12 x
0.6%, which corresponded to p.,' = 6 cm- 1 . Theo- 9, 20 x 5, 16 x 5, and 12 X 5 source-detector pairs,
retically both log [p2USd(p)] and phase are linearly respectively. Each sparse array was a subset of the
related to the source-detector separation because
of the semi-infinite boundary condition useds and
experimental measurements shown in Fig. 4 vali- f mulex.
date that they are linearly related to the source- k "
detector separation.

The ultrasound system consists of six transducers
(see Fig. 5), a pulser (Panametrics Inc.), an A/D con- PC

verter, and a multiplexer. The pulser provided a
high-voltage pulse of 6-MHz central frequency to drive
each selected transdiicer. Theteturned signals were Fig. 5. Ultrasound data-acquisition system. The pulser is usedreceived by the same transducer, amplified by the re- to generate high-voltage pulses that are used to excite the selected
ceiving circuit inside the pulser, and sampled by the ultrasound transducer. The returned signals are received by the
A/D converter with a 100-MHz sampling frequency. selected transducer and are sampled by the A/D converter.



dense array, and its probe area was the same as the portional to the specified percentage of the mean of
dense array. For each sparse array configuration, the forward data set.
we compared the reconstructed optical imaging pa-
rameters measured from the dense array with those D. Testing Targets
from the sparse arrays. The parameters include the Spherical testing targets of -1 cm in diameter were
maximum values of reconstructed I1 at different lay- made of acrylamide gel.' 6  The acrylamide powder
ers and their spatial locations, spatial resolution and was dissolved in distilled water, and 20% concentra-
artifact level of the 11. image, and target depth dis- tion of Intralipid was added to the acrylamide solu-
tribution. Targets of different absorption contrasts tion to dilute the solution to a 0.6% Intralipid
were located at different positions inside the In- concentration (p-o' = 6 cm-1). India ink was added
tralipid. For each target case, one set of measure- to the solution to produce target p. of different val-
ments with the dense array was obtained, and ues. Acoustic scattering particles of 200 p-rm in di-
subsets of the measurements were used as sparse ameter were added to the solution before
array measurements. In all experiments, the back- polymerization. Components of ammonium persul-
ground Intralipid concentration was approximately fate and tetramethylethylenediamine (known as TE-
0.6%, and I.,' was experimentally determined from MED) were added to the solution to produce
curve fitting results. Currently, we did not recon- polymerization.
struct target li,4 and we used the common R,' for
both the background and the target. 4. Results of a High-Contrast Target Case

The total number of iterations or stopping criterion
was difficult to determine for experimental data.
Ideally, the iteration should stop when the object A. Experimental Results of a Dense Array
function [see Eq. (11)] or the error performance sur- Figure 6(a) is an experimental image of a high-
face reaches the noise floor. However, the system contrast target (p-a = 0.25 cm-1) located in the In-
noise, particularly coherent noise, was difficult to es- tralipid background (pA,' = 6 cm- ). The target was
timate. In general, we found that the reconstructed a 1-cm-diameter sphere and its center was located at
values were closer to true values when the object (x = 0, y = 0, z = 3.0 cm), where x and y were the
function reached approximately 5-15% of the initial spatial coordinates and z was the propagation depth.
value (total energy in the measurements). How- The target depth was well controlled by use of ultra-
ever, this criterion was applicable only to reconstruc- sound pulse-echo signals, and the error was less than
tions with total source-detector pairs closer to the 1 mm. The 3-D images were reconstructed from the
dense array case. Therefore we used this criterion measurements made with the dense array, and the
for the dense array reconstruction and used the same image shown was obtained at target layer 3. The
iteration number obtained from the dense array for centers of the imaging voxels in z are 1, 2, 3, and 4 cm
the sparse arrays. Thus the iteration number is for layers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The measured
normalized to the dense array case. maximum value of the image lobe [11,(max)] was 0.233

cm 1, which was a close estimate of the target ±,a.

2. Computation Procedures of Simulation The measured spatial location of ax) was (x = 0.5
cm, y = 0.0 cm), which agreed reasonably well with

Simulations were performed to assist the under- the true target location. The spatial resolution can
standing of the random noise on the reconstructed be estimated from the -6-dB contour plot of Fig. 6(a),
absorption coefficient. In simulations, Gaussian which is shown in Fig. 6(b). The outer contour is -6
noise with different standard deviations proportional dB from the ii(rax), and the contour spacing is 1 dB.
to the average value of each forward data set was The width of the image lobe measured at the -6
added to the forward measurements. Typically, dB-level corresponds to a full width at half-maximum
0.5%, 1.5%, and 2.0% of the average value of each (FWHM), which is commonly used to estimate reso-
forward data set were used as standard deviations to lution. The measured widths of longer and shorter
generate noise. In simulations, the target p-. was axes were 1.01 and 1.60 cm, respectively, and the
changed to different contrast values, and target IL,' geometric mean was 1.27 cm, which was used to rep-
was kept the same as the background. The back- resent the -6-dB beam width. The contrast resolu-
ground I.L, and pi.' were 0.02 and 6 cmn, respectively. tion can be estimated from the peak artifact level,

The stopping criterion used in the simulations was and no artifact was observed in the image. The tar-
based on the noise level of the object function. Con- get depth can be assessed from the images obtained
sidering that the object function fluctuates within one from other nontarget layers. Figure 6(c) is the im-
standard deviation a around the mean E when the age obtained at nontarget layer 4, and an image lobe
iteration number is large, we can use E + a as a of I(m) = 0.138 cm was observed. The spatial
stopping criterion, i.e., the iteration will stop if the location of Iiama) was (x = 0.0, y = 0.0), which
object function is less than E + a. When the linear agreed well with the true target location. No dis-
perturbation is assumed, E can be approximated as tinct lobes were observed at nontarget layers 1 and 2,
•n(j)2 and a as Xjf[2n(j)]"I2 , where N is the total which indicates that the error in the target depth
number of source-detector pairs and n(j) is the gen- estimated from 3-D images was approximately 1 cm.
erated random noise with a standard deviation pro- Because the error in the true target depth was less
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Fig. 7, Simulated 3-D images of (,k reconstructed with a total o•
28 X 13 = 364 sourvue-deteetor pairs. The target (it, - 0.25 enJ ' cm
was located at ix - 0, y - 0, z . 3.0 cm) inside the Intralipid
background. in) Reconstructed ii. at nontirget layer 2 {suonula-
tion, 0.5M noisle. No image lobe was obsered, hit Recoil-
structed I!, at target. layer 3 (simulation, 0(fV noise), The target

S- - ofstrength 4, 0,24$ cm ' and the 8patial location iO.O0.0,01
wits otwervedo (c) Rmonstrurted ý. at nontarget layer 4 isinula-
tion, 0.5%9 noise). The ta"et of strength 0.190 cm' I and lohation
ix , 0.0. v = 0.0) was ohaervld. Wdi1 Reconstructed 1, at non-
target layer 2 with 1.0% noise. The target of 0.028 c ' wac s

icl observed. Note that the scale of(d) is different from la)-icl.
Fig. 6. Experimental 3-D images oft!,, recontrxucted with a total
of 28 x 13 364 soure-dtetector pairs at 24,37 iterations. The
target IIs, 02•5 cm t) was located at (x - 0. y = 0. z - 3.0 cml 2, and the target of strengths 0.248 and 0.190 cminside the Intralipid background. (a) Reconstructed I,, at target appeared at layers 3 and 4, respectively. However,
layer3. The horizontal axes represent spatial x and y coordinates when the noise level in the forward data was in-in centimeters, and the vertical axis is the Ii. The measured creased to 1.0%, the target of strength , = 0-028maximum value of the image lobe [4LJ was 0.2.13cm '. and is cm - appeared at nontarget layer 2 [Fig. 7(d0] as welllocation was (x -0.5,y -,0.0). Nmoiam artgfastswverered"-'. as target layer 3 [,,,m, 0.163cn Ij "md nontarget
(b) -6-dBcontourplotof(a). Theoutercontouris -6 dB from the layer 4 [lo(a, = 0.111 cm-"]. This suggests that
, and the contour spacing is I dB. The measured -6-dB mayere4 ent= 0.is 1 can i oa ph ramete thatbeaam width was 1.27 cm. tc) Reconstructed I!. at nontarget hlaer measurement noise is an important parameter to af-4. An image lobe of strength 0.138 cm I and spatial loation of fact the target depth estimate.
Ix ý0.0. y -= O.O was observed. C. Experimental Results of a Dense Array with

Ultrasound Assistance
than I mi, this 1-cm error was due largely to the From ultrasound we obtained the target depth asdepth uncertainty of diffusive waves, well as the target boundary information. Figure

8(a) shows the received pulse-echo signals (from aB. Simulation Results of a Dense Array depth of 2.3-3.5 cm) obtained from the six ultrasound
Our simulations support the experimental results, transducers (see Fig. 2). The spatial dimension cov-Figure 7 shows simulation results obtained with the ered by the six transducers is 2.4 cm. The f'rontdense array. A simulated 1-cm-diameter absorber surface of the target was indicated dearly by the
li, = 0.25 cm -) was located at (x = 0, y = 0, z = 3 returned pulses shown by two arrows, and the backcm) inside a homogeneous scattering background (l.,,' surface was seen through the reflection of a soft plas-= 6 cm- ). We added 0.5% Gaussian noise to the tic plate. The reflected signals of the back surface

forward data generated from the analytic solution, are also shown by arrows. .The plate was used to
Images obtained at nontarget layer 2, target layer 3, hold the target and was transparent to Light. Theand nontarget layer 4 are shown in Fig. 7(a), Fig. (b), measured depth of the target front surface was 2.44and 7lc), respectively. No target was found at layer cm and the back surface was 3.43 cm. The distance
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Fig. 9. Experimental images at target layer 3 reconstructed with
-m 4.a total of 16 x 5 = 80 source-detector pairs. (a) Reconstructed I1

(b) at target layer 3 with 2478 iterations. The measured 11.(_.) was
Fig.8. (a) Ultrasound pulse-echo signalsorA-scan lines obtained 0.107 cm-', which was 43% of the true value, and the spatial

from six transducers. The abscissa is the propagation depth in location of I!( was (x = 0.5, y = -0.5). The measured peak

millimeters. From reflected signals, the measured depth of the image artifact level was - 10 dB below the peak of the main imagem ill m e t rs . F r o re l e ct d s g n a s , h e e a s u ed ep t of th e lo b e . (b ) - 1 2 -d B c o n to u r p lo t o f (a ). T h e o u te r c o n to u r is - 1 2
target front surface is 2.44 cm, and the back surface is 3.43 cm. db and the contour pacn is 2 ad. The measured - ba

The center of the target is -3 cm. The total length of the signal dB, andthecontourspacingis2dB. The measured -6-dB beam

corresponds to 1.2 cm in depth, and the measured distance be- width was 2.55 cm, which was 200% broader than that of the dense

tween the front and the back surfaces is 0.993 cm. The spatial rray. (c) Reconstructed ik at target layer 3 with 10,000 itera-

dimension covered by the transducers is 2.4 cm. (b) An image of tions. The measured ji.(_) reached 0.264 cm- 1 , and the peak
diensigh-ontoredsb target reconstructrs at a target layr whn i e artifact level was increased by 2 dB as well. (d) Reconstructed Ai.the high-contrast target reconstructed at a target layer when we at the target layer with only a priori target depth information

used only a priori target depth information provided by ultra- pr get ly witra on ly a priori target 2e6 iteration

sound. The reconstructed 3L.(a_) reached 0.245 cm-' at 216 it-

erations.

between the peaks of front reflection and backreflec- array measurements. The measured Pla(mne) was
tion was 0.993 cm, which corresponded to the target 0.107 cm- 1 , which was 43% of the true value. The
size. With the assistance of target depth, we recon- -6-dB beam width was 2.55 cm, which was 200%
structed the absorption image at the target layer broader than that of the dense array. Edge artifacts
only. Figure 8(b) is the reconstructed A. obtained were observed and are best seen from Fig. 9(b), which
from the dense array measurements. A total of 216 is the -12-dB contour plot of Fig. 9(a). The outer
iterations were used to obtain 4.(m.4 = 0.245 cm- t , contour is -- 12 dB, and the spacing is 2 dB. The peak
and the reconstruction was approximately ten times artifact level is -10 dB from the jio(.). The recon-
faster than that without the depth information. The structed Ai. can be increased if the iteration is signifi-
spatial resolution was approximately the same as cantly increased. The iteration number used to
Fig. 6(a), and the -6-dB beam width was 1.31 cm. obtain Fig. 9(a) was 2478, which was the same as that
The contrast resolution was 5 dB poorer because the used to obtain Fig. 6. When the iteration number was
measurement noise was lumped to single-layer re- increased to 10,000 for the sparse array case, the re-
construction instead of being distributed to four lay- constructed 1La(m.) reached 0.264 cm-', which was
ers. close to the true target p,. However, the image arti-

fact level was increased too [see Fig. 9(c)], and the ratio
D. Experimental Results of a Sparse Array of the peak artifact- to I was 2 dB higher than

The imaging quality of sparse arrays decreased. Fig- that shown in Fig. 9(a). In addition, the background
ure 9(a) is an experimental image at target layer 3 noise fluctuation of nontarget layers 1 and 2 was in-
obtained from the 16 x 5 sparse array. The sparse creased. The noise fluctuation can be estimated from
array measurements used were a subset of the dense the standard deviations of reconstructed 1i5 at nontar-
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get'layers 1 and 2. At 2478 iterations, the averages 0.3-
and the standard deviations of 4a were 0.0233
(±0.0028) and 0.0202 cm-1 (±0.0022 cm-') for non- o25
target layers 1 and 2, respectively, and these values
were 0.0244 (±0.0078) and 0.0208 cm-' (±0.0073 --

cm-1) at 10,000 iterations. 0.2  1
The measured maximum values of the image lobes .

or target strengths at the target layer and nontarget 0.1m-j
layer 4 continuously grew with each iteration, even L.-............

though the reconstructed values'at the target layer 0.1
were close to the true value. This problem was men-
tioned in the literature,"1 but was not explained well.

It is largely related to use of nonlinear constrains on
APIa in Eq. (10), particularly the choice of a. When a I
is close to 1, the reconstruction converges fast, and 50 100 15, 200 2 300 3 4M
the target strength increases little after a certain k0W u vedsa pars
number of iterations. When a is close to 0, the re- (a)
construction converges slowly, and the target
strength grows continuously. However, when the 0.3-

measurement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is not high,
for example, in sparse array or low-contrast cases, 0.2
the choice ofa -1 can cause unstable reconstruction. ' 9 -
In some cases, the reconstructed images can jump 0.o2"

from one set of A. to another, which causes the object. a... )"function to increase suddenly and reduce again,..5 . • .'
This is related to the underdetermined nature of Eq. - -

(10), i.e., the unknowns are far more than the mea-
surements. In some cases the reconstructed images 0.1 . -

have multiple lobes of similar strengths, which indi-
cate that the reconstruction does riot converge at all. 0.05

In all cases, the image background fluctuations were
large compared with the fluctuations when a smaller a I50

50 00 15 20 50 300 350 400
a was used. We found that a between 0.1 and 0.4
can provide stable reconstruction, and we used a - (b)
0.1 for all experiments.

Another factor that accounts for the slow increase Fig. 10. o versus the total number of source-detector pairs.
in the reconstructed value is use of linear perturba- The center of the target (L., = 0.25 cm-') was located at (x = 0.0,
tion to approximate the measurements that contain y = 0.0, z = 3.0 cm) in computer simulations and experiments. (a)
all higher-order perturbations. The minimization Curves were obtained at the target layer. Two dashed curves

(upper and lower) are the curve-fitting results of simulation data
procedure [Eq. (11)] blindly minimizes the difference points obtained with 0.5% and 2.0% noise added to the forward
between the measurements and their linear approx- data, respectively. The experimental data are plotted with cir-
imation WApL. and therefore reconstructs higher and cles, and the dashed curve in the middle is the fitting result of the
higher Ap.0 if the iteration continues, experimental points. (b) The measured target strength (circles)

The target depth estimate was poorer than that of and the curve-fitting result (lower curve). The measured target
the dense array because of the lower SNR of the strength (stars) was reconstructed at the target layer only by use
sparse array measurements. Similar to the dense of a priori depth information and the curve fitting result (upper

array case, a target of strength rha(ma) = 0.072 cm-' curve).

and location (x = 0.5, y = 0.0) was observed at non-
target layer 4. In addition, a target of strength
4a(m.) = 0.0348 cm- 1 and location (x = 0.5, y = same as Fig. 9(c) but was improved 42% from Fig.
-0.5) was observed at nontarget layer 2. However, 9(a). The contrast resolution was 2 dB worse for the
the target mass, which was approximately the vol- same reason discussed above.
ume underneath the image lobe, was much smaller
than that obtained at layers 3 and 4, and the target at E. Simulation and Experimental Results of Reconstructed
layer 2 was buried in the background noise. I,,(max) versus Total Number of Source-Detector Pairs

Figure 9(d) is the reconstructed ,a at the target To understand the effects of random noise on the
layer from only the sparse array measurements. A performance of the reconstruction, we performed
total of 216 iteration steps were used to obtain simulations for each array configuration. Gauss-
Pa(m.) = 0.173 cm- 1 , and the reconstruction was ian noise of 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, and 2.0% were added
approximately 50 times faste; than that without the to each forward data set generated from the ana-
depth information. The measured -6-dB beam lytic solution [see Eq. (3)]. The center of a simu-
width was 1.49 cm, which was approximately the lated 1-cm-diameter spherical target (p.[ = 0.25
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7 cm-1) was located at (x = 0, y = 0, z = 3.0 cm). configuration. -When the object function reached the
Reconstructed images at different noise levels were noise floor, the gradient
obtained for each array configuration, and the peak
values of image lobes [Ita(m)] at target layer 3 were -2(Ud-WAIL.)r(W)
measured. Figure 10(a) shows simulation and ex- Vg AI. 0 Ap + 1
perimental results of reconstructed I1 a(m.x) versus -2(U. - WA •)T(ud _ WAi.)(AI.)
the total number of source-detector pairs. Two
dashed curves are the fitting results of simulated (A ,±r ýp. + 1)2
data points with 0.5% (upper) and 2.0% (lower)
noise. The dashed curve in the middle is the fitting can be approximated as
result of experimental points plotted with circles. _ 2 ( N)rT(w) _2(N)T(N)(A1 J.)
Second-order polynomials were used for all curve Vg A=
fittings. The reduction of the reconstructed ¾a(max) h4 ,rA 1 2 + 1 (A,±aTAp., + 1)2
was significant when the noise level went up in the where N is the noise vector. Therefore the search
simulated data. Because the SNR of experimental procedure of Eq. (11) is more random and noisy. Be-
data was decreased when the total number of cause Aý,, = Al•=,.k + PVg, the ApL updating is
source--detector pairs was reduced, the data were more random and noisy. 03 is proportional to the
scattered around the 0.5% noise curve when the square of the gradient. Continuous iteration when
total pairs were large and were distributed around the object function has reached the noise floor may
the 2.0% noise curve (values were 60% less than destroy the convergence of the reconstruction. We

that obtained from the dense array) when the total found that when the SNR of the data is high, for
pairs were reduced to less than 140. However, be- example, high-contrast cases, continuous iteration in
cause our experimental system has both coherent general increases reconstructed p.• and sidelobes.
and random noise, simulations based on random However, when the SNR of the data is low, for exam-
noise can only qualitatively explain the noise effect ple, low-contrast cases, continuous iteration does not
on the experimental data. increase the reconstructed I.c,, but destroys the con-

Figure 10(b) shows the experimental results of re- vergence of the reconstruction [see Fig. 12(c) below].
constructed I11.(ma) versus the total number of F. Experimental Results of Imaging Parameters Versus
source-detector pairs obtained from 3-D imaging Total Number of Source-Detector Pairs
(circles) and ultrasound-assisted imaging (stars).
The upper curve is the fitting result of the circles, and The imaging parameters measured from different ar-
the lower curve is the result of the stars. In both ray configurations are listed in Table 1. Listed first
cases, the reconstructed values were decreased when are the measured parameters at target layer 3.
the total number of pairs was reduced. However, These parameters are a -6-dB beam width of the

the reconstructed values were more accurate when image lobe, the peak sidelobe level, Aama, and the

the target depth information was available, and the distance in the x-y plane between the location ofSimprovement on average was 15%. The improve- i'a~m=) and the true target location. Next are the
same parameters measured at nontarget layer 4.

ment was more dramatic when the total pairs were The increase in beam width was negligible for the
less. arrays with more than 140 source-detector pairs and

For sparse arrays with total source-detector was 100% broader for the sparse arrays with total
pairs less than 140, the reconstructed I1

GCmaX) could pairs less than this number. The sidelobe level was
be increased if the iterations were significantly in- progressively increased when the total pairs were
creased. However, the image artifact level of the reduced. At nontarget layer 4, when the total pairs
target layer and the noise level of the nontarget were reduced to less than 140, the measured image
layers were increased too. With the assistance of lobes were broad and no sidelobes were seen. The
simulations, we offer the following explanations to agreement between the measured l location
the increased image artifact and noise level prob- and the true target location is good for all the array
lem. In simulations, the iteration was stopped configurations, which suggests that this parameter is
when the TLS error between the measurement and not sensitive to the total number of source-detector
the linear approximation reached the noise floor, pairs in high-contrast cases. Table 1 next lists the
which was strength of the target measured at nontarget layer 2

and its spatial location. Because the SNR of the
sparse array measurement was lower, the target ap-

N N peared at layer 2 when total pairs were less than 180.
E + a = • n(j)2 + • [2n(j)']"/2, However, in all cases, the target mass measured at

this layer was much smaller than that obtained at the
target layer and nontarget layer 4. Finally, Table 1

where n(j) was the generated random noise with the lists the measured imaging parameters when the tar-
standard deviation proportional to a certain percent get depth was available to optical reconstruction.
of the mean of the forward data set for each array Compared with parameters obtained from optical im-
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Fig. 12. Expermental images of j.i at target layer 3 recon-
structed from a total of 24 X 5 = 120 source-detector pairs. (a)
Reconstructed A. at target layer 3 with 510 iterations. The mea-
sured llo(__) was 0.049 cm-, which was 49% of the true target ii,

W and its location was (x = 0.5, y = -1.0), which was displaced from
S..• the true target location by 1.11 cm. Image artifacts were ob-

served, and the peak was -3 dB from the fo.lj. (b) -6-dB
contour plot of (a). (c) Reconstructed 1I. at target layer 3 with

-1500 iterations. The peak artifact was 5 dB higher than the
"image lobe. (d) Reconstructed k at target layer 3 (56 iterations)

(c) with only a priori target depth information provided by ultra-

Fig. 11. Experimental images of p. reconstructed from a total of sound. The measured - was 0.074 cm-', and its location

28 x 13 =364source-detectorpairs. The target (ý., =0.10 cm-) was (x = 0.5,y = -0.5). Image artifacts were observed, and the

was located at (x = 0, y = 0, z = 2.5 cm) inside the Intralipid peak was -5 dB from the .

background. (a) Reconstructed }I! at target layer 3. The mea-
sured , was 0.063 cm-' at 510 iterations, and its location was
(x = 0.0, y = -0.5). Edge artifacts were observed and the peak layers 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Figure 11 shows
level was -7 dB from the I!.(_). (b) Reconstructed I!. at non- the images of the lower-contrast target obtained at
target layer 4. The measured , was 0.0871 cm-' at 510 target layer 3 [Fig. 11(a)] and deeper nontarget layer
iterations, and its location was (x = 0, y = 0). (c) Reconstructed
CL at the target layer when only the target depth information 4 [Fig. 11(b)]. The images were reconstructed from
provided by ultrasound was used. ro(..) = 0.107 cm-' at 56 the measurements made with the dense array. At
iterations. target layer 3, the measured pm(,) was 0.063 cm-,

which was approximately 63% of the target It.. The
measured spatial location Of lm.1 ai) was (x = 0.0, y =

aging only, the -6-dB beam width was improved by -0.5), which agreed reasonably well with the true
24% on average, and the reconstruction speed was target location. The measured -6-dB beam width
approximately 10 times faster; however, the sidelobe was 1.83 cm, which was 144% times broader than the
was 3 dB worse. beam width of the high-contrast case. Edge arti-

facts were observed, and the peak level was -7 dB
5. Results of a Lower-Contrast Target Case from the J1 a(mnx' At nontarget layer 4, the measured

Pu(mTic) was 0.0871 cm', which was even higher than
A. Experimental Results of a Dense Array that measured at the target layer. Because the SNR
To study the effects of target contrast on the quality of the data was lower than the high-contrast case, the
of the reconstructed image for each array configura- target depth estimate was poorer. A target of
tion, we conducted a set of experiments with a lower- a(max) = 0.0543 cm-' located at (x = 0, y = -0.5)
contrast target (ip.. = 0.10 cm-) embedded in the was observed at nontarget layer 2, and its mass was
Intralipid. The center of the target was located at much smaller than that obtained at the target layer
(x = 0, y = 0, z = 2.5 cm). The centers of the and nontarget layer 4.
imaging voxels in z were 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 cm for Figure 11(c) is the reconstructed 1,1 at the target
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" layer from only the dense array measurements. A 0.12_ _

total of 56 iterations were used to obtain lc(m..) = o
0.107 cm- 1, and the reconstruction was approxi- I
mately ten times faster than that without the depth
information. The spatial resolution was 8% better ^. .8.
than that obtained from Fig. 11(a), and the -6-dB { ... -

beam width was 1.67 cm. The contrast resolution o --
was 2 dB worse.9*1

B. Experimental Results of a Sparse Array o0=1 1
The imaging quality of sparse arrays decreased.
Figure 12(a) is an image of the same target (p= 0.10 soo W2 2W 3 3W

cm-1) reconstructed from measurements made with
the 24 x 5 sparse array. The measured A1a(max) was
0.049 cm-1, which was 49% of the true value. The -.....
-6-dB contour plot is shown in Fig. 12(b). The mea- 0o.0
sured spatial location of lI^(mx) was (x = 0.5, y = 00 o
-1.0), which was displaced from the true target lo- 00
cation by 1.11 cm in radius. The measured -6-dB - "
beam width was 2.98 cm, which was 163% broader I^ I O.O " 2

than that measured from the dense array. Side- 0D5, -

lobes were abundant, and the peak value was -3 dB 04
below the peak of the image lobe. These sidelobes 0.03[

would produce false targets in the image if no a priori os
information about the target locations were given. or,

In this case, continuous iteration did not increase
the target strength but increased the sidelobe 00 ,• to 0 35 400
strength. Figure 12(a) was obtained at 510 itera- (b)
tions, whereas Fig. 12(c) was obtained at 1500 itera- Fig. 13. Low-contrast target case. (a) Reconstructed io~m,,) ver.
tions. After approximately three times more sus total source-detector pairs with the target depth available
iterations, the peak of the artifact was 5 dB higher (stars) and the curve-fitting results (upper curve). Reconstructed
than the peak of the image lobe. The target depth A.(,n.) versus total source-detector pairs measured at target layer
estimated from 3-D images was worse at 1500 itera- (circles) and the curve-fitting results (lower curve) and (b) at
tions than that at the 510 iterations. The measured deeper nontarget layer 4.
target strengths at nontarget layer 2 were 0.064 and
0.1661 cm-1 at 510 and 1500 iterations, respectively,
and the strengths at nontarget layer 4 were 0.0597 13(b)]. The two curves were the fitting results of
and 0.1087 cm- 1 , respectively. In addition, the experimental points when we used second-order poly-
background noise fluctuation or standard deviation nomials. In both layers, the l(m•) values were de-
measured at nontarget layer 1 was increased with the creased when the total number of source-detector
iterations. The mean and the standard deviation at pairs was reduced. The reconstructed target
510 iterations were 0.024 and 0.0041 cm-', whereas strengths were reduced to less than 60% when the
these values at 1500 iterations were 0.0267 and total pairs were less than 156 and 140 for target layer
0.0104 cm- 1 . 3 and nontarget layer 4, respectively. The

As shown in Fig. 12(d), the reconstructed image ultrasound-assisted reconstruction results are shown
improved a lot when the target depth was given, in Fig. 13(a) (stars), and the average reconstructed
The maximum strength was 0.074 cm-', and its lo- Pla(max) for all array configurations was 0.085 cm-'.
cation was (0.5, -0.5). The -6-dB beam width was Compared with the average of 0.055 cm- 1 obtained
2.63 cm, which was 12% better than that obtained from optical imaging only at the target layer, a 30%
from Fig. 12(a). The sidelobe was -6 dB from the improvement was achieved.
peak, which was improved by 3 dB compared with
Fig. 12(a). D. Experimental Results of Imaging Parameters versus

Total Number of Source-Detector Pairs
C. Experimental Results of Reconstructed I a(m,,) versus The measured imaging parameters obtained from dif-
Total Number of Source-Detector Pairs ferent array configurations are listed in Table 2.
With the iteration number normalized to the dense Similar to Table 1, listed are the measured parame-
array case, we measured target strengths at target ters at target layer 3 and nontarget layer 4. The
layer 3 and nontarget layer 4 for all sparse array increase in beam width at the target layer was neg-
configurations. Figure 13 shows the experimental ligible for the arrays with more than 156 source-
data points (circles) of measijrxd a(max) versus the detector pairs and was more than 50% for the sparse
total number of source-detector pairs obtained at arrays with total pairs less than this number. The
target layer 3 [Fig.. 13(a)] and nontarget layer 4 [Fig. sidelobes were progressively worse when the total
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"paiis were ioeduced. At the target layer, the distance NIR contrast has a great potential to overcome defi-
between the 4.(m.) location and the true target loca- ciencies of either method. As we reported in the
tion was more than 1 cm for the arrays with total paper, the target depth information can significantly
pairs less than 140. Table 2 then lists the measured improve the accuracy of the reconstructed optical ab-
peak image lobe at nontarget layer 2 and its location, sorption coefficient and reconstruction speed. In ad-
The target appeared at nontarget layer 2 in all array dition to use of a priori target depth information, the
configurations because of the lower SNR of the data. target spatial distribution provided by ultrasound
However, the target mass observed at this layer was can be used in optical reconstruction as well.16

much smaller than that at layers 3 and 4 in all cases. With the localized spatial and temporal target in-
The last row in Table 2 shows the measured imaging formation, the accuracy of the reconstructed optical
parameters when the target depth was available to properties and the reconstruction speed can be im-
optical reconstruction. Compared with parameters proved further. To demonstrate this, we need an
obtained from optical imaging only, the -6-dB beam ultrasound imaging transducer located at the mid-
width was improved by 41% on average, and the re- dle portion of the probe. We are currently pursu-
construction speed was approximately ten times fast- ing this study.23 ,24

er; however, the sidelobe was 1 dB worse. In this study the targets of different contrasts were
located at the center position. We have also done

6. Discussion studies with targets of different contrasts located at
In addition to the total number of source-detector off-center positions. For an off-center target case,
pairs, the measured imaging parameters are also re- the effective number of source-detector pairs is less
lated to other system parameters, for example, mod- than that of the on-center target case because mea-
ulation frequency and system noise. The 140-MHz surements from certain source-detector pairs do not
modulation frequency chosen in this study is a typical contain much information about the target. For ex-
frequency used by many research groups. Our sys- ample, if a target is placed at (x = 2, y = 2, z = 3.0
tem noise level, including both coherent and incoher- cm), the measurements of source-detector pairs at
ent, is less than 10 mV peak to peak, which is the opposite comer of the probe contribute little to the
sufficiently low. Therefore the results we obtained image reconstruction. In one study, targets of high
are pertinent to 3-D imaging using similar system and low contrast were located at (x = 2, y = 2, z = 3.0
parameters and reflection geometry. cm). The reconstructed maximum absorption coef-

In this study the target absorption coefficient was ficient at the target layer was related more to the
reconstructed from measurements. Similar studies total neighbor source-detector pairs. However, the
can be done for the scattering coefficient as well. To maximum value at a deeper nontarget layer was re-
reconstruct the scattering coefficient, we can use the lated more to the total source- detector pairs and was
scattering weight matrix derived by OLeary"l to re- decreased with the reduction of total pairs. Because
late the medium scattering variations with the mea- the photons originated from distant sources and de-
surements. Simultaneous reconstruction of both tected by distant detectors experience longer and
absorption and scattering coefficients in reflection ge- more diffused scattering paths, they are likely to in-
ometry is also possible, provided that the absorption teract with the off-center target and contribute to the
and scattering weight matrices are regulated care- absorption estimate at the deeper layer. In the
fully. Because the eigenvalues of the two matrices same study, the measured sidelobe levels were 4.5
are significantly different, good regulation schemes and 2.0 dB poorer on average compared with the
are needed to balance the reconstructed absorption on-center high- and low-target cases, respectively.
and scattering coefficients at each iteration. This The beam widths were comparable to those measured
subject is one of our topics for further study. from on-center cases.

In this study the ultrasound-assisted optical recon-
struction was demonstrated at a particular target 7. Summary
layer. Similar studies can be done with multiple The relationship between the total number of source-
targets located at different layers. In the multiple detector pairs and the imaging parameters of a re-
target case, we can attribute measured perturbations constructed absorption coefficient was evaluated
to more layers instead of a single layer. However, experimentally. A frequency-domain system of a
the improvements in reconstructed optical properties 140-MHz modulation frequency was used in the ex-
and reconstruction speed may be less than that of the periments. Reconstruction at a selected target
single-layer case. depth with a priori depth information provided by

Ultrasound has good imaging capability, and it can ultrasound was demonstrated. The results have
detect small lesions of a few millimeters in size. shown that the reconstructed absorption coefficient
However, its specificity in cancer detection is not high and the spatial resolution of the absorption image
as a result of overlapping characteristics of benign were decreased when the total number of source-
and malignant lesions. NIR imaging has high spec- detector pairs was reduced. More than 160 source-
ificity in cancer detection; however, it suffers low res- detector pairs were needed to reconstruct the
olution and lesion location unjgettainty because of the absorption coefficient within 60% of the true value
diffused nature of the NIR light. The hybrid imag- and spatial resolution comparable to that obtained
ing that combines ultrasound imaging capability and with the dense array. The contrast resolution was
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Characterization of small absorbers inside turbid media
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We propose a novel noniterative near-infrared diffusive image reconstruction method that uses minimal
a priori co-registered ultrasound information. Small absorbing targets embedded in a homogeneous
background are described approximately in terms of their monopole, dipole, and quadrupole moments. With
an approximate estimation of the center locations of these absorbers from ultrasound images, we show in
simulations that the reconstruction accuracy of the absorption coefficient exceeds 80% if the noise level is
less than 0.2%. We also demonstrate experimentally that the accuracy can be improved by use of additional
ultrasound volume information even for a noise level as high as 1.5%. 0 2002 Optical Society of America

OC1S codes: 100.3190, 170.3010, 170.3880, 290.1990.

Functional imaging with near-infrared (NIR) light density wave is decomposed into an incident wave and
has found potential applications in many areas, a scattering wave:
such as breast and brain lesion detection and diag-
nosis.' 2 Recently, a combination of NIR imaging p(Do, r) = j,,c(w, r) + 4 .t(-, r). (2)
with other imaging modalities, such as ultrasound or
magnetic resonance imaging, has shown promising The incident wave is the solution of a homogeneous dif-
results" in providing complementary contrasts and fusion equation, and the scattering wave can be given
overcoming NIR reconstruction problems related to approximately by the linear perturbation theory:
intensive light scattering.

In this Letter we introduce a novel reconstruction I)t(-,r) A.- f (r) 4Di(,r')G(r,r')d3 r'. (3)
algorithm for NIR diffusive imaging that uses approxi- fV D
mate target center locations estimated from co-
registered ultrasound. Our new method is based In this equation, G(r, r') is the Green's function,
on estimation of major characteristics of isolated and D = 1/31A,' is inversely proportional to the re-
small absorbers. These characteristics are monopole, duced scattering coefficient, /A,'. In the context of
dipole, and quadrupole moments. Higher-order mo- early stage breast cancer detection, we can further
ments have negligible effects in characterizing the assume that those heterogeneities are confined to a
absorbers and are ignored. It is shown in this Letter few insolated regions. Then, the scattering wave can
that measurements of diffusive photon density waves be expanded around each of N target centers as
cannot readily achieve a signal-to-noise ratio that is
good enough for reconstructing the detailed shape 1 N
information of targets. However, the quadrupole c.t(w,r) = - . [M"W(ro') + D- - VW(ro")
moment can provide an approximate extension of the V-1
target, which is necessary for distributing the integral
absorption (the monopole) to an appropriate target re- + Q' - VVW(ro')/2 + 0(a 3)]. (4)
gion. In situations in which the measurement system
suffers from unexpected noise, accurate estimation of Here r 0 " is the center of the Yth target, and W(rov) =

the quadrupole moment might not be possible. The D.A.&i,,ro')G(r,r 0o) is the weight function. For the

target volume estimated from co-registered ultrasound vth target, M', D', and Q' are its monopole, dipole, and
images can be used for distributing the integral ab- quadrupole moments, respectively. Terms beyond the
sorption inside the target volume. We have conducted second order of target dimension a have negligible ef-
a series of simulations at different noise levels to fects in characterizing the absorbers and are neglected
evaluate the performance of this new method. We in our model. For the Pth target, its monopole, dipole,
have also conducted experiments using our combined and quadrupole moments are scalar, vector, and sec-
NIR-ultrasound imager' to test the algorithm. ond-order tensor, respectively, and they are given as

If it is assumed that there are only a few small inho-
mogeneous targets embedded in a homogeneous back- M" = f AJL(r')d3r, D' = f A/a(rl)r'd 3r',
ground, the distribution of the absorption coefficient iV V.
can be expressed as

Q+'1 = fv, A/a(r')r'r'd3r'. (5)
AZa(r) = bta0 + hA ta(r). (i)

The integrations are over a small isolated region V,.
The background absorption coefficient, /z. 0, can be as A multiple-source, multiple-detector configuration
small as 0.02 cm- 1 for normal breast tissues, whereas is typical for frequency-domain diffusive imaging
A/pA can be well beyond 0.1 cm-' for tumors because systems. We are using 12 sources (780 nm) that are
of the blood. In the Born ikfproximation, the photon amplitude modulated at 140 MHz and eight detectors
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in our simulations as well as in the experiments. 0, 2.5) cm, which deviated slightly from the true
These sources and detectors are deployed on an ab- position. This initial location error resulted in a
sorbing plane, which simplifies boundary conditions. negligible effect on the reconstructed monopole values,
The reflection mode with a semi-infinite geometry as shown in Fig. 2(a). The offset of center position
is used for both simulation and experiment. The can be corrected by the estimated dipole moment,
measured scattering wave is related to the target D, [see Fig. 2(c)], which is slightly lower than the
moments by the following equation: true value. However, the inaccuracy of the initial

center position obviously affects the reconstructed

[f [Ml D' Q1 ... QN]T. (6) quadrupole moment. The circles in Fig. 2(e) repre-
sent values greater than the true values. After we
correct the center position according to the estimated

An element of fl is either the weight function for one dipole moments, the reconstructed values of Q.., plot-
target or its derivatives up to the second order, ted as asterisks in the same figure, are much closer to

The inverse problem is to retrieve the character- the true values. Although the mean values of recon-
istics of those embedded absorbers from measured structed moments are essentially independent of noise
photon density waves on the surface. Based on our
simplified forward model, it is necessary to have (a) Y (b) Ultrasound Uducer

certain information about absorbers, such as the num-
ber of targets and their center positions, in advance. Dtr / ibets

The ultrasound system of our combined imager can
provide such information. Once the initial center

locations have been specified, the weight function,
together with its first and second derivatives, can be
calculated immediately. Since the inverse problem
has only a few unknowns, reconstruction of target
moments is overdetermined and least-squares solu- Fig. 1. (a) Bottom view of the combined probe. The

tions can be adopted. For each target, the monopole central rectangular slot gives the ultrasound array access

moment represents the integral absorption, the dipole to tissues underneath the probe. The circular holes
are used to hold optical fibers. The small holes are for

moments result in correction of the center position, light sources, and the larger ones are for detectors. The
and the quadrupole moments lead to estimation of diameter of the probe is 10 cm. (b) Side view of the probe.
the target volume, in which the integral absorption
can be redistributed. The target volume is estimated 30 t _0_______1W

by simple matching of the quadrupole moments with . ~ (a) 922 (b)
those of an ellipsoid, which has the freedom to rotate V. 5 Is . .

about the center in any direction to any angle. Co.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the combined probe i's
i~ ..10

for experiments, which is a circular plate made of rigid 8,.1,_ _o
absorbing material. One or two cuboid absorbers were 9. o
placed 2.5 cm deep in a homogeneous medium. For 0 89 12345 87891o
phantom experiments, raw data were acquired with 2 Noise Level to Noise Level X 1W

our combined imaging system. The ultrasound array
was translated in the x direction to yield target vol- (d ) 1

ume estimates. We used 0.6% Intralipid as a homoge- M (d)

neous background, which yielded a reduced scattering . . . C .- ° ". °.

coefficient of 6 cm- and an absorption coefficient of 3 °
0.015 cm-1. The embedded targets were as scatter- 2 ,
ing as the background but were more absorbing. For , I 2S

simulations, the simulated measurement data were the
sum of forward model prediction and random noises 1 2 4 6? 8 9 10o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 to

ranging from 0.1% to 1% (with respect to the ampli- 40 Noise LeeNieee

tudes of the incident waves). The optical properties -3 (e) -(3 0

of homogeneous media and targets are similar to those E30 o ."
used in phantom experiments. -g2o •20

Shown in Fig. 2 are simulation results for a single 20

target. The target was a cuboid of (1.2, 0.8, 1) cm 21o

in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, and was 0

centered at (0.2,0,2.5) cm. The volume of the target 0 1 4 5 7 8 90 1 2 24 6 7 6 91 o

was 0.96 cm3 . The absorption coefficient above the Noise Level to, No"e Level X Io'

background was 0.25 cm- 1 . Here we provide the Fig. 2. Simulation results for a single target. (a), (c), and
results for one dipole moment (D,) and one quadruple (e) mean values of monopole, dipole, and quadrupole mo-
moment (Q.,), but similar results were obtained for ments, respectively. (b), (d), and (f) standard deviations
other components. The initial target position that of the corresponding quantities. The solid lines in (a), (c),
was input intothe reconst~rdction algorithm was (0, and (e) are true values.
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Table 1. Reconstructed Absorption Coefficients from Phantom Experiments'

Combination 1 Combination 2

Value (cm-1 ) Target 1 Target 2 Target 1 Target 2

True 0.065 0.065 0.102 0.065
Reconstructed 0.064 ± 0.028 0.064 t 0.027 0.106 ± 0.026 0.064 ± 0.017

*The average values and standard deviations are estimated from six sets of experimental data.

level, the standard deviations of all moments increase mated from the acoustic images. This is one of our
linearly with increasing noise level. Higher-order motivations for estimating the optical volume from
moments suffer more from noise, as expected intui- the quadrupole moments. Further improvements
tively. For the quadrupole moments, as small as a are needed for an accurate estimate of quadrupole
0.2% noise level could lead to a relative error of -20%. moments. In the moment-based method we assume
This is the main reason that we did not attempt to that the lesions are isolated and are embedded in a
reconstruct moments beyond the second order. homogeneous background. This assumption is quite

To test the capability of our algorithm to charac- true for more-homogeneous fatty breasts and may not
terize multiple targets, we performed simulations with hold for dense breasts that consist of both glandular
two absorbers of different absorption coefficients. The tissue and fat. In the latter case, we could segment
absorbers were the same size as the single target. One ultrasound images, identify tissue types, and estimate
absorber was located at (-1.2,0, 2.5) cm, with an ab- background optical properties of different tissues in
sorption coefficient 0.25 cm- 1 beyond the background. the reconstruction as well. Both acoustic and optical
The other absorber was located at (1.2, 0, 2.5) cm, with contrasts exist in tumors but the sensitivities of these
an absorption coefficient 0.1 cm-' beyond the back- two modalities may be different. Therefore, the cor-
ground. The main effect of adding one target was that relation between acoustic and optical heterogeneities
the relative error in the reconstructed monopole mo- remains unknown at the current stage and will be
ments increased to -2.5 times. Less of an effect on the determined in our future clinical studies.
dipole moments was observed, although an even more In comparison with current sophisticated NIR image
trivial difference for the quadrupole could be seen. It reconstruction algorithms, our method is very simple
was also found that the noise-induced deviation was in terms of computation. Once an ultrasound image
independent of target optical properties. has been taken and targets have been identified, it

Our current NIR imaging system has a noise level is possible to monitor the local change of absorption
near 1.5%. According to the simulation results, the continuously and in real time. Averaging over a large
system cannot readily retrieve the accurate quadrupole number of samples will help suppress the effect of ran-
moments from measured photon density waves. Thus dom noise.
we have to use the volume information obtained from In this Letter an algorithm for characterizing
co-registered ultrasound images in target characteri- absorbers has been demonstrated. Theoretically, a
zation. We used two geometrically identical targets similar algorithm is possible for characterizing scat-
that were approximately 1-cm 3 cubes. They were gel tering targets as well. However, since the weights
phantoms made from 0.6% Intralipid solution, ink, of monopole, dipole, and quadrupole moments of
and ultrasound scatterers. The boundaries of these scattering targets are related to spatial derivatives,
targets can clearly be seen in ultrasound images, and which are two order higher than those of absorbers,
target centers and volumes can be estimated accu- the quadrupole moments will be even harder to
rately. For example, a 1.07-cm 3 target was measured reconstruct.
as 1.05 cm 3 by ultrasound. For co-registered NIR We thank the following for their funding sup-
imaging, two different combinations of targets were
adopted. The first was a pair of equally absorbing port. the State of Connecticut (99CT21) and the U.S.
cubes with an absorption coefficient of 0.065 cm-'. Department of Defense Army Breast Cancer Program
The second was a pair of absorbing cubes with absorp- (DAMD17-00-1-0217, DAMD17-01-1-0216). N. G.
tion coefficients of 0.065 and 0.1 cm-1, respectively Chen's e-mal address is chenng@engr.uconn.edu.
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over the target volume. So the reconstructed ab- References
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Appendix 5

Simultaneous reconstruction of absorption and
scattering maps with ultrasound localization:
feasibility study using transmission geometry

Minming Huang, Tuqiang Xie, Nan Guang Chen, and Quing Zhu

We report the experimental results of the simultaneous reconstruction of absorption and scattering
coefficient maps with ultrasound localization. Near-infrared (NIR) data were obtained from frequency
domain and dc systems with source and detector fibers configured in transmission geometry. High- or
low-contrast targets located close to either the boundary or the center of the turbid medium were
reconstructed by using NIR data only and NIR data with ultrasound localization. Results show that the
mean reconstructed absorption coefficient and the spatial distribution of the absorption map have been
improved significantly with ultrasound localization. The improvements in the mean scattering coeffi-
cient and the spatial distribution of the scattering coefficient are moderate. When both the absorption
and the scattering coefficients are reconstructed the performance of the frequency-domain system is much
better than that of the dc system. 0 2003 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 170.0170, 170.3010, 170.5270, 170.7170, 170.3830.

1. Introduction methods (FEMs).13-15 The backprojection method
Functional imaging with near-infrared (NIR) dif- provides a real-time estimation of the coarse optical
fused light has found potential applications in many properties of lesions. However, the reconstructed-
areas. 1-9  However, one fundamental problem that image resolution is low and the lesions that appear in
we have to overcome is the intense scattering of light. the images are often displaced from true locations.
As a result, diffused light probes a widespread region Perturbation methods are in general based on linear
instead of providing information along a straight line. approximations to the heterogeneous functions.
Multiple measurements are always correlated as a Born and Rytov approximations are examples.
result of the overlapping of probed regions. There- Measurements between the background and the het-
fore increasing the total number of measurements erogeneous medium are used to relate the optical
does not necessarily provide more independent infor- signals at the measurement surface to absorption
mation for image reconstruction. In general the in- and scattering variations in each volume element
verse image reconstruction is underdetermined and within the sample. The least-squares method is in
ill-posed. The behavior of reconstruction algorithms general used to formulate the inverse problem. It-
is affected by many factors, such as the system signal- erative search methods, such as conjugate-gradient
to-noise ratio, the probe configuration, and regulation techniques, are employed to iteratively solve the in-
schemes used in image reconstructions. verse problem. However, an accurate estimation of

The current approaches to image-reconstruction al- the target optical properties depends on an accurate
gorithms are (1) simple backprojection methods, 3,4 (2) estimation of the background optical properties,
perturbation methods,10 -1 2 and (3) finite-element which are in general not easy to obtain in breast

tissues. In addition, when the absorption or the
scattering coefficients of the lesions are significantly

The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Cam- higher than the background, the linear perturbation

puter Engineering, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut methods cannot give accurate optical properties.
06269. Reconstructions based on FEMs provide higher-order

Received 2 July 2002; revised manuscript received 16 December estimations to heterogeneous functions. However,
2002. as the scattering and absorption coefficients are ex-

0003-6935/03/194102-13$15.00/0 panded over local basis functions, the number of un-
O 2003 Optical Society of America knowns is increased considerably. Nonetheless the
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independent information from diffused light is lim- 2. Forward Model
ited, and it essentially stops increasing when the A commercial FEM package FEMLAB has been used as
source-detector pairs reach a certain number. In a forward solver to generate the Jacobian weight ma-
this case the inverse problem becomes more ill-posed trix. This software has an interactive environment
and the behavior of the reconstruction algorithm may for modeling and simulating scientific and engineer-
be unpredictable. ing problems based on partial differential equations.

Reconstructions with the aid of a priori target ge- Users can utilize various existing models by defining
ometry information provided by coregistered ultra- relevant parameters and can also design specific
sound have shown promising results in improving the models based on equations under consideration.
accuracy of reconstructed optical properties and the In FEMLAB the scalar-governing equation and
localization of targets.16-20 In this method an ultra- boundary condition are given as
sound probe and NIR source and detector fibers have
been deployed on a handheld probe and configured in d. - _ . [c VU() + aU(T)'Y]
the reflection geometry. The a priori tissue type and at
lesion location as well as shape provided by coregis- + aU(T) + 3VU() = f(I) in 1, (1)
tered ultrasound can guide the NIR image recon-
struction to localized target regions. Therefore the h. [cVU(?) + a U(F),y] + qU(T)
total number of voxels with unknown optical proper-
ties can be reduced significantly and the inversion = g(T) on boundary afl. (2)

becomes well defined. In general the solution is fl is the domain of interest where Eq. (1) is satisfied,
unique and the iterative search algorithms converge and all is the boundary of 1f where Eq. (2), represent-
very fast. ing a generalized Neumann boundary condition, is

In this paper we explore experimentally the utility satisfied. U(T) is the unknown scalar to be solved, f
of the combined imaging with NIR sources and de- is the source term in fl, c is the diffusion coefficient,
tectors configured in transmission geometry. The a is the absorption coefficient, a is the conservative
standard pulse-echo technique is used to obtain flux convection coefficient, da is the mass coefficient,
coregistered ultrasound images. Compared with p3 is the convection coefficient, y is the conservative
NIR reflection geometry, transmission geometry may flux source term, g(r) is the source at the boundary, i
have the advantages of a lower requirement on the is the outward unit normal vector on an, and q is a
system dynamic range and higher sensitivities. In positive number related to the internal reflection at
the reported experiments the FEM forward solver is the boundary. The time-domain photon-diffusion
used to generate a Jacobian weight matrix for simul- equation can be obtained from Eq. (1) as
taneous reconstruction of the absorption and the
scattering coefficient maps, and the inversion is per- 1 a4(, t) V- D(T) . V4(Q, t) + 4(•, t) = So(T, t),
formed by using NIR data only and NIR data with a v at
priori target geometry provided by coregistered ul- (3)
trasound.

Frequency-domain and dc systems are widely used where U is replaced with 4(7, t), the photon density at
by many research groups. The advantage of using a location I; fwith So(T, t), the point source term; a with
frequency-domain system is that both amplitude and p.r, the optical absorption coefficient; c with D, the
phase information can be obtained, and therefore si- diffusion coefficient [D = 1/(3p.%'), where • is the
multaneous reconstruction of absorption and scatter- reduced scattering coefficient]; and d. with 1/u,
ing coefficients is feasible. The disadvantage is the where v is the speed of light in the medium. All

complexity in constructing high-frequency transmis- other coefficients are chosen to be zero.

sion and reception circuitries, particularly when By letting g(r) equal zero, we can obtain the

many parallel channels are needed for fast data ac- Neumann-type boundary condition as
quisition. This situation is more pronounced when A • D(ý). V(F, t) + q(•, t) = 0. (4)
nearly 100 source and detector positions are needed
for three-dimensional (3D) imaging in transmission By setting d, to zero, we can obtain the steady-state
geometry. In addition the system cost is high. diffusion equation as
Direct-current systems have the advantages of sim-
plicity in circuit construction and low cost. The V . D(i) - V4(i) - p (•)=-S 0 (F). (5)

drawbacks are that the phase information is not Furthermore, by replacing j. with •, - iwlv, where
available and cross talk between the reconstructed w is the modulation frequency, we can obtain a
absorption and scattering coefficients may be un- frequency-domain diffusion equation as
avoidable. In this paper we compare the perfor-
mance of both systems in simultaneously ( i
constructing absorption and diffusion coefficient V. D(T) . V40, Wo) - ,- , -)

maps in conditions of NIR reconstruction only and
ultrasound guided NIR recopstruction. -So(F, w). (6)
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5 -mesh. As a result the total number of unknown vox-
els is 400, which is comparable with the total number

4 of measurements.
In the Jacobian matrix calculation we evaluated

3- the linearity of A4),j/ApL,,j versus Aj.L with laj
2 changing from 0.02 to 0.3 cm-1 (the typical range of

the absorption coefficient for breast lesions) at
1 many cell locations. For dc component calcula-

tions the error due to the linear approximation is
0 always less than 0.4%. For frequency-domain cal-

culations the real and imaginary parts of .-jof sev-
.1 eral cells are 1 or 2 orders smaller, and they are

very sensitive to small perturbations. However,
.2 even for the worst case, the error due to the use of

the linear approximation is also less than 0.5% for
-3 24 out of 28 detector locations. Therefore we can

simplify the Jacobian matrix calculation by comput-• 4 -ing A(ýjj/AýJLj at two points (ýLAL, ýL'aH) that are be-
-, , .. tween 0.02 and 0.3 cm-l. The selection of these

.5 -4 .3 -z .i o 1 2 3 4 s two points is based on the following considerations.
Fig. 1. Two-dimensional mesh used for NIR image geometry. The linear slope A4 1/Ap. is best estimated when a

smaller perturbation AI.Lj is used. However, a
Aýt, that is too small is not suitable for computing

Assume that the changes due to the absorption and A4, 1j. As a good compromise we chose P-CL = 0.02
the scattering inhomogeneities are small. The Ja- cm- and PIaj1 = 0.06 cm-' for all the calculations.
cobian matrix We also evaluated the linearity of A4,0 /ADj versus

S[ A, A4JA AD with Dj changing from 0.0556 (the correspond-
-= I , 1ing i', is 6 cm-1) to 0.0306 cm (the corresponding

W L = -• ,ADJ p.8' is 10.9 cm-') (the typical diffusion coefficient

that relates the photon-density perturbation at range for breast lesions) at many cell locations.
boundary ell th andhotagivoxel j with absorption For both the dc component and frequency-domainboundary cell i and imaging and diffus ion calculations the error due to the use of a linear
coefficient change Aa and diffusion coefficient approximation is always less than 0.2%. There-
change ADS, is given as fore we compute Aý,•j/ADj by using two points at

"___ A4,IL A4n A4," 0.0556 and 0.0356 cm.
The experimental data included many unknown

Aii AD, ADL systematic factors (unknown source, detector gains,

A__21 ... 02L A__21 A_ etc.). To remove those unknown factors, we used the
= Ai. 1  . A G.L AD, . ADL , normalized difference method in Ref. 22 as

Al4,M . AML" AD, ADL. ( 4, ) cr(i) = [We'A] .j,), ADj,], (8)

where M is the total number of boundary cells and L where 4 ,m(i) is the measured heterogeneous data as-
is the total number of imaging voxels. sociated with the source-detector pair i with the tar-

3. Computation Procedures get in the homogeneous medium, 4 ,mr(i) is the
We have generated a two-dimensional (2D) mesh measured homogeneous data, r(i) is the calculated
with 4050 triangle elements and 2088 nodes (Fig. 1). forward homogeneous data used for the weight ma-
The radius of the physical boundary is chosen to be trix calculation. The 4, is a complex value in the
45.26 cm and the extrapolation distance Zb = 0.7. 1,' frequency-domain case. The unknown system fac-
[1k, = 1/(p•' + po)] is calculated to be 0.1169 cm,2 ' tors present in both sets of measured heterogeneous
where I.,' + i.. is the background value and is chosen and homogeneous data are canceled by taking
to be 6 cm.- (a typical value for normal breast tissue). the ratio of the perturbation (heterogeneous-
To speed up the Jacobian matrix calculation, we homogeneous) to the reference (homogeneous) mea-
chose a coarse mesh of 5 cm x 5 cm in the middle of surements.
the 2D mesh by assuming that there are no pertur- To alleviate the cross talk between the absorption
bations outside this area. The imaging pixel size is coefficient and the diffusion coefficient, we also nor-
chosen to be 0.25 cm X 0.25 cm inside the coarse malized each column and row of the weight matrix by
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their own mean value to improve the matrix condi- PC M-oo - Driver
tion. Thus the inverse problem is modified as

J 4crn) IA P

= [F,]. [WJ. [Gii]"[AXjJ, (9)

where (4APa(ji), ADiJi = LGjJ- LAx(Ji)J and L Diode Position Sensor

Fi = Wik) , Psr Diodes PmT

= 1, 2,..., M (F = 0 when i j), Rotation Plow

G.= WA) ,Breast 'Detector fibers x12
M =1 Fig. 2. Schematic of our new dc system: AO, analog output; Al,

j = 1, 2, ... , L (Gij = 0 when i 0 j). analog input; DO, digital output; DI, digital input.

Finally the conjugate gradient method is used for
solving Eq. (9). Since the error function Twelve detector fibers are sequentially coupled to a

S-2 photomultiplier tube (PMT) (R928, Hamamatsu Cor-
F. W. G' AX - F. 4) poration) through a mechanical multiplexer that uses4 )

mrti) a stepper motor to collimate accurately a coupling
light guide on a rotation plate to one of the detection

reduces consistently and becomes flat after certain fibers. Each light source has two output levels of 30
iterations (around 30 for reconstruction with the NIR dB in difference to avoid PMT saturation and to im-
data only and 3 for the NIR with ultrasound guid- prove the system dynamic range. A National In-
ance), the stopping criteria are chosen to be 100 and strumentation data acquisition (DAQ) card is used to
3 iterations for the NIR only and the NIR with ultra- generate sinusoidal waveforms on top of a constant
sound localization, respectively. The corresponding current to drive one laser diode at a time. The pho-
computation time is around 2 min for NIR data only ton density wave detected by the PMT is amplified
and 30 s for NIR with ultrasound information, and then digitized by the same DAQ card. The cor-

In the experiments, data are obtained from a 3D responding amplitude is retrieved from the acquired
model (the finite cylindrical medium and the finite waveform on a PC. The digital ports of the DAQ
length target). However, the Jacobian matrix com- card are used to switch laser diodes sequentially,
putation is based on a 2D model (the infinite cylin- control the output level, and input a feedback signal
drical medium and the infinite-length target). for closed-loop stepper motor control. The total
According to Refs. 23 and 24 the 2D/3D difference DAQ time for a complete data set is around 1 min.
between intensity is reasonably independent of Since our dc system is modulated at 20 kHz, the
source- detection separation and it is reasonable to measured amplitude is an ac signal instead of the dc
correct it by simply multiplying or dividing a con- component that we used for forward Jacobian matrix
stant. Therefore the normalized difference method calculation. We estimated the difference by using a
not only cancels the unknown source-detector gains spherical wave of light energy density [exp(jkp)/Dp]
but also partially eliminates the 2D/3D model mis- of two wave numbers k, = (-p.0 /D) /2 and k2 =
match by taking the ratio of the perturbation and the [(-lL. + j x w/v)/D]"/2, where w = (21T)2 X 104 Hz
reference measurements. and v and D are the speed of light and the diffusion

coefficient, respectively. The normalized difference
4. Experimental Systems [exp(jk1p) - exp(jk2 p)]/exp(jk1 p) can be approxi-
To compare the performance of the frequency-domain mated as
and the dc systems with and without ultrasound lo-
calization, we constructed both systems. Details of jpW [11(D .)]ln'
our multisource and multidetector frequency-domain 2v
system can be found in Ref. 18. Briefly, it consists of
12 pairs of dual-wavelength sources [780 nm (LT024) and it is larger when the wave propagates deeper into
and 830 nm (LT015), Sharp Corporation] modulated the tissue and the background absorption is smaller.
at 140 MHz and 8 parallel detectors (R928, For the worst case of Pa = 0.01 cm- and p = 10 cm
Hamamatsu Corporation). These sources and de- the difference is less than 3.295-r. Therefore we
tectors are coupled to the medium through optical directly use the Jacobian matrix calculated from the
fibers. steady-state diffusion equation [Eq. (5)] to relate the

Our new dc system consists of six pairs of dual- measured amplitude data for the inversion.
wavelength laser diodes (780 and 830 nm) amplitude The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. Dur-
modulated at 20 kHz to avoid dc fluctuations (Fig. 2). ing experiments, source and detector fibers were
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Since we have a limited number of source and de-
tector positions, we placed 8 source fibers instead of
12 on a quarter circle and 8 detector fibers on the
opposite quarter for frequency-domain measure-
ments [Fig. 4(a)]. For dc measurements we placed 6
source fibers on a quarter circle and 12 detector fibers
on the opposite quarter [see Fig. 4(b)]. After obtain-
ing one set of heterogeneous NIR data with a target
in the Intralipid (8 X 8 measurements for the fre-
quency system, 6 x 12 measurements for the dc sys-
tem), we simply rotated the target by 900 for the
frequency-domain system and 77.14° for the dc sys-
tem to get another set of data. Figure 4(c) shows the
rotation scheme used during frequency-domain ex-
periments. Three rotations were performed to ob-
tain one complete data set for reconstruction, which
covered 3600. For dc measurements a similar rota-
tion scheme was used and four rotations were per-
formed to obtain one complete data set. Three-
dimensional ultrasound data were obtained

Y ysimultaneously with NIR data acquisition.

x •5. Results

Z For NIR reconstruction with transmission geometrythe perturbations in 4) caused by the target are re-
Fig. 3. Experimental setup. A commercial ultrasound probe is lated to the location of the target and the contrast
located at the top of a water tank, and the NIR source and detector between the target and the contras t

fibers are deployed around the tank and configured in transmission between the target and the background. It is much
geometry. harder to reconstruct a low-contrast target located in

the middle of the medium. In our experiments a
cylindrical target (high/low contrast) 1.0 cm in diam-

placed on a circular plane (Fig. 4). A commercial eter was placed at two typical locations (at the center
ultrasound probe of 3.5-MHz central frequency and close to the boundary). The target was made of
(HP77020A ultrasound imaging system) was placed polyester resin with calibrated P-a and V.'.25 Based
on top of a water tank filled with Intralipid. This on the calibration results from Dartmouth College,
one-dimensional commercial probe provides a cross- the absorption coefficient of the target was from 0.20
section image in the y-z imaging plane (called the to 0.3 cm-1 for the high-contrast target case and was
B-scan), where y is the lateral direction and z is the 0.07 cm- 1 for the low-contrast target; V,,' of both
propagation direction. By translating the probe me- targets was 9.6 cm- '. The repeatability of the cali-
chanically in the x direction, we acquired 3D volu- bration was within ±5%.
metric image data. Windowing the 3D data in the z
direction at a particular depth provides 2D target A. Reconstruction when the Frequency-Domain System

spatial images at the x-y plane (called the C-scan). is Used
C-scans are coregistered with the NIR images. An For the high-contrast target case, improvements in
Intralipid solution of 0.6% was used as a homoge- the reconstructed ýLa are dramatic when ultrasound
neous background. The fitted p.. and V.' of the In- localization is used. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the
tralipid at 780 nm were 0.02 and 6 cm-', respectively, simultaneously reconstructed absorption and diffu-

(a) (b) )

Fig. 4. Configurations of NIR sources and detectors used in the reported experiments: (a) frequency-domain experiments, (b) dc
experiments, (c) top view of target rotation scheme used in frequency-domain measurements.
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of simultaneously reconstructed absorption and diffusion coefficient maps of a high-contrast target located at the
center of the turbid medium: (a), (b) reconstructed R.. and D distributions when NIR data only are used; (c), (d), reconstructed ý,. and D
distributions with ultrasound localization; (e) coregistered ultrasound C-scan image used to guide the NIR reconstruction. X and Y are
the spatial dimensions in centemeters.

sion maps where NIR data only is used when the at the source-detector plane. A threshold was ap-
target is located at the center of the medium, While plied to the ultrasound image, which was chosen as
Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) show the reconstructed absorption the FWHM from the peak value. The pixels with
and diffusion maps with ultrasound localization, gray-scale values greater than the threshold were
Figure 5(e) is the C-scan ultrasound image obtained mapped out as a target region, while the pixels with
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of simultaneously reconstructed absorption and diffusion coefficient maps of a high-contrast target located closer to
the boundary of the turbid medium: (a), (b) reconstructed I. and D distributions when NIR data only are used; (c), (d), reconstructed I..,

and D distributions with ultrasound localization; (e) coregistered ultrasound C-scan image used to guide the NIR reconstruction.

values less than the threshold were identified as a 100% of the true target size. The mean value was
nontarget region. The inverse reconstruction was calculated from the pixels with absorption coeffi-
localized to the target region. With ultrasound the cients greater than the FWHM in the target mass
mean reconstructed absorption coefficient was im- region. As for the diffusion coefficient the mean re-
proved from 32.4% to 64.4% of the calibrated mean constructed values were within 5% of the calibrated
value and the FWHM was improved from 140% to value both with and without ultrasound localization.
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Fig. 7. Comparisons of simultaneously reconstructed absorption and diffusion coefficient maps of a low-contrast target located closer to
the boundary: (a), (b) simultaneously reconstructed IL and D distributions when NIR data only are used; (c), (d), simultaneously
reconstructed VI. and D distributions with ultrasound localization.

However, the edge artifacts seen in Fig. 5(b) were was improved to 65.2% of the calibrated mean value
eliminated by using ultrasound guidance. and the FWHM was improved to 1 cm. The mean

Figure 6 shows the experimental results of the D was improved to 102% of the calibrated value.
same high-contrast target located close to the Artifacts in the D distribution were eliminated with
boundary. Figure 6(a) is the pL. distribution recon- ultrasound localization.
structed by using NIR data only. The recon- Figure 7 shows the experimental results of the low-
structed mean absorption coefficient was -45.2% of contrast target located close to the boundary. Fig-
the calibrated mean value, and the FWHM was ure 7(a) is the IL. distribution reconstructed by using
around 1.3 cm, which was 130% of the true target NIR data only. The reconstructed mean absorption
size. Figure 6(b) is the D distribution simulta- coefficient was -93% of the calibrated value, and the
neously reconstructed with the Pa map by using FWHM was around 1.3 cm. Figure 7(b) is the D
NIR data only. Artifacts in the boundary of D dis- distribution simultaneously reconstructed with the
tribution are visible. The reconstructed mean Iu. map by using NIR data only. The reconstructed
value was -65.2% of the calibrated value, and the mean value was -81% of the calibrated value, and
FWHM was around 1.2 cm. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) the FWHM was around 1.2 cm. Figures 7(c) and
are the simultaneously reconstructed pL, and D dis- 7(d) are the simultaneously reconstructed p., and D
tributions with coregistered ultrasound localiza- distributions with coregistered ultrasound localiza-
tion. Figure 6(e) is the coregistered C-scan tion. With ultrasound localization the mean I.• was
ultrasound image obtained in the source-detector within 11% of the calibrated value and the FWHM
plane. With ultrasound localization the mean p., was improved to 1 cm. The mean D was improved to

1.
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Fig. 8. Comparisons of simultaneously reconstructed absorption and diffusion maps of the same low-contrast target located at the center
of the turbid medium: (a), (b), reconstructed .L. and D distributions when NIR data only are used; (c), (d), reconstructed I. and D
distributions with ultrasound localization.

102% of the calibrated value. The edge artifacts The reconstructed mean p.a was -94% of the cali-
seen in the D distribution were eliminated with ul- brated value, and the reconstructed mean D was
trasound localization. -92% of the calibrated value. Figures 8(c) and

Figure 8(a) and 8(b) show the simultaneously re- 8(d) are the simultaneously reconstructed absorp-
constructed I.L. and D distributions of the same low- tion and diffusion coefficient maps with ultrasound
contrast target located at the center. As one can localization. The reconstructed mean IL,, is within
see the spatial distributions of p.0 and D are worse 13% of the calibrated value and the reconstructed
than those shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Artifacts mean D is within 6% of the calibrated value. The
in the boundary of the D distribution are visible. FWHM of the pL. map has been improved by 30%,

Table 1. Experimental Results from the Frequency-Domain System

Calibrated Value from
NIR Only NIR + US Dartmouth College

Target Mean I.o Mean D Mean ; Mean D Mean IL Mean D
Target Location Contrast (cm'- ) (cm) (cm- 1) (cm) (cm- 1) (cm)

Close to the boundary High contrast 0.113 (45.2%") 0.030 (87%) 0.163 (65.2%9) 0.0355 (102%) 0.2-0.3 0.0347 t 5%
Low contrast 0.065 (93%) 0.028 (81%) 0.078 (111%) 0.0355 (102%) 0.07 ± 5% 0.0347 ± 5%

At the center High contrast 0.081 (32.4%) 0.0353 (101%) 0.161 (64.4%9) 0.0363 (105%) 0.2-0.3 0.0347 ± 5%
Low contrast 0.067 (94%) 0.032 (92%) 0.0793 (113%) 0.037 (106%) 0.07 ± 5% 0.0347 ± 5%

"The percentage is calculated based on the mean value of 0.2-0.3 cm-'.
US, ultrasound
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Fig. 9. Comparisons of simultaneously reconstructed absorption and diffusion maps of a high-contrast target located at the center of the
medium. The dc system of the configuration in Fig. 4(b) was used for the experiments: (a), (b), reconstructed I.L and D distributions
when NIR data only are used; (c), (d), reconstructed ýL and D distributions with ultrasound localization; (e) coregistered C-scan ultrasound
image used to guide the NIR reconstruction.

and artifacts in the D distribution have been elim- at different positions. In general, when the target
inated, was located at the center, the results with NIR data

In Table 1 are summaries of the experimental re- only were poorer than those when the target was
sults of the two cases in which the target was located located closer to the boundary. With ultrasound lo-
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Fig. 10. Comparisons of simultaneously reconstructed absorption and diffusion coefficient maps of a low-contrast target located at the
center of the medium: (a), (b), reconstructed p. and D distributions, respectively, when NIR data only are used; (c) (d), reconstructed p.r

and D distributions, respectively, with ultrasound localization.

calization, improvements in terms of spatial distribu- dium. Figure 10(a) is the PLa distribution recon-
tions were higher than those when the target was structed by using NIR data only. The spatial
located at the boundary. distribution of i.a is much worse than the high-

contrast case. The reconstructed mean absorption
B. Reconstruction when the Direct-Current System is coefficient is only 47% of the calibrated value, and the
Used FWHM is around 1.6 cm. Figure 10(b) shows the D
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the simultaneously recon- distribution simultaneously reconstructed with p.0 by
structed [L and D distributions of the high-contrast using NIR data only. The reconstructed mean value
target located at the center. The reconstructed was -140% of the calibrated value, and the FWHM
mean pL. was only 15.6% of the calibrated value, and was around 1.4 cm. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) are the
the reconstructed mean D was -132% of the cali- simultaneously reconstructed p.0 and D distributions
brated value. Figures 9(c) and 9(d) are the simulta- with coregistered ultrasound localization. With ul-
neously reconstructed absorption and diffusion maps trasound localization the accuracy of reconstructed
with ultrasound localization. Figure 9(e) shows the mean p.0 was improved to 73% of the calibrated value,
C-scan ultrasound image obtained at the source- and the FWHM was improved to 1 cm, while the
detector plane and used for the localization. The accuracy of reconstructed mean D was 126% of the
reconstructed mean p.0 has been improved to 22% of calibrated value and the FWHM was improved by
the calibrated value and the reconstructed mean D 40%.
has been improved to 121% of the calibrated value. In Table 2 are summaries of the experimental re-
The FWHM's of p.0 and the D maps have been im- sults of high- and low-contrast cases when the target
proved by 50% and 30%, respectively, is located at different positions. Generally the re-

Figure 10 shows the experimental results of the constructed absorption coefficients are much lower
low-contrast target located ýt the center of the me- than those obtained from the frequency-domain sys-
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Table 2. Experimental Results from the dc System

Calibrated Value from

NIR Only NIR + US Dartmouth College

Mean
Target Mean Mua Mean Mean Mua Mean Mua Mean D

Target Location Contrast (cm-1) D (cm) (cm-') D (cm) (cm- ') (cm)

Close to the boundary High contrast 0.0485 (19,4%-) 0.043 (123%) 0.059 (23.6%0) 0.043 (123%) 0.2-0.3 0.0347 ± 5%
Low contrast 0.047 (67%) 0.044 (126%) 0.049 (70%) 0.046 (132%) 0.07 ± 5% 0.0347 ± 5%

At the center High contrast 0.039 (15.6%") 0.046 (132%) 0.055 (22%") 0.042 (121%) 0.2-0.3 0.0347 ± 5%
Low contrast 0.0328 (47%) 0.0486 (140%) 0.051 (73%) 0.044 (126%) 0.07 ± 5% 0.0347 ± 5%

"The percentage is calculated on the basis of the mean value of 0.2-0.3 cm-1.
US, ultrasound

tern, and the reconstructed diffusion coefficients are 7. Summary
much higher than those from the frequency domain. We have reported experimental results from the
The improvements with ultrasound localization are simultaneous reconstruction of absorption and scat-
much less than that obtained from the frequency- tering maps with ultrasound localization. Trans-
domain system. mission geometry was used for NIR-imaging

Comparing the results from frequency-domain and reconstruction, and standard pulse-echo ultrasound
dc systems, we find that the reconstructed results was used for obtaining coregistered ultrasound im-
from the frequency-domain system are much better ages. When a frequency-domain system was used
in terms of accuracy. With ultrasound localization the ultrasound localization results showed that the
the mean absorption coefficients obtained from the reconstructed mean absorption coefficients of high-
frequency-domain data are approximately 111-113% contrast phantom targets improved more than 20%,
of the calibrated value for the low-contrast target and while improvements to the reconstructed mean dif-
around 64-65% of the calibrated mean value for the fusion coefficients were moderate. For low-contrast
high-contrast target, while they are only 70-73% and targets no significant improvement has been shown
22-23.6% for the same cases in dc. The mean diffu- in the mean reconstructed values. However, im-
sion coefficients obtained from the frequency-domain provements in the target spatial distributions are
data are within 102-108% of the calibrated value, significant. When a dc system was used, improve-
while they are approximately 121-132% for the same ments in using ultrasound localization were small in
cases in the dc. The FWHMs obtained from the terms of mean reconstructed values. Owing to the
frequency-domain reconstructions are always within lack of phase information and possible cross talk be-
90-130% of the calibrated value, while the FWHMs tween absorption and scattering coefficients, the dc
are approximately 110-160% for the same cases in system performance is much worse than that of the
the dc. frequency-domain system. With ultrasound local-

ization the reconstruction speed has improved by a
6. Discussion factor of 10 and near-real-time optical imaging be-
The reconstructed absorption and scattering distri- comes feasible.
butions can be partially improved by iteratively up-
dating the Jacobian matrix to account for higher- We acknowledge graduate students Shikui Yan
order terms of the weight matrix. However, this and Daqing Piao for continuous help on the software
procedure is time-consuming and prohibits near-real- development of the dc system and the mechanical
time NIR image processing. The iterative updating setup of the experimental system. The authors
of a localized Jacobian matrix within the ultrasound thank Shudong Jiang, Research Associate of Dart-
specified region could further improve the accuracy of mouth College, for help in making the testing phan-
reconstructed absorption and diffusion coefficients toms. The authors thank the following for funding
with reduced computation load. Currently we are support: Donaghue Foundation, U.S. Department
pursuing this research, and results will be reported in of Defense, Army Breast Cancer Program (DAMD17-
the near future. 00-1-0217, DAMD17-01-1-0216), and the National In-

In the reported phantom studies we assume that stitutes of Health' (1R01CA94044-01A1). The
the lesions are isolated and embedded in a homoge- authors greatly appreciate the donation of a proto-
neous background. Therefore we localize the image type dc system by Multi-Dimensional Technology Inc.
reconstruction by using the target geometry obtained The dc system used was modified from the prototype.
from ultrasound. In the clinical breast-imaging
cases the background tissues also scatter and absorb References
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A novel two-step reconstruction scheme using a combined near-infrared and ultrasound technique and its utility
in imaging distributions of optical absorption and hemoglobin concentration of breast lesions are demonstrated.
In the first-step image reconstruction, the entire tissue volume is segmented based on initial coregistered ultra-
sound measurements into lesion and background regions. Reconstruction is performed by use of a finer grid
for lesion region and a coarse grid for the background tissue. As a result, the total number of voxels with un-
known absorption can be maintained on the same order of total measurements, and the matrix with unknown
total absorption distribution is appropriately scaled for inversion. In the second step, image reconstruction
is refined by optimization of lesion parameters measured from ultrasound images. It is shown that detailed
distributions of wavelength-dependent absorption and hemoglobin concentration of breast carcinoma can be
obtained with the new reconstruction scheme. 0 2003 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 170.0170, 170.3010, 170.5270, 170.7170, 170.3830.

Tumor blood volume and microvascular density are and connected to the NIR imager. The NIR imager
parameters that are anatomically and functionally consists of 12 dual-wavelength source channels and
associated with tumor angiogenesis. During the past 8 parallel receiving channels.4 In the transmission
decade, modeling of light propagation in the near- part, 12 pairs of dual-wavelength (780- and 830-nm)
infrared (NIR) region, combined with advancements laser diodes are amplitude modulated at 140 MHz.
of light source and detectors, has improved diffused In the reception part, 8 photomultiplier tubes de-
light measurements and made possible the application tect diffusely reflected light from the tissue. Both
of tomographic techniques for characterizing and the amplitude and phase at each source-detector
imaging tumor angiogenesis.'-2  However, the NIR pair are obtained, and the resulting total number
technique has not been widely used in clinics, and of measurements is 12 X 8 X 2 = 192. The corn-
the fundamental problem of intense light scattering bined probe is made of a black plastic plate 10 cm
remains. As a result, diffusive light probes a wide- in diameter; therefore, a semi-infinite boundary
spread region instead of providing information along condition can be used for the NIR measurement
a straight line, and tomographic image reconstruction geometry. The amplitude and phase measured from
is, in general, underdetermined and ill-posed. Zhu the normal side of the breast are used to calculate the
et al.' and Chen et al.4 demonstrated a combined background absorption 9a and reduced scattering co-
imaging technique, using a priori lesion structure in- efficient •j 5 .4 In our two-step image reconstruction,
formation provided by coregistered ultrasound images we first segment tissue volume into two regions, L
to assist NIR imaging reconstruction in phantom stud- and B, that contain a lesion as measured from coreg-
ies.3'4 As a result, the NIR image reconstruction is istered ultrasound images and background tissue,
well defined and less sensitive to noise. In this Letter respectively. We use the Born approximation to
we report on our novel two-step image reconstruction
scheme that uses the combined approach and demon-
strate its utility in imaging tumor absorption and
hemoglobin distributions. It is shown that detailed
heterogeneous distributions of wavelength-dependent
optical absorption and hemoglobin concentration of a -

breast carcinoma can be obtained. To the best of our
knowledge, such detailed distributions have not been
reported in the literature.

A picture of our combined hand-held probe used
in clinical studies is shown in Fig. 1(a), and the Fig. 1. (a) Hand-held combined probe and a frequency-
probe dimensions and optical sensor distributions domain NIR imager. (b) Sensor distribution of the com-
are shown in Fig. 1(b). The combined probe consists bined probe (diameter, 10 cm). The smaller circles are
of a commercial ultrasound one-dimensional array optical source fibers, and the bigger circles are detector
located at the center of the probe and optical source fibers. A commercial ultrasound probe is located at the
and detector fibers distrjbfited at the periphery center and its dimensions are 5.6 cm by 1 cm.

0146-9592/03/050337-03$15.00/0 Q 2003 Optical Society of America
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relate the scattered field U8 c'(rs,, rdi, 0) measured lead to inaccurate estimation of the lesion center and
at source-detector pair i to absorption variations radii and therefore to cause errors in reconstructed
A/za(r') in each volume element of two regions within optical properties. First, the lesion boundaries may
the sample, where rsi and rdi are the source and not be well defined in ultrasound images. Second,
detector positions, respectively. We then discretize two separate orthogonal ultrasound images are used
the lesion volume and the background volume with to estimate the radii and the center, and these pa-
different voxel sizes (a finer grid for lesion volume and rameters depend on the ultrasound probe position and
a coarse grid for background). The scattered field compression of the hand-held probe. Third, the target
can then be approximated as volumes or shapes seen by different modalities may

1i be different because of different contrast mechanisms.
U..'(r-i rdi,&j) In the second step, we refine image reconstruction

D by perturbing the center co and then the radii ro and

SG (rvj, rd)Uincrj, rs,) If AzA(r')d 3r'I choosing the optimal set of parameters (copt, ropt).xLj jG Clinical studies were performed at the Health Cen-
ter of the University of Connecticut, and the human

+ Y G(r0 ,k,rdi)Uinc( rv,rs,)f A/,a(r')d3r'], (1) subject protocol was approved by the Health Center
Bk Jk J IRB committee. Patients with palpable and nonpal-

where rj, and rvk are the centers of voxels j and k pable masses that were visible on clinical ultrasound
in lesion volume L and background volume B, respec- were used as subjects. These subjects were scanned
tively2 , and Uin,(r', r•i) and G(r', rdi) are the incident with the combined probe, and ultrasound images
wave and the Green function of the semi-infinite ge- and optical measurements were acquired at multiple
ometry, respectively. The matrix form of relation (1) locations, including the lesion region that was scanned
is given as at two orthogonal positions, and a normal region of

the contralateral breast scanned at two orthogonal
[Usd]MXl = [WL, WB]MXN[ML,MB] T , (2) positions.

An example is given in this Letter to demonstrate
where WL =[-1/DG(rj, rdj)Ui., (rvj, rSi)]MX1NL and Ws= the use of our reconstruction scheme. Figure 2(a)
[-1 /DG(rv&,rdi)Umc(r.h,rri)j]Mx•. are weight matrices shows a gray-scale ultrasound image of a palpable
for the lesion volume and the background volume, re- lump in a 44-year-old woman. The lesion was located
spectively; [ML] = [flL Aa(r')d3 r,. fNL A /a(r')dsr'] at the 6 to 8 o'clock position of the left breast at
and [Ma] = [fl, A/zA(r')d~r',... fN, A/M 0(r')d

3r'] are approximately 1.5-cm depth. Ultrasound showed an
the total absorption distributions of the lesion volume irregular poorly defined hypoechoic mass, and the
and the background volume, respectively, lesion was considered highly suspicious for malig-

Instead of reconstructing the Aju. distribution di- nancy. An ultrasound guided-core needle biopsy was
rectly as the standard Born approximation, we recon- recommended. Biopsy results (after NIR imaging)
struct total absorption distribution M and then divide revealed that the lesion was a high-grade in situ
the total by different voxel sizes of lesion and back- ductal carcinoma with necrosis.
ground tissue to obtain AA. distribution. By choos- Multiple optical measurements at two orthogonal
ing a finer grid for the lesion and a coarse grid for the positions were simultaneously made with ultra-
background tissue, we can maintain the total number sound images at the lesion location as well as at
of voxels with unknown absorption on the same scale approximately the same location of the contralateral
of the total measurements. As a result, the inverse normal breast. The fitted average tissue background
problem is less underdetermined and ill-posed. In ad- measured on the normal side of the breast at both
dition, since the lesion absorption coefficient is higher wavelengths was - = 0.03 cm- 1, jso = 0.05 cm-1,
than that of the background tissue, in general, the total -r8o = 9.22 cm-', and s = 7.58 cm-". The
absorption of the lesion over a smaller voxel is on the perturbations for both wavelengths used to cal-
same scale of total absorption of the background over a culate absorption maps were normalized as
bigger voxel, and therefore the matrix [ML, MB] is ap- U.'(raL, rde, w) = [UL(rsi, rdi, w) - UN(rsi, rdi, w)]
propriately scaled for inversion. The reconstruction is UB(r8 i, rdi, w)/UN(r3 1 , rdi, w), where UL(r3 i, rdi, -) and
formulated as a least-squares problem. The unknown UN(ri, rdi, -) were measurements obtained from the
distribution M can be iteratively calculated with the lesion region and the contralateral normal region,
conjugate-gradient search method, respectively, and Us(r8 i, rdi, w) was the incident field

The lesion location and volume from coregistered calculated with fitted background 7r and D - 1/3A I.
ultrasound is estimated as follows: Since the com- This procedure cancels unknown system gains as-
mercial one-dimensional ultrasound probe that we use sociated with different sources and detectors as
acquires two-dimensional ultrasound images in the well as electronic channels. The initial estimates
y-z plane (z is the propagation direction) and the two- of the lesion center and diameter in two orthogonal
dimensional NIR probe provides three-dimensional ultrasound images were (0,0.39 cm, 1.7 cm) and
images, the coregistration is limited to an interception 3.44 cm X 4.38 cm X 1.76 cm, respectively. A finer
plane. However, if we approximate a lesion as an grid of 0.5 cm X 0.5 cm X 0.5 cm and a coarse grid of
ellipsoid, we are able to estimate its center and radii 1.5 cm X 1.5 cm X 1.0 cm were chosen for the lesion
from two orthogonal ultrasound images and therefore and background tissue, respectively. The total recon-
obtain the lesion volume. T-Kree sources of error may struction volume was chosen to be 9 cm X 9 cm X 4 cm,
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Fig. 2. (a) Gray-scale ultrasound image of a palpable lump of a 44-year-old woman. Ultrasound showed an irregular
poorly defined hypoechoic mass, and the lesion was considered as highly suspicious for malignancy. Reconstructed optical
absorption maps at (b) 780 nm and (c) 830 nm. The vertical color bars are the absorption coefficient [cm-1]. (d) Total
hemoglobin concentration map. The vertical color bars are /.mol. The NIR data were simultaneously acquired with
the ultrasound image shown in (a). Each image consists of seven slices obtained in 0.5-cm spacing from 0.5 to 3.5 cm in
depth. The vertical and horizontal axes correspond to x and y dimensions of 9 cm by 9 cm.

and the total number of voxels with unknown optical blood volumes than nonmalignant tissue because of
absorption was 190, which was of the same order as the angiogenesis, especially at the cancer periphery. In
192 total measurements. Image reconstruction was addition, the carcinoma reported here had a necrotic
performed with the NIR data simultaneously acquired core, which could lead to the low absorption observed
with the ultrasound image shown in Fig. 2(a). The at both wavelengths in the center region.
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2(c). By assuming that deo r c deo yIbhe- and the Donaghue Foundation. Q. Zhu's e-mail address
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Appendix 7

Dual-mesh optical tomography reconstruction
method with a depth correction that uses a priori
ultrasound information

Minming Huang and Quing Zhu

A dual-mesh reconstruction method with a depth correction for near-infrared diffused wave imaging with
ultrasound localization is demonstrated by use of phantoms and clinical cancer cases. Column normal-
ization is applied to the weight matrix obtained from the Born approximation to correct the depth-
dependent problem in the reconstructed absorption maps as well as in the total hemoglobin concentration
maps. With the depth correction, more uniform absorption maps for target layers at different depths are
obtained from the phantoms, and the correlation between the reconstructed hemoglobin concentration
maps of deeply located, large cancers and the histological microvessel density counts are dramatically
improved. © 2004 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 100.3190, 170.3010, 170.3880, 290.1990.

1. Introduction However, perturbations of optical properties in
Optical tomography that uses near-infrared (NIR) nontarget regions could prevent the accurate recon-
diffusive light has huge potential for providing func- struction of the optical properties in target regions.
tional parameters for distinguishing between benign Recently, we developed a novel dual-mesh method,
and malignant processes.'-' 0  However, the inten- which divides the entire imaging volume into target
sive light scattering in soft tissues makes it very regions and nontarget regions based on the coreg-
difficult to obtain accurate optical property maps istered ultrasound images. The image reconstruc-
with an acceptable spatial resolution. Recently, a tion is performed by use of fine voxels for target
combination of NIR imaging with other imaging mo- regions and coarse voxels for nontarget regions.
dalities, such as ultrasound or magnetic resonance As a result, the total number of voxels with un-
imaging (MRI), has shown promising results11-16 in known optical properties is significantly reduced
providing complementary contrasts and in overcom- and the inversion is well defined. By using the
ing NIR reconstruction problems. In these methods dual-mesh method, we have obtained encouraging
the NIR and the ultrasound or MRI probes have been results from tissue biopsies taken from a group of
deployed such that both modalities view the same patients. 17-19

tissue volume. As a result, the a priori lesion infor- However, for deeply located, highly absorbing
mation, including tissue type, lesion location, and large tumors, we have found that the reconstructed
shape provided by coregistered ultrasound or MRI, absorption values and the resulting total hemoglo-
can guide the NIR image reconstruction to localized bin concentration are highly dependent on depth
target regions. (layer).19  In other words, the reconstructed ab-

sorption coefficients of the top layer are higher than
those of deeper layers. This depth-dependent re-
construction is related to the weight matrix used forimage reconstruction. In our current studyl7-20 ahandheld probe was used to obtain NIR measure-

The authors are with the Department of Electrical and Com- hent he refle to omtan thease-
puter Engineering, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut ments in the reflection geometry, and the semi-
06269. Q. Zhu's e-mail address is zhu@engr.uconn.edu. infinite boundary condition was used to compute

Received 4 September 2003; revised manuscript received 5 De- the weight matrix. The Born approximation was
cember 2003; accepted 15 December 2003. used to relate the unknown optical properties of the

0003-6935/04/081654-09$15o06/0 medium to the measurements, and an inversion
© 2004 Optical Society of America was performed with the conjugate gradient itera-
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tive searching method. According to Ref. 21, the where
resulting weights for the semi-infinite geometry can
roughly be described by the so-called "banana func- [ 1 1
tion." The banana function causes the recon- WL = - G G(ru, rdi)UiC(rj, rS.)
structed optical properties 20 to be highly depth XMNL

dependent owing to the tendency of the iterative 1
searching method to converge along the steepest WB = - G(rk, rd1)Uic(r~k, rj)
direction, i.e., the largest weight direction. As a U×Ntl

result, even for a homogeneous target, the recon-
structed absorption coefficients of the top target [ML] = Al.a(r')dYr', . . . A, (r')d3r'
layers, which normally have larger weights, are [IL L
higher than those of the bottom target layers, which
normally have smaller weights. Therefore it is es- [M]=- rdr, )dar,
sential to scale the weight matrix according to "B" ji pa(r)r, . . .LB

depth before the iterative searching method is ap-
plied. In this paper we introduce a simple column
normalization scheme, which can dramatically al- respectively. Instead of reconstructing the t b p a dis-leviate the depth-dependent problem. tribution, we reconstruct the total absorption distri-

bution M and then divide it by different voxel sizes of
the target and the background region to obtain the

2. Dual-Mesh Method with Depth Correction Aa distribution. In general, the target region is
The details of our dual-mesh imaging reconstruc- more absorbing than the background is, and the total
tion algorithm are described in Ref. 17. Briefly, absorption distribution M, which is approximately
the total imaging volume is segmented into two the product of hA. times voxel size, is well scaled
regions, L and B, where lesion region L contains the between the lesion region and the nonlesion region
heterogeneity measured from coregistered ultra- for the inversion. In the reported studies, we have
sound images and nonlesion region B is the back- used a fine grid of 0.5 cm X 0.5 cm X 0.5 cm in the
ground. Then the target and background regions target region and a coarse grid of 1.5 cm X 1.5 cm ×
are discretized with different voxel sizes, resulting 1.0 cm in the background region. As a result, the
in a fine grid in the lesion region and a coarse grid weight matrix [W] = [WL, WB] expands to several
in the nonlesion region. In the dual-mesh method discrete layers in depth, and the weight matrix WL of
we consider the absorption changes in the medium larger tumors also expands to two or three layers.
with the assumption that the scattering heteroge- However, the resulting weight matrix is not well
neities make a negligible contribution to the mea- scaled in depth. If the lesion region expands to two
surement. Similar procedures can be applied to or three layers for larger tumors, the weights of the
reconstruct scattering coefficients. 20  From the voxels at the top target layer are normally 1-2 times
Born approximation, the scattered field can be ap- larger than those at the neighboring bottom target
proximated as layer. To alleviate the depth-dependent problem,

we compute a diagonal matrix G to rescale the weight
matrix in different layers. For convenience, the

1 [ -weight matrix WLB is arranged such that small vox-
U3 ' (ri,, rdi, W) - - > G(r,,j, rd,)U c(rj, r8 i) els from the target region are followed by big voxels

D 4i kfrom the background region, and in each region vox-

els are grouped layer by layer from top to bottom.
X | [Lp.(r')d3r' As a result, we have Pi target layers and P2 back-

ground layers. To form the diagonal matrix G, the
mean absolute values of the columns of the weight

+ > G(rok, rdi)Ujlc(rAk, rýi) matrix WL. are calculated and grouped into a vector
Bk F as

X !" tAILx(r')dar'l , (1)1

f* F(j) =- IWLB(:,j)I, j = 1,2, ... N. (3)
Nj

where G(roj, rda)Uinl(roj, r8 j) and G(rk, rdi)Uinc(ruk, r.1) Then the maximum mean absolute values are ob-
are weight values at the center r of voxelj and at the tained for each layer, and the ratios between the
center rok of voxel k in lesion voIume L and in back- maximum mean absolute values of the layer p' and
ground volume B, and rj and rdi are source and de- that of the reference layer Po are used to form the
tector positions, respectively. Equation (1) can be diagonal matrix G:
written into the following matrix form:

Gj = max[F(p')]/max[F(p0 )], j E p'

[Usd,]Mxl = [PL, WB]MxNtk2 L, MB]NXlT, (2) Gij = o, i :Aj, j= 1, 2, ... N, (4)
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volume underneath. This one-dimensional ultra-
Y sound scanner can provide a y-z view of the targets

(called a B-scan), where y is the lateral dimension
and z is the propagation dimension. In the phantom

x" experiments, the probe was mechanically translated
in the x direction to acquire three-dimensional (3D)
volumetric image data. Windowing the 3D data in
the z direction at a particular depth provides the
two-dimensional (2D) target spatial images in the x-y
plane (called the C-scan). C-scans are coregistered
with NIR images.22 The probe is made of a black
plastic plate and is designed to be handheld. For
each source-detector pair, both the amplitude and
the phase of the scattered wave at the detector are
measured and are used to reconstruct the absorption
coefficients of the targets. Therefore both matrices
[Ud]MX1 and [WL, WB]MXN in Eq. (2) are complex
numbers.

To evaluate our modified dual-mesh reconstruction
method, we performed a series of phantom studies.

Fig. 1. Sensor distribution of the combined probe. Smaller cir- A 0.6% Intralipid solution was used as the homoge-
cles are optical source fiber positions and larger circles are detector neous background. The calibrated P-a and p.8 ' are
fiber positions. An ultrasound probe is located at the center of the 0.0285 and 5.88 cm-', respectively, at 780 nm. Gel
combined probe, and the optical source and detector fibers are absorbers were suspended inside the Intralipid solu-
distributed at the periphery of the ultrasound probe. tion as targets.23 Six targets with different absorp-

tion contrasts and different sizes were chosen.
where p' is the layer number starting from the top Among these six targets, three were cubic, which
and po is a reference layer number, which is chosen as were 1 cm 3 in size, and the other three were ellipsoi-
the bottom target layer in our computation. dal, which were approximately 4 cm X 4 cm X 2 cm.

The rescaled weight matrix used for reconstruction The diffusion coefficients of all absorbers were the
can be rewritten as same as that of the background. Because the recon-

struction performances at 780 and 830 nm are simi-
[Usd] = [WL, WB][G]-1I[G[ML, MB]T = [W'][M']T, lar, we only report the experimental results at the

(5) 780-nm wavelength for the phantom studies.
Clinical studies were performed at the University

where [W'] = [WL, WBI[G]-1 is the rescaled weight of Connecticut Health Center (UCHC). The UCHC
matrix and [M']T = [G][ML, MB]T is the rescaled total Institutional Review Board committee approved the
absorption distribution. The conjugate gradient human subject protocol. Patients with palpable and
method is used to minimize the object function, and nonpalpable masses that were visible on clinical ul-
the iterative search quickly converges in two or three trasounds and who were scheduled for biopsies were
iterations. No regularization scheme is used in the enrolled as research subjects. Two cases of deeply
inversion. The resulting solution [M'] is divided by located, advanced cancers were used to demonstrate
matrix G to obtain the total absorption distribution the improvement in the reconstructed absorption
M. Because the new weight matrix is more uniform maps as well as in the total hemoglobin concentration
across the target layers, the iterative search proce- maps.
dure is less sensitive to the banana function in the
target region. 4. Experimental Results

3. Experimental Methods A. Phantom Results
The details of our NIR imaging system have been The reconstructed results of a small target without
documented in Ref. 14. Briefly, it consists of 12 and with the depth correction are compared in Fig. 2.
pairs of dual-wavelength sources (780 and 830 nm) The target is a cube approximately 1 cm in size. The
and 8 detectors. The light sources are laser diodes expected absorption coefficient is 0.052 cm- 1 above
with amplitude modulated at 140 MHz, and the de- the background 0.0285 cm- 1 (see Table 1, target 1).
tectors are photon multiplier tubes (PMTs). The Figure 2(a) is a B-scan ultrasound image obtained
sources and detectors are coupled to the combined simultaneously with NIR measurements, and the es-
probe through optical fibers. Shown in Fig. 1 is a timated target depth from the B-scan is -2.0 cm.
schematic diagram of the combined probe, a circular The ultrasound C-scan image was obtained by me-
plate with smaller circles representing optical source chanical translation of the transducer in the x direc-
fiber positions and bigger circles denoting detector tion. The resulting C-scan ultrasound images show
fiber positions. The rectangular hole in the middle that the estimated target size is 1.1 cm x 1.1 cm x 1
houses the ultra'sound transjtucer, which images the cm and that its center location is at approximately (0,
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the reconstruction results of a small 1-cm 3 cubic target located at (0, - 1cm, 2 cm) inside the Int~ralipid. (a) B-scan

ultrasound image. The dotted markers spaced 1 cm apart on the right side of the image indicate the scale in depth. (b) Optical

absorption map (780 nm) obtained from the dual-mesh scheme without the depth correction. (c) Optical absorption map (780 nm)

obtained from the dual-mesh scheme with the depth correction. The total imaging volume is 4 cm X 4 cm x 3.75 cm. Slice 1 is the spatial

x-y image of 4 cm × 4 cm obtained at a depth of 0.75 cm in the Intralipid. Slice 7 is 3.75 cm deep within the Intralipid, and the spacing

between slices is 0.5 cm. The unit for the absorption coefficient is cm-i.

- 1 cm, 2.0 cm). Figure 2(b) shows the reconstructed tion maps with the depth correction. The mean re-

absorption maps without the depth correction. The constructed values of layers 1 and 2 in the target

total imaging volume is 4 cm x 4 cm x 3.75 cm. region have been improved to 0.085 and 0.077 cm-',

Slice 1 is the spatial x-y image of 4 cm X 4 cm respectively. Moreover, the mean reconstructed

obtained at a 0.75-cm depth in the Intralipid. Slice value in the whole target region is improved to 0.08 1

7 is at a 3.75-cm depth in the Intralipid, and the cm-1 , which is very close to the expected value of

spacing between slices is 0.5 cm. For comparison, 0.0805 cm-'.

the mean reconstructed values of different target lay- Figure 3 shows the reconstructed results of an el-

ers are calculated by averaging the reconstructed val- lipsoidal target located at (0, 0, 2.5 cm). The target

ues of the voxels within the target regions of is homogeneous, and its absorption coefficient is ap-

corresponding layers, and the mean reconstructed proximately 0.22 cm-1 over the background 0.0285

values of the target regions are calculated by averag- cm-1 . From the resulting C-scan ultrasound im-

ing the reconstructed values of the voxels within the ages, the estimated target size is 4.2 cm x< 4.2 cm x(

entire target region of all the layers. The recon- 2 cm, and the depth of the target center is -2.5 cm.

structed absorption values of the top layer are quite Figure 3(a) shows the reconstructed absorption maps

reasonable, whereas those of the bottom layer are too without the depth correction. The mean recon-

small. The mean reconstructed values of two target structed values of the four target layers are 0.203,

layers are 0.0713 and 0.0412 cm-' for the top and the 0.13, 0.085, and 0.062 cm- 1 (from top to bottom; see

bottom layers, respectively, and the mean recon- Table 2, target 3), respectively, and the mean recon-

structed value in the whole target region is 0.0562 structed value in the entire target region is 0.116

cm- 1, which is approximately- 70% of the expected cm-', which is -47% of the expected value of 0.2485

value. Figure 2"() shows tl~e reconstructed absorp- cm- 1. Figure 3(b) shows the reconstructed absorp-
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Table 2. Comparison of the Reconstructed It0 Values from Phantom Experiment without and with Depth Correction (Big Phantoms)

Big Targets (4 cm x 4 cm x 2 cm ellipsoidal shape)

Target Contrast Target 4 [0, -0.5 cm, 2.7 cm] Target 5 [0, -0.5 cm, 2.5 cm] Target 6 [0, 0, 2.5 cm]

ROI 4.2 x 4.2 X 2 cm 4.2 X 4.2 X 2 cm 4.2 x 4.2 x 2 cm

Expected p.• (cm-') 0.178 0.93 0.2485

Reconstructed* ±La (cm- )

Without normalization 0.165/0.107/0.072/0.057 (0.097)' 0.101/0.068/0.0476/0.03 (0.062)1 0.203/0.13/0.085/0.062 (0.116)1

With normalization 0.165/0.130/0.127/0.119 (0.132)' 0.08/0.076/0.079/0.077 (0.079)' 0.157/0.144/0.169/0.235 (0.169)'

ROL Region of interest, fine mesh.
*Mean values obtained within the target region for each target layer. The mean values are calculated by averaging the reconstructed

values of the voxels within the target region for the corresponding layers.
tMean values obtained within the entire target region. The mean is calculated by averaging the reconstructed values of the voxels

within the entire target region.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the experimental results counts obtained from posterior samples do not corre-
of the six absorbers, three of which are 1-cm cubes and late well with the low optical absorption distribution
the rest are ellipsoids. Table 1 shows the comparison observed in deeper slices during optical imaging.
of the reconstructed results from three small phan- Here we show that the modified dual-mesh method
toms without and with the depth correction. For tar- dramatically improves the correlation between the
gets located at approximately a 2-cm depth in the
Intralipid, the improvement is obvious. Without the
correction, the mean value of the top target layer can
reach 88%0 -102% of the expected value, but the mean
value of the bottom target layer is approximately 50%
of the expected value. With the depth correction, both
the mean value of the bottom target layers and the
uniformity of the distribution improve dramatically.
A comparison of the result without and with the cor-
rection shows that the difference between the mean
values of the top target layer and the bottom target
layer is reduced from approximately 50% to 12.2% of
the expected value. For target 3 the difference be-
tween the reconstructed values obtained without the
correction and those obtained with the correction is
negligible due to the layer insensitivity of the banana
function at that target depth.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the reconstructed
results from three big phantoms without and with the
depth correction. All three targets are located ap-
proximately 2.5 cm within the Intralipid solution.
Without the depth correction, the mean values in the
target region decrease quickly from the top layer to (a)
the bottom layer. Although the mean value of the
top layer is approximately 80%0-95% of the expected Fig. 4. (ID 23P7). (a) Ultrasound image of a 33-year-old woman

value, the mean value of the bottom layer reaches with a highly suspicious breast lesion located at the twelve o'clock

only 20%-35% of the expected value. With the position and measuring 3 cm x 3 cm x 1.5 cm. The ultrasound
shows the discrete nodularity of the lesion. (b) Optical absorption

depth correction, the mean values of the four target map (780 nm) obtained from the dual-mesh scheme without the

layers are quite uniform. Even for the highest ab- depth correction. (c) Optical absorption map (780 nm) obtained
sorber, target 6, the biggest difference between the from the modified dual-mesh scheme with the depth correction.

mean reconstructed values of different layers in the (d) Optical absorption map (830 nm) obtained from the dual-mesh
target region is less than 35% of the expected value, scheme without the depth correction. (e) Optical absorption map

(830 nm) obtained from th' modified dual-mesh scheme. (f) Total

B. Results from Two Advanced Cancers hemoglobin concentration of the lesion obtained from the dual-

In Ref. 19 we reported what we believe to be the first mesh scheme without the depth correction. (g) Total hemoglobin
heterogeneous hemoglobin distributions of large can- concentration of the lesion obtained from the modified dual-mesh
heteromgeneu hemogiltoobin ph disribtindalsof lged c scheme. The total imaging volume is 8 cm X 8 cm X 3.5 cm.
cers imaged by optical tomography and also showed Slice 1 is the spatial x-y image of 8 cm x 8 cm obtained at 0.5 cm

that the hemoglobin distributions correlate, to a large beneath the skin. Slice 7 is 3.5 cm beneath the skin, toward the

extent, with histological microvessel density counts. chest wall, and the spacing between slices is 0.5 cm. The unit for
However, for two deeply located, highly absorbing the absorption coefficient is cm- 1 , and the unit for the total hemo-
tumors, we founcd that the rlattively high microvessel globin concentration is Imol/liter.
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Fig. 4. (Continued)

hemoglobin distributions and the histological mi- guided core biopsy revealed that the lesion was both in
crovessel density counts for these two cancer cases. situ and an invasive ductal carcinoma, as observed on

The first example is a 33-year-old pregnant woman multiple cores (histologic grade 3, nuclear grade 3).
with a palpable 3 cm X 3 cm x 1.5 cm lump located at Optical absorption maps, as well as the total hemoglo-
the twelve o'clock position on her left breast. The bin concentration distribution, were obtained without
ultrasound image showed that the lesion had discrete and with the depth correction. Figures 4(b) and 4(d)
nodularity [see Fig. 4(a)].,-The center of the lump was are the resulting optical absorption maps at 780 and
-2.5 cm beneath the skin surface. An ultrasound- 830 nm, respectively, obtained by the dual-mesh
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Table 3. Comparison of the Reconstructed Results of the Two Cancer Cases without and with Depth Correction

ID Number 21 ID Number 23

(ROI: 8 X 8 X 1.3 cm) (ROI: 7 x 7 X 1.66 cm)

Target Contrast Without Norm With Norm Without Norm With Norm

Reconstructed* ave. 6 dB •L (cm -1)
780 nm 0.15/0.033/0.027 0.189/0.167/0.079 0.107/0.02/0.012 0.149/0.03/0.0135

830 nm 0.21/0.089/0.057 0,169/0.232/0.27 0.25/0.086/0.037 0.234/0.26/0.23

Reconstructed* ave. 6 dB Hb (I.mol/l) 103.7/44.8/33 99.6/106.3/80.6 93.3/33/18.4 97/77.4/61.7

ID: Identification.
ROL Region of interest, fine mesh.
*Mean values obtained within the target region for each target layer. The mean values of different target layers are calculated by

averaging the reconstructed values of the voxels within the target region for corresponding layers.
Hb: Hemoglobin,

method without the depth correction, and Fig. 4(f) correlation of the high total counts with the hemoglo-
shows the corresponding total hemoglobin concentra- bin concentration seen in the deeper slices 4 and 5 of
tion. Figures 4(c) and 4(e) are the optical absorption Fig. 4(g) was dramatically improved.
maps of Figs. 4(b) and 4(d) with the depth correction, The other example was obtained from a 53-year-old
and Fig. 4(g) shows the resulting total hemoglobin con- women with a palpable mass, but a normal mammo-
centration. The extinction coefficients used for calcu- gram. An ultrasound revealed an irregularly
lating the oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin shaped lesion of 2 cm X 2 cm X 1.3 cm, and an
(Hb) concentrations are CND7s° = 2.5448, -HbO7 = ultrasound-guided surgical biopsy confirmed it to be
1.6950, EHbs30 = 1.7973, and -1bO 830 = 2.4168 ob- an invasive and in situ ductal carcinoma (histological
tained from Ref. 24 in a natural logarithm scale in grade 2, nuclear grade 2). The lesion center was

units of inverse millimoles times inverse centimeters. -2.4 cm in depth relative to the skin. As in the

The details of the calculation can be found in Ref. 17. previous case, the optical absorption maps, as well as

For each figure, slice 1 is the spatial x-y image of 8 the total hemoglobin concentration distribution, were
cm X 8 cm obtained at 0.5 cm beneath the skin surface. obtained without and with the depth correction, and
Slice 7 is at a 3.5-cm depth, toward the chest wall, and the measured average values within 6 dB of the max-

the spacing between slices is 0.5 cm. Obviously, the imum value for each target layer were calculated

uniformity of the absorption and the total hemoglobin (Table 3, ID number 21). With the depth correction,
distribution was improved with the depth correction. the average total hemoglobin concentrations for three

For quantitative comparison, the measured average target layers were improved from 103.7, 44.8, and 33

absorption coefficients within 6 dB of the maximum pLmol/l to 99.6, 106.3, and 80.6 pLmol/l, respectively.

value at two wavelengths, 780 and 830 rum, and the The improved light absorption and hemoglobin con-

average total hemoglobin concentration within 6 dB of centration correlate well with the total number of

the maximum value were calculated for each target microvessels, which were 83 (anterior), 121 (posteri-

layer (see Table 3, ID number 23). For the absorption or/lateral), and 124 (posterior), respectively, over 10
coefficient maps at 780 nm [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)], the consecutive fields, as reported in Ref. 19.
average values for three target layers were increased Table 3 summarizes the results of the two deeply

from 0.107, 0.022, and 0.0119 cm-1 to 0.149, 0.0296, located, large cancer cases. Similar to the phantom

and 0.0135 cm- 1, respectively. For the absorption co- experimental results shown in Subsection 4.A, the

efficient maps at 830 nm [Figs. 4(d) and 4(e)], the av- reconstructed results from the modified dual-mesh

erage values for three target layers were increased method are less depth dependent. Dramatic im-

from 0.247, 0.086, and 0.037 cm-1 to 0.234, 0.26, and provement was obtained for the values at the bottom

0.23 cm-1, respectively. As a result, the average total layers, with a small change in the reconstructed val-

hemoglobin concentrations for three target layers were ues at the first target layer. With the depth correc-

increased from 93.3, 33, and 18.4 pLmol/l to 97, 77.4, tion, both cases show improved correlation between

and 61.7 pLmol/l, respectively. As reported in Ref. 19, the reconstructed total hemoglobin distributions and

the total histological microvessel counts were 60 (an- the histological microvessel density counts.
terior/lateral), 88 (anterior/medial), and 152 (posteri-
or), respectively, over 10 consecutive fields. The 5. Discussion and Summary

counts obtained from the anterior and the lateral sam- The experiment results presented in Section 4 have

ples correlated with the optical absorption and the shown that the modified dual-mesh algorithm with

total hemoglobin concentration shown in slice 3 of Figs. the depth correction alleviates the depth-dependent
4(b), 4(d), and 4(f). However, the high total counts problem, which is related largely to the varying sen-
obtained from a posterior sample did not correlate well sitivity with depth in a reflection geometry.2 1 How-

with the low total hemoglobin distribution shown in ever, as we see from Tables 1 and 2, the reconstructed

slices 4 and 5 of Fig. 4(f), which-was computed with the mean value in the target region can reach only 68%-

dual-mesh method. With Me depth correction, the 75% of the expected value for large phantom targets,
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which have a l.a higher than 0.17 cm-'. For large functions, Part II: Finite-element-method calculations,"
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suppression. 25  In the reported two large cancer son, "Optical image reconstruction using frequency-domain
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Ultrasound-Guided Optical Tomographic Imaging of Malignant and
Benign Breast Lesions: Initial Clinical Results of 19 Cases1
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Abstract
The diagnosis of solid benign and malignant tumors examinations [1]. When the criteria for a simple cyst are strictly
presents a unique challenge to all noninvasive imaging adhered to, the accuracy of ultrasound is 96% to 100% [2].
modalities. Ultrasound is used in conjunction with Ultrasound specificity in breast cancer detection, however, is
mammography to differentiate simple cysts from solid not high as a result of the overlapping characteristics of solid
lesions. However, the overlapping appearances of benign and malignant lesions [3,4]. The insufficient predictive
benign and malignant lesions make ultrasound less value of ultrasound has prompted radiologists to recommend
useful in differentiating solid lesions, resulting in a biopsies on most solid nodules, which result in a large number
large number of benign biopsies. Optical tomography of biopsies yielding benign breast lesions. Currently, 70% to
using near-infrared diffused light has great potential for 80% percent of such biopsies yield benign findings [5]. In
imaging functional parameters of 1) tumor hemoglobin addition, the diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound depends largely
concentration, 2) oxygen saturation, and 3) metabo- on the experience of physicians.
lism, as well as other tumor distinguishing character- Diffuse optical tomography in the near-infrared (NIR) is an
istics. These parameters can differentiate benign from emerging modality with potential applications in radiology and
malignant lesions. However, optical tomography, when oncology [6-13]. Optical tomography with NIR light is made
used alone, suffers from low spatial resolution and possible in a spectrum window that exists within tissues in the
target localization uncertainty due to intensive light 700- to 900-nm NIR region, in which photon transport is
scattering. Our aim is to combine diffused light imaging dominated by scattering rather than absorption. Optical tomog-
with ultrasound in a novel way for the detection and raphy offers several functional parameters to differentiate
diagnosis of solid lesions. Initial findings of two early- malignant cancers from benign lesions. It has been shown that
stage invasive carcinomas, one combined fibroadeno- breast cancers have higher blood volumes than nonmalignant
ma and fibrocystic change with scattered foci of lobular tissues because of angiogenesis [14]. Tumor blood volume and
neoplasia/lobular carcinoma in situ, and 16 benign microvascular density are parameters anatomically and func-
lesions are reported in this paper. The invasive cancer tionally associated with tumor angiogenesis. If a single optical
cases reveal about two-fold greater total hemoglobin wavelength is used, optical absorption related to tumor angio-
concentration (mean 119 ýimol) than benign cases genesis and other normal blood vessels can be measured. If
(mean 67 iVmol), and suggest that the discrimination two or more optical wavelengths are used, both oxyhemoglobin
of benign and malignant breast lesions might be (oxyHb) and deoxyhemoglobin (deoxyHb) concentrations can
enhanced by this type of achievable optical quantifica- be measured simultaneously. However, optical tomography
tion with ultrasound localization. Furthermore, the alone has not been widely used in clinical studies. The funda-

small invasive cancers are well localized and have mental problem of intense light scattering remains, which
wavelength-dependent appearance In optical absorp- makes the target localization difficult, especially for small
tion maps, whereas the benign lesions appear diffused lesions. In general, localization or imaging based on tomo-
and relatively wavelength-independent, graphic inverse scattering approaches suffers from low spatial
Neoplasia (2003) 5, 379-388 resolution and location uncertainty, and the inversion problem

Keywords: breast cancer detection and diagnosis, optical tomography, ultrasound
imaging, tumor angiogenesis, image reconstruction.
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is, in general, underdetermined and ill posed. The image were used to couple detected diffusive light from the tissues
reconstruction results depend on many parameters, such as to the PMTs. The high-frequency radiofrequency (RF) sig-
the system signal-to-noise ratio, regularization schemes nals were amplified and heterodyned to 20 kHz. The hetero-
used in inversion, and so on. dyned signals were further amplified and band pass-filtered

Due to the above described deficiencies, literature data at 20 kHz. A reference signal of 20 kHz was also generated
on optical tomography have been limited to feasibility studies by directly mixing the detected RF signals with the RF signal
or case reports [7-13]. However, these deficiencies can be generated from the oscillator. The reference signal was
overcome by a novel technique using a combination of NIR necessary for retrieving phase shifts. Eight detection signals
diffusive light and ultrasound [15-18]. The combined imager and one reference were sampled and acquired into the PC
consists of a hand-held probe housing a commercial ultra- simultaneously. The entire data acquisition took about 3 to 4
sound probe and NIR source and detectors for coregistra- seconds, which was fast enough for acquiring data from
tion. Ultrasound is used to scan suspicious lesions, whereas patients.
coregistered optical measurements are used to image and A picture of our combined probe and imaging system
characterize the functional parameters of the lesions. With used in the reported clinical studies is shown in Figure 1 a,
the a priori knowledge of lesion structure initially obtained by and the probe configuration and optical sensor distribution
ultrasound, the tissue volume can be approximately seg- are shown in Figure lb. Both amplitude and phase at each
mented into a lesion region and a background region; optical source-detector pair are obtained and the resulting total
reconstruction from the optical measurements can be per- number of measurements is 12 x 8 x 2 = 192. The com-
formed by using finer imaging voxel size corresponding to bined probe is made of a black plastic plate 10 cm in
the lesion region and coarse voxel size corresponding to the diameter; therefore, a semi-infinite boundary condition can
background region [18]. Consequently, the image recon- be used for NIR measurement geometry. The amplitudes
struction is well defined because the total number of imaging and phases acquired at all source-detector pairs at the
voxels with unknown optical properties is reduced signifi- normal contralateral breast were used to calculate the
cantly. In addition, the reconstruction is less sensitive to
noise because the weight matrix is appropriately scaled for
inversion, and convergence can be achieved within a small
number of iterations.

In this paper, we report our initial clinical results of using
the combined technique to image and characterize ultrason- Von
ically detected breast lesions. A total of 18 patients (19
cases) of invasive breast carcinomas (2 cases), combinedPo
fibroadenoma and fibrocystic changes with scattered foci of

lobular neoplasia/lobular carcinoma in situ (noninvasive car- jW
cinoma; 1 case), juvenile atypical ductal hyperplasia (1
case), and fibroadenomas and fibrocystic changes (15
cases) are reported here. The diameters of these lesions
are on the order of 1 cm. For the first time, we report high
sensitivity of optical tomography in diagnosing early-stage
invasive cancers and in differentiating them from small
benign lesions. We also show a highly localized pattern of
angiogenesis distribution of small invasive cancers. Our (a)
initial results are very encouraging and suggest that the x
discrimination of benign and malignant breast masses could
be enhanced by this type of achievable optical quantification
coupled with ultrasound localization.

Materials and Methods
The major technical aspects of our combined imaging tech-
nique have been described in detail previously [16]. Briefly,
the NIR system consists of 12 pairs of dual-wavelength (780
and 830 nm) laser diodes, which are used as light sources, (b)
and their outputs are amplitude-modulated at 140 MHz. For
each source pair, the outputs from the two laser diodes at Figure 1. (a) Picture of the combined probe and frequency domain imager.

both wavelengths were coupled to the tissues through a 200- (b) Sensor distribution of the combined probe, Smaller circles in (b) are

Itm optical fiber. On the receiver side, eight photomultiplier optical source fibers and big circles are detector fibers. A commercial
ultrasound probe is located at the center of the combined probe, and the

tubes (PMTs) were used to detect diffusely scattered light optical source and detector fibers are distributed at the periphery of the

from the tissues, and eight optical fibers (3 mm in diameter) ultrasound probe.

Neoplasia * Vol. 5, No. 5, 2003
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background absorption coefficient Pa and the reduced approximate a lesion as an ellipsoid, we are able to estimate
scattering coefficient Ps'. its diameters from two orthogonal ultrasound images. The

The details of our dual-mesh optical imaging reconstruc- 3-D lesion center can be approximated from two orthogonal
tion algorithm have been described in Ref. [18]. Briefly, the 2-D ultrasound images. However, two sources of error can
entire tissue volume is segmented based on initial coregis- affect accurate lesion location and volume estimation. First,
tered ultrasound measurements into a lesion region L and a the diameter measurements of large irregular lesions are
background region B. A modified Born approximation is used inaccurate because lesion boundaries may not be well
to relate the scattered field USd(rsu,rdt,wo) measured at the defined in ultrasound images. Second, the target boundaries
source (s) and detector (d) pair ito absorption variations Aila seen by different modalities may be different due to different
(r') in each volume element of two regions within the sample. contrast mechanisms. To account for these errors, we use a
The matrix form of image reconstruction is given by: lesion center estimated from the 2-D coregistered ultrasound

image and use much larger diameters in both spatial dimen-
[Usd]M.1 = [WL,WB]MxN[ML, MB]Nxl sions than ultrasound-measured ones to highlight the lesion

region for fine-mesh optical reconstruction. We have found

where WL and WB are weight matrices for lesion and back- from experiments that the abovementioned measurement
ground regions, respectively; and [ML] = [J,, Aua(r')d3 r'.... inaccuracies have little effects on reconstructed optical prop-3 3J

"4N, Aua(r')d r' and [MB] = [JIB Apa(r')d 3 r' ...... f% erties as long as the lesion depth is measured correctly and
Apua(r')d 3 r') are total absorption distributions of lesion and the total number of unknown voxels is of the same order
background regions, respectively. The weight matrices are as the total number of measurements. The lesion depth z
calculated based on the background Pa and Ps' measure- and the lesion boundaries in the zdirection can be estimated
ments obtained from the normal contralateral breast. reasonably well from 2-D coregistered ultrasound using

Instead of reconstructing the Apa distribution directly, as normal tissue structure patterns.
is done in the standard Born approximation, the total absorp- Clinical studies were performed at the University of
tion distribution Mis reconstructed and the total is divided by Connecticut Health Center (UCHC; Farmington, CT). The
different voxel sizes of lesions and background tissues to UCHC IRB committee approved the human subject proto-
obtain the Ata distribution. By choosing a finer grid for lesion col. Patients with palpable and nonpalpable masses that
and a coarse grid for background tissues, we can maintain were visible on clinical ultrasound and who were scheduled
the total number of voxels with unknown absorption on the for biopsy were enrolled as research subjects. These
same scale of the total measurements. As a result, the subjects were scanned with the combined probe, and
inverse problem is less underdetermined. In addition, be- ultrasound images and optical measurements were ac-
cause the lesion absorption coefficient is higher than that of quired at multiple locations including the lesion region
background tissues, in general, the total absorption of the scanned at two orthogonal positions, a normal region of
lesion over a smaller voxel is on the same scale as the total the same breast if the breast was large, and a normal
absorption of the background over a bigger voxel. Therefore, symmetric region of the contralateral breast also scanned
the matrix [ML,MB] is appropriately scaled for inversion. In all at two orthogonal positions.
experiments, a finer grid of 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 (cm3) and a
coarse grid of 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 (cm3) were chosen for the
lesion region and the background tissues, respectively. The Results
total reconstruction volume was chosen to be 9 x 9 x 4
cm 3. The reconstruction is formulated as a least square Examples of Invasive Cancers
problem and the unknown distribution M is iteratively calcu- Figure 2a shows a gray scale ultrasound image of a
lated using the standard conjugate gradient method. nonpalpable lesion of a 55-year-old woman. The ultrasound

The perturbations for both wavelengths used to calculate showed a nodular mass with internal echoes and the lesion
absorption maps were normalized as Usd(rsi, rdi. () = was considered suspicious. The estimated lesion diameter
UL (rlA '"')- UN (4 -r111r9) UB (rs, rdi, w), where Lk (rsi, rdi, (o) and UN measured from two orthogonal ultrasound images was 8 mm.UN ( r-irdi , ))

(rsi. rdi, u)) were optical measurements obtained at the lesion An ultrasound-guided core needle biopsy was recommended
region and the normal region of the contralateral breast, and and the biopsy result revealed that the lesion was intraductal
UB(rsi,rdi,w) was the calculated incident field using the and infiltrating ductal carcinoma (nuclear grade II, histologic
measured background. This procedure cancels the un- grade III). The cancer, once removed from the breast,
known system gains associated with different sources and measured 1 cm in greatest diameter, and was composed
detectors as well as electronic channels. predominantly of invasive carcinoma (>95%), extending to

The commercial one-dimensional (1-D) ultrasound probe surgical margins. Negative margins were achieved upon
acquires two-dimensional (2-D) ultrasound images in the x- reexcision.
zplane (zis the propagation direction) and the 2-D NIR probe The average tissue background absorption coefficients fta
provides three-dimensional (3-D) optical measurements for and the reduced scattering coefficients ft.' at 780 and

7810 -1 7803-D image reconstruction. Therefore, at each location, a 2-D 830 nm were measured as IL, = 0.02 cm 1, /s =

ultrasound image is coregistered with a corresponding set of 8.2 cm-1 , pa3 ° = 0.04 cm- 1 , and p 83 o = 6.0 cm-1, respec-
3-D optical measurements in the x-z plane. However, if we tively. The initial estimates of the lesion center and the

Neoplasia e Vol 5, No. 5, 2003
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diameter from coregistered ultrasound were (0, 0.3, 2.3) cm invasive ductal carcinoma (nuclear grade II, histologic
and 8 mm. To account for errors in lesion geometry estimate grade II). The tumor, once removed from the breast,
and for differences in optical contrast, we used a 6-cm measured 1.5 cm in greatest diameter, and was composed
diameter in both x and y spatial dimensions at the center of predominantly of invasive carcinoma (>80%), extending to
(0, 0.3, 2.3) cm for fine-mesh optical reconstruction. The the inferior/anterior surgical margin. Negative inferior mar-
lesion diameter in depth is estimated as 1 cm by comparing gin was achieved upon reexcision.
the top and the bottom of lesion boundaries from normal The average tissue background absorption coefficient Pta

tissue patterns. The white arrow arrays on the top and bottom and the reduced scattering coefficient p's at 780 and 830 nm
of the lesion in Figure 2a point to normal tissue boundaries. were measured as .= 0.04 cm 1 s,83o = 4.7 cm 1a

The optical absorption maps at both wavelengths are = 0.03 cm-1, and PLa'8 3 0 
= 5.8 cm ', respectively. The initial

shown in Figure 2, b and c, respectively. In both Figure 2, estimate of the lesion center and diameters from coregis-
b and c, the first slice is 0.7 cm deep into the breast tissue tered ultrasound were (0, 0.6, 1.9) cm and 9 mm, respec-
from the skin surface and the last slice is closer to the chest tively. Again, we used a 6-cm diameter in both x and yspatial
wall. The spacing of the slices is 0.5 cm. The horizontal and dimensions at the center of (0, 0.6, 1.9) for fine-mesh optical
vertical axes of each slice are spatial xand ydimensions of 9 reconstruction. The optical absorption maps at both wave-
cm in size. The lesion is well resolved in slice 5 and has lengths are shown in Figure 3, b and c, respectively. In
shown much larger spatial extension at 830 nm than that at Figure 3, b and c, the first slice is 0.4 cm deep into the breast
780 nm. The measured maximum absorption coefficients are tissues from the skin surface and the last slice is closer to the
,8° = 0.24 cm- 1 and ,u83 0 

= 0.28 cm-', respectively, and the chest wall. The spacing between the slices is 0.5 cm. This
absorption maxima at both wavelengths are located at (0, lesion is well resolved in slice #4 and has shown much larger
1.0, 2.3) cm, which is close to the lesion center measured by spatial extension at 780 nm than that at 830 nm. The
ultrasound. measured maximum absorption coefficients are Pa = 0.29

By assuming that the major chromophores are oxygen- cm 1 and !a830 = 0.25 cm 1, respectively. The absorption
ated (oxyHb) and deoxygenated (deoxyHb) hemoglobin maxima at both wavelengths are located at (0,1.0,1.9000)
molecules in the wavelength range studied, we can esti- cm, which is very close to the lesion center measured by
mate the distribution of total hemoglobin concentration as ultrasound. The calculated maximum total hemoglobin con-
shown in Figure 2d. The extinction coefficients used for cal- centration of the lesion is 128 pmol, and the background
culating oxyHb and deoxyHb concentrations were 6H18 ° = concentration is 24 iLmol. The measured FWHM of the total
2.54, :HbO =.80 = 1.0 = 1.80, 3HbO2  2.42, obtained hemoglobin map is 3.5 cm, which is more than three times

from Ref. [19] in a natural logarithm scale with units of larger than the 9 mm diameter measured by ultrasound and
inverse millimoles times inverse centimeters. The measured again suggests that optical contrasts extend well beyond the
maximum total hemoglobin concentration for lesions is cancer periphery due to angiogenesis. The average maxi-
122 pmol, and the measured average background hemo- mum total hemoglobin concentration calculated from three
globin concentration is 14 Imol. The spatial extent of the NIR data sets is 123 limol (±6.2 limol) and the average back-
lesion's angiogenesis is measured from the full width at half ground hemoglobin concentration is 24 lmol (±0.5 Ikmol).
maximum (FWHM) of the total hemoglobin map and it is The variation of total hemoglobin concentrations acquired at
estimated to be 2.0 cm. This number is about two and half slightly different spatial probe positions is much smaller than
times larger than the 8 mm diameter measured by ultra- that in the previous case.
sound and suggests that optical contrasts extend well
beyond the cancer periphery due to angiogenesis. An Example of Combined Fibroadenoma and Fibrocystic

Because our hand-held probe can be easily rotated or Changes with Scattered Foci of Lobular Neoplasia/Lobular
translated, we have acquired at least three coregistered Carcinoma In Situ (Noninvasive Carcinoma)
ultrasound and NIR data sets at the lesion location for This patient had a solid lesion measuring 1.1 cm in
each patient and have reconstructed corresponding optical diameter as shown in Figure 4a ultrasound image. The lesion
absorption maps as well as the total hemoglobin concen- was diagnosed as having a benign appearance; however,
tration distribution under the coregistered ultrasound guid- the biopsy result revealed combined fibrocystic changes
ance. The average maximum total hemoglobin associated with microcalcifications and scattered foci of
concentration at the cancer region is 115 [Lmol (±27.6 lobular neoplasia/lobular carcinoma in situ with pagetoid
Itmol) and the average background total hemoglobin con- extension along ducts, but no invasive carcinoma. Also
centration is 13 imol (±1.5 i~mol). The large standard present was a fibroadenoma involved by lobular neoplasia.
deviation at the cancer region is likely related to the probe The average background tissue absorption coefficients
compression at different spatial locations and elastic prop- and reduced scattering coefficients at both wavelengths
erties of the blood vessels in the cancer region. were measured as pa = 0.04 cm 1 /s780 = 3.3 cm 1,

Another example was obtained from a 56-year-old 11230 = 0.02 cm-1, and /s' 830 = 3.5 cm 1, respectively. The
woman who had a solid mass with internal ultrasound initial estimate of the lesion center and the diameter from
echoes measuring 9 mm in size (Figure 3a). The lesion ultrasound were (0, 0.9, 1.4) and 1.1 cm. The reconstructed
was considered suspicious, and ultrasound-guided core absorption maps as well as total hemoglobin concentration
needle biopsy revealed that the lesion was in situ and distribution are shown in Figure 4, b-d, respectively. The
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Figure 2. (a) shows a gray scale ultrasound image of a nonpalpable lesion of a 55-year-old woman. The lesion pointed by the arrow was located at the 4 o'clock
position of the right breast measuring 8 mm in diameter. Ultrasound showed nodular mass with internal echoes and the lesion was considered suspicious. (b) and
(c) are optical absorption maps at 780 and 830 nm, respectively. x andy axes are spatial dimensions of 9 x 9 cm. The slices starting from left to right correspond to
absorption maps from 0. 7 cm underneath the skin surface to the chest wall in 0.5-cm spacing. (d) is the total hemoglobin concentration and the vertical scale is
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Figure 3. This example was obtained from a 56-year-old woman who had nonpalpable lesion located at the 10 o'clock position of the left breast. Ultrasound

showed a solid mass (a) with intemnal echoes measuring 9 mm in size and the lesion was considered suspicious. (b) and (c) are optical absorption maps at 780 and

830 nm, respectively. The slices start from 0.4 cm underneath the skin surface to the chest wall in 0.5-cm spacing. (d) is the total hemoglobin concentration.
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measured maximum absorption coefficients are pa= 0.13 Itmol), the combined fibroadenoma and fibrocystic change
cm-1 and pa830 = 0.09 cm 1, respectively, which are about with noninvasive neoplasia/carcinoma in situ case has a
half of those measured in invasive cancer cases. In addition, maximum of 48 Itmol, and the invasive cancer group of two
the absorption coefficient distributions are diffused at both cases has shown about two-fold greater average of 119 [Imol
wavelengths and no resolvable or localized lesions are seen. (±1.6 itmol). If average total hemoglobin concentration is
The calculated maximum total hemoglobin concentration is used, the values are 46 (±11.3), 30, and 86 (±2.12) pmol for
53 pmol, which is less than half of those in invasive cancer the three corresponding groups, respectively. The malignant
cases. The calculated background value is 13 pmol. The group also presents about two-fold greater average hemo-
average maximum hemoglobin concentration calculated globin concentration than that of the benign group. The
from four reconstructed NIR images at lesion location is average sizes of lesions of the three groups measured by
48 imol (±2.8 limol) and the value for the background is ultrasound are 1.05 (±0.3), 1.1, and 0.9 (±0.07) cm, respec-
12 imol (±0.4 itmol). This example suggests that tumor tively. The lesion size is the geometric mean of diameters
vascularization may not be developed at the early noninva- measured in x and z dimensions.
sive stage of combined fibrocystic change and neoplasia/ Because our study is in its early clinical trial stage, we
carcinoma in situ. do not intend to provide the sensitivity and specificity of the

combined method due to the limited sample size available.
However, our initial findings are very encouraging and

Example of Fibroadenoma and Other Benign Lesions suggest that early-stage small invasive cancers have much
Figure 5a shows an ultrasound image of a hypoechoic higher optical contrast than benign lesions and could be

mass of a 37-year-old woman. The diagnosis was that the diagnosed with high specificity possibly due to tumor
lesion likely was a fibroadenoma; however, there was angiogenesis.
concern that the lesion could be a carcinoma because of
the irregular shape and the posterior shadowing seen by
ultrasound. An ultrasound-guided core breast biopsy Discussion
revealed that the lesion was simply a fibroadenoma. As described earlier, due to intense light scattering, optical

Optical absorption maps are shown in Figure 5, b and c, tomography alone has not been widely used in clinical
as well as the total hemoglobin distribution in Figure 5d. studies. Data in the published literature have been limited
Compared with the invasive cancer cases, the spatial dis- to feasibility studies or case reports. Pogue et al. [9] reported
tributions of the absorption coefficients as well as the total pilot results of one invasive ductal carcinoma 1 cm in size
hemoglobin concentration are quite diffused, and a higher and one benign fibroadenoma 3 cm in size. The reported
absorption region at 830 nm corresponds to lesion regions maximum total hemoglobin concentrations were 68 1Lmol for
seen by ultrasound. The measured maximum lesion ab- the cancer case and 55 imol for the benign case. Although
sorption coefficients at 780 and 830 nm are pa8°=0.10 cm 1 the invasive cancer size reported by this group is comparable
and ,830=0.12 cm- 1, respectively, and these values are less to ours, the system they used can only acquire NI R data from
than half of those small invasive cancer cases. The calcu- a ring area with optical sources and detectors deployed
lated maximum total hemoglobin concentration is 52 Itmol around the breast (2-D imager). Therefore, incomplete infor-
and the background hemoglobin concentration is 14 pmol. mation could lead to smaller reconstructed absorption coef-
The calculated average maximum total hemoglobin concen- ficients and total hemoglobin concentrations than those
tration from four NIR images acquired at lesion region is 59 reported here using our 3-D NIR imager. In addition, an
ijmol (±5.1 limol) and the average background is 16 imol investigation with phantoms has shown that NIR alone, in
(±1.0 iJmol). general, reconstructs lower absorption coefficients and

Table 1 lists all the measured parameters of the 19 cases therefore lower total hemoglobin concentrations than true
[from left to right: biopsy result, lesion size measured by values [20]. This can be seen from two studies of the same
ultrasound in x and z dimensions (because lesions are small, data reported in Refs. [7,13]. Authors in Ref. [7] reported an
the lesion size in y is similar to that measured in the x average of 35 pjmol total hemoglobin concentration of a 2-cm
dimension), region of interest (ROI) used for fine-mesh NIR ductal carcinoma in situ by using NIR measurements alone.
imaging, FWHM measured from NIR imaging, maximum After reprocessing the same NIR measurement data using
absorption coefficients measured at both wavelengths, an approximate lesion depth obtained from a separate
maximum and average total hemoglobin concentrations ultrasound image, the authors reported that the calculated
(the average is computed within FWHM)]. For the two average total hemoglobin concentration was increased to 67
invasive cancer cases, NIR parameters are given for two pmol [13].
different ROls and the results show that the choice of ROI The reported small early-stage invasive cancers appear
has negligible effects on the absorption and hemoglobin isolated and are well resolved from background tissues in
measurements. optical absorption maps as well as in total hemoglobin

The statistics of maximum total hemoglobin concentration distributions. However, the combined fibroadenoma and
of three groups obtained from the 19 cases are shown in fibrocystic change with scattered foci of lobular neoplasia/
Figure 6. The benign group of fibroadenoma (15 cases) and lobular carcinoma in situ case showed no difference in
hyperplasia (1 case) has an average of 67 pmol (±17.0 optical absorption and hemoglobin concentration than those
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Table 1. Measured Parameters of 19 Cases.

Reference Biopsy Results Lesion Size ROI FWHM Max pa [cm-'], Max Pa [cm '], Max Total Average
Number (Ultrasound) [cm] (NIR) [cm] 780 nm 830 nm Hb [riM] Total

Hb [pM]

13 Invasive cancer 0.9 x 0.6 6 x 6 x 1 3.5 0.28 0.24 123 87
10 X 10 x 1 3.5 0.27 0.24 122 88

25 Invasive cancer 0.8 x 0.5 6 x 6 x 1 2.0 0.22 0.26 115 84
10 X 10 x 1 2.1 0.22 0.26 115 84

32 Fibrocystic and iobular 1.1 x 1.1 10 x 10 x 1.2 6.1 0.12 0.08 48 30
neoplasia/carcinoma

11 Fibroadenoma 1.2 x 0.8 8 x 8 x 1 4.9 0.11 0.10 49 37
8 Fibroadenoma 2.2 x 1.3 8 x 8 x 1.6 2.7 0.07 0.03 24 16
9 Fibroadenoma 0.9 x 0.7 8 x 8 x 1 4.9 0.15 0.18 77 52
7 Fibroadenoma and 1.0 x 0.6 10 X 10 x 1 3.8 0.16 0.11 59 41

sclerosing adenosis
with extensive
calcification

17 Fibrocystic changes 0.6 x 0.7 10 x 10 x 1 5.8 0.16 0.16 76 53
20 Fibroadenoma 1.2 x 0.6 10 X 10 x 1 5.7 0.14 0.14 67 45
30 1: Fibrocystic change 1.7 x 1.1 8 x 8 x 1.3 4.0 0.10 0.15 59 39
30 2: Sclerosing adenosis 1.4 x 1.2 8 x 8 x 1.3 4.0 0.15 0.23 88 57

and epithelial
hyperplasia
without atypical

22 Fibroadenoma 1.0" 10 x 10 x 1.5 3.7 0.15 0.15 72 46
36 Fibroadenoma 1.9 X 0.9 9 x 9 x 1 4.7 0.13 0.18 73 50
28 Fibroadenoma 1.9 X 1.1 9 x 9 X 1.3 4.2 0.14 0.16 71 45
33 Fibroadenoma 1.2 x 0.7 10 X 10 x 1 7.0 0.13 0.13 61 44
37 Fibroadenoma 0.8 x 0.6 8 x 8 x 1 6.0 0.16 0.18 80 53
35 Fibroadenoma 1.3 x 1.3 9 x 9 x 2 4.3 0.14 0.15 59 41
38 Hyalinized fibroadenoma 0.8 x 0.4 6 x 6 x 1 2.5 0.17 0.22 90 67
29 Atypical ductal hyperplasia 1.1 x 0.8 9 x 9 x 1 3.7 0.10 0.17 64 44

*See by X-ray.

obtained from fibroadenoma cases. This suggests that opti- (MRI) findings on the low detection sensitivity of carcinoma in
cal tomography may not be sensitive to early-stage mixed situ [21-23]. However, optical imaging may be a valuable
benign changes and noninvasive neoplasia/carcinoma in situ tool for monitoring the development or transition of lesions
because tumor neovascularization has not been developed, from noninvasive to early invasive stage. Certainly, more
This result is consistent with magnetic resonance imaging cases are needed to validate the observations reported here.

For larger cancers, highly heterogeneous wavelength-de-
pendent optical absorption distributions and total hemoglobin

140- invasive distribution have been observed in four cases [18], and these
cancers distributions could provide valuable information for monitor-

120- ing and assessing cancer therapy under treatment. Current-
benign ly, we are pursuing research along this line and more cases
fibroadenrmas

100 &hyperplasia combinedwill be reported in the future.
fibroadenoma In principle, the distribution of oxygenation saturation can

_ 0 80 and fibrocystic be estimated as S = oxyHb/(oxyHb+deoxyHb), with deox-
- .•changes with
S&neoplasia/carci yHb and oxyHb distributions calculated from absorption

"60- noma in situ maps at the two wavelengths of 780 and 830 nm. However,

because background tissues mainly consist of water and
40- lipid and these two chromophores contribute to the total

absorption estimate as well, we could not obtain reasonable

20- background oxygenation saturation and compare it with
lesion oxygenation saturation. Recently, we have improved

0- our NIR system by adding another wavelength at 660 nm,

mean D 1.05 cm DI.1 cm mean D 0.85 cm which may allow us to accurately estimate the background
oxygenation saturation and to compare it with lesion oxy-

Figure 6. The average maximum total hemoglobin concentration obtained genation saturation.
from benign fibroadenomas and hyperplasia, and combined fibroadenoma If we reconstruct the lesion area only, we could distribute
and fibrocystic change with neoplasia/carcinoma in situ (noninvasive) and partial perturbations caused by background to lesion and
invasive cancer groups are shown in bars. The standard deviations of three
groups are also provided. The average sizes of lesions of the three groups increase calculated lesion absorption and therefore hemo-
are 1.05 (0.3), 1.1, and 0.9 (0.07) cm, respectively. globin concentration. However, with the dual-mesh scheme,
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we reconstruct the entire imaging volume instead of the carefully removing outliers from normal breast data, we
lesion area only, and distribute the perturbations to both could obtain reasonably good reference data for imaging.
lesion and background. We did phantom experiments using One patient with intraductal hyperplasia data was excluded

the dual-mesh scheme and obtained absorption coefficients, from the study. This patient had a solid lesion located at the
which were always within 10% of the true values depending nipple area and the nipple had a very dark color. Four NIR
on the phantom contrasts [24]. image data sets obtained at the lesion area had the same

Two-dimensional ultrasound provides fine tissue layer artifacts and the artifact consistently showed up with very
structures in depth (z) direction (Figure 2, arrow arrays), high absorptions at both wavelengths. When the lesion
and the 2-D ultrasound image is coregistered with optical locations were changed in different images with different
data in z. Therefore, we only need to consider possible probe positions, the artifact location changed very little. A
angiogenesis extensions in z and we have extended the similar artifact showed up in the two reference data sets
lesions to the closest normal tissue lines in z. In spatial acquired in the contralateral normal breast. We do not know

dimensions, we have some uncertainty in another dimension the exact source of this artifact because there was no report
(y) based on 2-D x-z ultrasound image, and we need to that this patient had problems at the contralateral breast.
extend the lesion region to a larger area to account for this as Care was taken in the later studies by acquiring at least four
well as for possible angiogenesis extension. reference data sets at the normal symmetric region of the

The reported optical tomography study was used to contralateral breast, as well as at normal regions of the
image and characterize ultrasonically detected lesions. How- same lesion breast. Reference data sets were always
ever, in one benign fibroadenoma case, the lesion was not checked for normal background absorption changes before
visible in ultrasound but was seen by conventional X-ray imaging the lesions.
mammogram. By knowing the approximate lesion region
with respect to the nipple location from the patient's mam-
mogram, we used a fine mesh for optical reconstruction in a
larger region of 9 x 9 x 1.5 cm3 , and identified a possible Summary
lesion that showed slightly higher optical absorption than that Initial clinical results from the use of optical tomography
of the background. We believe that optical tomography, combined with conventional ultrasound demonstrate that
assisted by conventional mammography and/or ultrasound there is a huge optical contrast between early-stage invasive
localization, has potential as a screening tool to identify and cancers and benign solid lesions due to angiogenesis. An
characterize malignancy, average of 52 Itmol difference was obtained between two

Our initial findings provide evidence that optical tomogra- small invasive cancers and a group of 16 benign solid
phy, combined with ultrasound, could be used to differentiate lesions. In addition, the small invasive cancers were local-
early-stage small invasive breast cancers from benign ized well in absorption maps and have shown wavelength-
lesions. Because of the limited sample size available, we dependent absorption changes, whereas the benign lesions
are not able to provide sensitivity and specificity results in appeared more diffused in absorption maps and have shown
this paper. In addition, for the patients studied, four fibroa- relatively wavelength-independent absorption changes. The
denoma cases and one intraductal hyperplasia were exclud- combined fibrocystic changes and noninvasive neoplasia/
ed from the statistics shown in Figure 6. The four carcinoma in situ case did not show a significant difference in
fibroadenoma cases were scanned at the beginning of the optical absorption and total hemoglobin concentration than
study. One patient was scanned after core biopsy due to those of benign lesions. This suggests that the angiogenesis
scheduling problem, and the possible blood distribution may not be developed at the early noninvasive stage of the
change due to biopsy procedure has to be considered. The mixed benign changes and fibroadenoma with neoplasia/
other three young patients have small and dense breasts. carcinoma in situ. However, optical tomography may have a
For these three patients, the optical amplitude and phase potential role in monitoring the development and/or transition
data sets were highly scattered even in the normal contra- of cancers from the noninvasive to the invasive stage.
lateral breast. Therefore, no reliable background tissue Our reported initial results are very encouraging and
absorption and scattering coefficients can be obtained, demonstrate that our unique approach, which combines
Three possible sources for these findings were identified. optical tomography with ultrasound, has great potential to
First, because these breasts were small and dense, the skin detect and characterize breast lesions.

and probe contact was not always good. Second, a thick gel
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Abstract
PURPOSE: To investigate the feasibility of optical tomography with ultrasound (US)

localization in differentiating malignant from benign breast masses. To compare the optical

tomography method with Doppler US in the assessment of tumor angiogenesis.

MATERIAL AND METHODS: Between May 2003 and March 2004, 73 patients

underwent US-guided biopsy and were scanned with a combined imager consisting of a

commercially available US system and a near infrared (NIR) imager. A hand-held probe with a

centrally located US transducer and NIR sensors surrounding it was used to simultaneously

acquire co-registered US images and optical data. The lesion location provided by US was used

to guide optical imaging reconstruction. Light absorption was measured at two wavelengths.

From this, tumor angiogenesis was assessed based on calculated total hemoglobin concentration.

RESULTS: There were 8 invasive carcinomas and 73 benign lesions. The mean maximum

and average values of hemoglobin concentration of the malignant group were 122 t mol/liter

(± 26.8) and 88 i mol/liter (± 24.5), respectively, and the mean maximum and average values of

the benign group were 55 t mol/liter (± 24.8 ) and 3 8 u mol/liter (± 17.4), respectively. Both

maximum and average of total hemoglobin level were statistically significantly higher in the

malignant group than the benign group (P<0.001). Using a threshold value of 95 L mol/liter, the

sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were 100%, 96%,

73%, and 100%.

Conclusion: Optical tomography with US localization has a great potential to improve the

sensitivity and specificity of gray scale US and Doppler US for breast cancer diagnosis.

Index terms: US, Optical tomography, Diagnosis, Breast Neoplasm
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Introduction

Large numbers of breast biopsies are performed with benign results (1). The use of ultrasound

(US) as an adjunct to x-ray mammography decreased the number of benign biopsies by enabling

reliable differentiation of simple cysts (2-4) from solid lesions. However, the US features of a

solid lesion alone are frequently not reliable enough to avoid the need for biopsy (5,6).

Tumor angiogenesis is known to be critical for the autonomous growth and spread of breast

cancers (7,8). This is a complex process involving both the incorporation of existing host blood

vessels into the tumor and the creation of tumor microvessels. This process is moderated by

tumor angiogenesis factors (9). In principle, the altered hemodynamics that accompany tumor

angiogenesis provide the basis for discrimination between malignant and benign masses of the

breast by color Doppler sonography (10). However, the diagnostic value of Doppler US in

avoiding the need for biopsy has been limited. (11,12).

Optical tomography, a new technique that employs diffused light in the near infrared (NIR)

spectrum, provides functional images of tumor angiogenesis and tumor hypoxia. It has recently

been under investigation in several pilot clinical studies (13-19). If a single optical wavelength is

used, the optical absorption related to tumor angiogenesis can be measured. If appropriately

selected multiple wavelengths are used, the optical absorptions at these wavelengths can be

measured and proportions of oxyhemoglobin (oxyHb) and deoxyhemoglobin (deoxyHb) can be

calculated. The total hemoglobin concentration and tumor hypoxia can be calculated from

oxyHb and deoxyHb distributions; these functional parameters are highly correlated with lesion

malignancy (20). Optical tomography has not been used because the intense scattering caused

by tissue limits imaging resolution as well as lesion localization. Co-registration of optical
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tomography with US or MRI, has shown promise in overcoming these problems (17,19,22). A

flexible light guide using optical fibers makes optical imaging compatible with many other

imaging modalities and allows for simultaneous imaging under identical geometric conditions.

The lesion structure information provided by other modalities can be used to assist optical

imaging reconstruction and therefore reduce the location uncertainty and improve the

quantification accuracy of light.

A prior optical tomography study using a priori lesion structural information provided by co-

registered US has shown that two early stage invasive cancers had a two-fold higher total

hemoglobin concentration compared with a small group of benign lesions (19). In this study, we

further evaluate the optical tomography using a priori US information in a separate group of

biopsy patients recruited from a different clinical site. We also compare optical tomography

with Doppler US on mapping tumor angiogenesis.
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Materials and Methods

Patients

The study was performed at the Radiology Department of Hartford Hospital from May 2003 to

March 2004. The study protocol was approved by local IRB committee and DOD Medical

Research and Materiel Command. Signed informed consent was obtained from all patients. The

eligible patients were initially referred for US-guided biopsy and their lesions were identified by

US at the time of the study. Those patients with lesions not visible in US were not studied

except three with lesion location well estimated from either x-ray mammography or MRI films

by one of the authors (E. B. C, A.A. C, H.S.V). The final study group consisted of 73 patients

aged from 24 to 88 (mean 51). Of the 73 patients in the study, eight were excluded from

analysis. One patient did not have US visible lesion after careful examination and two patients'

optical data were not recorded appropriately due to equipment failure. Two patients had lesions

very close to dark nipples and optical images showed nipple artifacts located at nipple-

shadowing positions seen by US. Three patients had small dense breasts and the poor probe-

tissue contact produced image artifacts.

Ultrasound examinations were performed with spatial image compounding and a 15 MHz linear

transducer (Acuson Sequoia, 15L8). Based on US, x-ray and or MRI findings, one of the authors

(E.B. C, A.A. C, H.S.V) scored each lesion to be biopsied using the BIRADs classification as

normal, benign, probably benign, suspicious, and highly suspicious for malignancy. For Doppler

US measurements, any persistent color Doppler signals were taken to represent blood vessels.

The location of the vessels with respect to the lesion was documented as peripheral to the lesion,

inside the lesion, or both.
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NIR system

A hand-held hybrid probe was used, consisting of the commercially available US transducer

located in the middle and near-infrared source-detector light guides (optical fibers) distributed at

the periphery (see Fig. 1). The technical aspects of the NIR imager have been described in detail

previously (21). Briefly, the imager consisted of 12 pairs of dual wavelength (780nm and

830nm) laser diodes, which were used as light sources, and their outputs were coupled to the

probe through optical fibers. On the receiving side, 8 photomultiplier (PMT) tubes were used to

detect diffusely scattered light from the tissue and 8 optical fibers were used to couple detected

light to the PMTs. The laser diodes' outputs were amplitude modulated at 140 MHz and the

detector outputs were demodulated to 20KHz. Eight detection signals and one reference were

amplified, sampled and acquired into a PC simultaneously. The entire data acquisition took

about 3 to 4 seconds, which was fast enough for acquiring data from patients. For each patient,

US images and optical measurements were acquired simultaneously before biopsy procedures at

multiple locations including the lesion region, a normal region of the same breast, and a normal

symmetric region of the contralateral breast. The optical data acquired at normal regions were

used as reference for calculating the scattered field caused by lesions. The best reference data set

was selected based on linear fitting result of received amplitude and phase profiles.

Optical Imaging Method

The details of our dual-mesh optical imaging reconstruction algorithm have been described

previously (22-23). Briefly, the NIR reconstruction takes advantages of US localization of

lesions and segments the imaging volume into finer grid in US identified lesion region and

coarser grid in non-lesion regions. To account for possible larger angiogenesis extension of
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ultrasound-identified lesions, we have used a much larger region of interest for finer grid lesion

mapping. In all images, 0.5cm x 0.5cm x 0.5 cm imaging grid was used for lesion and 1.5cm

x 1.5cm x 1 cm was used for background region. A modified Born approximation is used to

relate the scattered field Ud (ri, rdi, co) measured at the optical source ( s ) and detector (d) pair

i to light absorption variations Ap.1 (r') at wavelength A in each volume element of two regions

within the sample. The matrix form of image reconstruction is given by

[ud L., = [w.L, w,,L..N[ML MB ]r,,, (1)

where WL and W, are weight matrices for lesion and background regions, respectively;

[ML] = IfAp" (r')dr' ........ Apt4(r')d'r'] and [MB]:= [ JAP(r')d'r ........ Au"u(r')d'r'] are
It Nt Ia N,

total absorption distributions of lesion and background regions, respectively. The weight matrices

are calculated based on the background absorption ua* and reduced scattering u3  measurements

obtained from the normal contralateral breast. Instead of reconstructing A,up distribution directly,

as is done in the standard Born approximation, the total absorption distribution M is reconstructed

and the total is divided by different voxel sizes of lesion and background tissue to obtain Ap/'

distribution. By choosing a finer grid for lesion and a coarse grid for background tissue, we can

maintain the total number of voxels with unknown optical absorption on the same scale of the total

measurements. As a result, the inverse problem is less underdetermined. In addition, since the

lesion absorption coefficient is higher than that of background tissue, in general, the total

absorption of the lesion over a smaller voxel is on the same scale as the total absorption of the

background over a bigger voxel. Therefore, the matrix [ML, MB] is appropriately scaled for

inversion.
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Since the major chromophores are deoxygenated (deoxyHb) and oxygenated (oxyHb) hemoglobin

in the wavelength range studied, we can estimate deoxyHb and oxyHb concentrations at each

imaging voxel by inverting the following equations voxel by voxel as:

1 i1
/i4(r,)j= I6,bo, deoxyHb(r') (2)

deoxyHb(r')- = 1 ] .[ r']
LoxyHb(r') =A [ _-,lb, C [/(r')] (3)

where uý (r')and ,u (r') are absorption coefficients obtained at imaging voxel r', where

wavelengths 2. and A2 correspond to 780 nm and 830 nm in our system, respectively. , s are

extinction coefficients given in Ref. [24]. The total hemoglobin concentration
totalHb(r') = deoxyHb(r') + oxyHb(r') can be calculated as:

totalHb(r')= -{{eHbO - lb}, 0• (r') + {6Hb - Hbo, } (r')} (4)

Maximum and average lesion total hemoglobin concentrations were measured and the average was

computed inside the lesion with the total hemoglobin concentration within 50% of the maximum

value (FWHM).

The perturbations at each wavelength used to calculate absorption maps were normalized as

U (ri, Irdic - U(rsrd, 'L) -UN (ri I rao) U,(ri,r di,ow) , where UL(rsi ,rdi,o) and UN (rSi, rdi, (0)

were optical measurements obtained at the lesion region and the normal region of the contralateral

breast, and U B (ri, rdi, 0o) was the calculated incident field using the measured background. This

procedure cancels the unknown system gains associated with different sources and detectors as

well as electronic channels.
4-



Since the hand-held probe can be easily rotated or translated, at least three co-registered US and

NIR data sets were acquired at the lesion location and the corresponding optical absorption maps

as well as the total hemoglobin concentration distribution were reconstructed using the co-

registered US. The data given in Table I and II are average values obtained from at least three sets

of NIR images.

Statistical Analysis

The following parameters were calculated by using these formulas:

Sensitivity = TP x 100/(TP + FN); specificity= TN x 100/(TN + FP); positive predictive

value = TP x 100/(TP + FP); and negative predictive value = TN x 100/(TN + FN), where TP is

true-positive findings, TN is true-negative findings, FP is false-positive findings, and FN is false-

negative findings. Student's t distribution was used to calculate statistical significance.
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Results

Table I lists results of malignant cases (n=8), fibroadenomas (n=20), fibrocystic changes (n=l5),

fibrosis (n=8), other benign solid lesions (n=8), complex cysts (n=21), and hyperplasia (n=l).

The lesion biopsy results are given in column 1, the number of patients in each category is in

column 2, average US BIRADS score and Doppler US appearance are given in columns 3 and 4,

respectively, maximum total hemoglobin concentration of the lesion and the average total

hemoglobin measured within FWHM are given in columns 5 and 6, respectively. The group

average is given at the end of each category and Fig. 2 is the graph representation of mean

maximum total hemoglobin values and standard deviations. No significant difference was found

among benign groups but a more than two-fold higher total hemoglobin concentration was found

in malignant (mean maximum 122/u mol/liter (± 26.8), mean average 88 U mol/liter (± 24.5)

measured within FWHM) versus benign groups (mean maximum 55 u mol/liter(± 24.8), mean

average 38 p mol/liter (± 17.4) measured within FWHM). Both maximum and average of total

hemoglobin level were statistically significantly higher in the malignant group than the benign

group (P<0.001). Figure 3 is the scattered plot of malignant group (square), fibroadenoma

(diamond), fibrocystic changes (triangle), fibrosis (solid circle), other benign (short bar),

complex cysts (longer bar), and hyperplasia (square, right end). If 95 p mol/liter was chosen as a

threshold to separate malignant and benign lesions, the NIR data of two fibroadenomas and one

minimal non-atypical hyperplasia and fibrosis (classified as fibrosis) are above the threshold.

The size, US diagnosis and NIR parameters of these three false positives are given in Table II.

The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were 100%

(8 of 8), 96% (70 of 73), 73% (8 of 11), and 100% (70 of 70).
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Optical tomography also provides higher sensitivity and specificity than Doppler US. Although

Doppler US blood flow was demonstrated in five out of eight malignant cases, blood flow was

also present in 30% of fibroadenomas, 46% of fibrocystic changes, 29% of fibrosis, 50% of other

benign solid lesions and 19% of complex cysts. Since the diffused light probes microvessel

density rather than relatively large blood vessels as the Doppler US does, the sensitivity and

specificity of optical contrast are expected to be much higher than Doppler US.

Example 1

A 45-year old woman had a suspicious lesion located at 3 o' clock position shown on MRI. The

lesion was identified sonographically at the time of biopsy as ill-defined slightly heterogeneous,

mildly hypoechoic mass of 6 mm in diameter. Doppler US revealed large blood vessels both

inside and at the periphery of the lesion (Fig.4 (a)). US images and optical measurements were

obtained simultaneously before an US-guided biopsy procedure. Pathology revealed intraductal

and invasive mammary duct carcinoma (nuclear grade III, histologic grade III).

Optical absorption maps of lesion region at both wavelengths 780nm and 830 nm were

reconstructed as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c). The first slice is the spatial x-y image of 0.5 cm

deep from the skin surface and the last slice is 3.5 cm deep toward the chest wall. The

dimensions of each slice are 9 cm by 9 cm. The spacing between the slices is 0.5 cm. The

vertical scale is the absorption coefficient in unit of cm-1. The lesion is well resolved in slice #2.

The total hemoglobin concentration map is shown in Fig 4. (d) and the vertical scale is in

/u mol/liter. The measured maximum value at lesion area is 162.0 p mol/liter with the average

value of 121.1 u mot/liter calculated within FWHM. The average background total hemoglobin
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outside of the FWHM region is 29.1 u mol/liter. The average maximum total hemoglobin

concentration at the cancer region obtained at slightly different probe positions is 149.91

ýi mol/liter (+ 39.23 i mol/liter) and the average background total hemoglobin concentration is

29.03 iamol/liter (±0.18 limol/liter). The large standard deviation obtained from slightly

different probe positions is likely due to the probe compression at different positions and elastic

properties of the blood vessels in the cancer region.

Example 2

A 37-year old woman had a known infiltrating lobular carcinoma (nuclear grade II-III) located

at 12 o'clock position of the right breast and measuring 1 cm in size by US at the time of this

study (Fig. 5(a)). No blood vessels or flow were identified by Doppler US. The total

hemoglobin concentration map of the carcinoma is shown in Fig.5 (b). The cancer is well

resolved in slices #3 and #4 and shown 110.4 u mol/liter maximum and 77.8 p mol/liter average

total hemoglobin concentration within FWI-HM, respectively. The mean maximum hemoglobin

concentration of three NIR scans at slightly different probe locations is 102.1 u mol/liter and the

mean within FWHM of the three NIR scans is 68.7 q mol/liter. Two new lesions located at 7

o'clock of the same breast and 10 o'clock of the contralateral breast previously shown by MRI

were identified sonographically at the time of the biopsy measuring 6 and 7 mm in diameter,

respectively. Figure 6 (a) is the US image of the 7 o'clock right breast lesion and (b) is the total

hemoglobin concentration map of the lesion. No blood vessels or flow were identified in new

lesions by Doppler US. No resolvable lesion was found in the hemoglobin map and the

maximum total hemoglobin concentration is only 24.2 p mol/liter. The biopsy result revealed

benign non-proliferative fibroadipose breast tissue with focal microcystic alteration, apocrine
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metaplasia and periductal chronic mastitis. No atypical cells were found. The 10 o'clock

suspicious lesion of the contralateral breast had similar ultrasonic and optical characteristics. No

resolvable lesion was found in the hemoglobin concentration map and the maximum total

hemoglobin concentration is only 27.5 ,u mol/liter. The biopsy result revealed benign

proliferative fibroadipose breast tissue with focal aprocrine papillary epitheliosis. No atypical

cells were found.

Example 3

A 75-year old woman had a suspicious lesion with solid component (pointed by the arrow in Fig.

7 (a)) adjacent to a cyst. The lesion was located at 9 o'clock of the right breast. Doppler US has

shown several large blood vessels located at the peripheral of the lesion. The total hemoglobin

concentration map is shown in Fig. 7(b) and the distributions are quite diffused as compared with

the localized distributions of malignant cancer cases. The measured maximum total hemoglobin

concentration is 38.18 u mol/liter and the average measured within FWHM is 26.31 u mol/liter.

The lesion was an intraductuctal papilloma with no evidence of atypical cells or malignancy.

Example 4

A 59-year old woman had a simple cyst with adjacent complex cyst or solid nodule as pointed by

the arrow shown in Fig. 8 (a). The lesion was measured as 1.3 cmx 1.0 cm and located at 3:30

o'clock of the left breast. The complex cyst was aspirated completely with no residual

abnormality left. The light absorption maps (not shown) as well as the total hemoglobin map

(see Fig. 8(b)) indicate low light absorption and therefore low hemoglobin concentration at the

central location of the cyst (pointed by the arrow in (b)). An incomplete ring with higher light

absorption and therefore high hemoglobin concentration surrounding the cyst is observed.
e1
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Although the measured total hemoglobin concentration is the highest in the complex cyst group

due to the higher absorption ring (maximum 94,u mol/liter and average 62.8 U mol/liter

measured within FWHM), the distribution is obviously different from the malignant cases. Cysts

in general have very low light absorption due to low water absorption in the wavelength range

studied and therefore low hemoglobin concentration. The higher absorption ring is likely caused

by the cyst wall. This example suggests that both hemoglobin distribution and threshold level

have to be evaluated for accurate diagnosis of suspicious lesions.
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Discussion

With the increased public awareness of the potential benefits of early detection of breast cancer,

more women are now practicing self-examination and undergo periodic screening (26). As a

result, more lesions are being detected by palpation, screening mammography and screening

MRI for high risk or dense breasts. Consequently, radiologists and surgeons are performing an

increasing number of breast biopsies, 60-80% of these revealing benign findings (27). Accurate

non- invasive methods of distinguishing malignant from benign lesions could help to reduce the

number of biopsies for lesions that prove to be benign. US is frequently used as an adjunct tool

to x-ray mammography in differentiating simple cysts from solid lesions and also plays an

important role in guiding interventional procedures such as needle aspiration, core-needle

biopsy, and prebiopsy needle localization (4, 25). Recently, screening US has also been

recommended for the dense breast (28-29). Our technique of using optical tomography with US

localization has demonstrated a great potential for non-invasively distinguishing malignant and

benign masses and therefore a potential role for reducing benign biopsies. Earlier results

obtained from two invasive early stage cancers and 17 benign lesions have shown that malignant

cancers of 1 cm in size present an average of 119 ptmol/liter maximum total hemoglobin

concentration while the benign group has an average of 67 4u mol/liter (19). A nearly two fold

higher contrast has been obtained. This paper with 8 early stage cancer cases and a group of 52

benign solid lesions and 21 complex cysts obtained from different clinical site further

demonstrates the diagnostic potential of this technique. Again, the invasive cancers reveal more

than two-fold greater total hemoglobin concentration. No false negatives were present in the

reported study. Since our samples are limited, we plan to undertake a larger, prospective clinical

trial to validate these results.
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One potential limitation of optical tomography could be imaging lesions very close to dark

nipple-areolar tissue. Since the light absorption of the dark skin is high, the light perturbations

attributed by lesions may be secondary to the perturbation cased by the nipple-areolar complex.

Therefore, optical imaging reconstruction may not reconstruct lesions correctly. Two cases that

were excluded from analysis were caused by this problem. Lighter-colored nipple-areolar

complex skin did not appear to cause a problem. Lesions more than 2 cm away from a dark

nipple did not cause artifacts.

Another potential problem is the poor probe-tissue contact when examining small dense breasts.

Three cases that were excluded from the analysis were related to this problem. By developing

probes of different sizes suitable for smaller breasts, good probe-tissue contact may be achieved.

Currently, we have designed an optical switch, which will allow selection of different probes

suitable for the size of the examined breast.

Three benign lesions, including two fibroadenomas and one minimally non-atypical duct

hyperplaisa and fibrosis also showed high total hemoglobin concentration which suggested high

microvessel density. The high total hemoglobin concentration of fibroadenoams may be

explained by a pilot study on vascular features of fibroadenoma (30), where two different groups

of fibroadenomas were recognized. The first group showed low microvascular permeability and

high extracellular volume fraction. The low vascular permeability was shown

histopathologically to have a lower density of small vessels. The second group showed higher

€1
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microvascular permeability and a lower extracellular volume fraction. The higher microvascular

permeability was shown to have a higher density of small vessels than that of the first group.

The patient with minimally non-atypical duct hyperplaisa and fibrosis (case 3 in Table II)

showed significant enhancement on MRI, suggesting increased vascularity in that area.

We do not envision that our technique will be used as a screening tool since US visible lesions

are needed to map out the target and background regions for dual-mesh optical imaging

reconstruction. If lesion locations can be accurately estimated from other imaging modalities,

for example MRI, our technique could be expanded for lesion characterization using those

modalities as well. However, more precise depth information is required if data obtained from

other modalities are not co-registered with the NIR data. The three reported cases with lesions

seen by MRI or mammogram were reconstructed with accurate a priori knowledge of lesion

location.

Due to intense light scattering, optical tomography alone has not been widely used in clinical

studies. The data in the published literature have been limited to feasibility studies or case

reports. In addition, systems used to acquire optical tomography data vary considerably. Most

of the optical systems use transmission geometry, where the light sources and detectors are either

deployed around the examined breast in a single or multiple rings (13,16) or light sources

deployed on one side of the breast and detectors on the opposite side with the breast compressed

in between (17,18). It is very clear that without a priori knowledge of lesion locations from

other imaging modalities, no one has achieved significant and consistent improvements in

accurate light quantification and therefore, differentiation between benign and malignant
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processes. The only example found in the literature, which was related to our study, was

reported in (15, 31). The authors reported an average of 35 4tmol/liter total hemoglobin

concentration in a 2 cm ductal carcinoma in situ by using NIR measurements alone. After re-

processing the same NIR measurement data using an approximate lesion depth obtained from a

separate US image, the calculated average total hemoglobin concentration was increased to 67

ýt mol/liter (31). This value is closer to average of 88 4.mol/liter obtained from 8 malignant

cases reported here.

In principle, the distribution of oxygenation saturation can be estimated as Y = oxyHb

/(oxyHb+deoxyHb) with deoxyHb and oxyHb distributions calculated from absorption maps at

the two wavelengths of 780 nm and 830 nm. However, since background tissue mainly consists

of water and lipid and these two chromophores contribute to the total absorption estimate as well,

we could not obtain reasonable background oxygenation saturation and compare it with lesion

oxygenation saturation. Currently, we are in the process of adding more wavelengths to the NIR

system. Nevertheless, initial experience with a small group of cancer cases suggests that the

deoxyHb concentration of malignant lesions may not be as significant as stressed by previous

investigators but the total hemoglobin concentration is highly specific in differentiating small

invasive malignant cancers from benign lesions.

The reported malignant cases were generally early stage (approximately 1 cm in size except one

with size of 2. 2 cm). For larger cancers, the angiogenesis distributions are complex and

distorted (22). The value of optical tomography in larger tumors may be to map tumor

angiognesis and evaluate vascular changes as well as tumor hypoxia during chemotherapy. This
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type of information could prove invaluable in monitoring chemotherapy responses of breast

cancer treatment and assessing treatment efficacy and will be evaluated in a planned future

study.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Picture of the combined probe and frequency domain NIR imager. A commercial

US probe is located at the center of the combined probe and the optical source and detector

fibers are distributed at the periphery of the US probe. Since the diffused photons

launched from a source and received by a detector travel a "banana" path, lesions

underneath the US probe can be imaged with high sensitivity.

Fig.2. The average maximum total hemoglobin concentration obtained from 7 groups of

carcinoma (121.6 u mol/liter (± 26.8)), fibroadenomas (65.9 p mol/liter (± 25.5),

fibrocystic changes (55.6 u mol/liter (± 16.6), fibrosis (66.2 u mol/liter (± 31.2), other

solid benign (55.2 pmol/liter (±25.2), complex cysts(40.7 pmol/liter (±21.3),

hyperplasia (56.2,u mol/liter).

Fig.3. Scattered plot of carcinoma (square), fibroadenomas (diamond), fibrocystic changes

(triangle), fibrosis(circle), other solid benign (short bar), complex cysts(longer bar),

hyperplasia (circle, right end).

Fig. 4. (ID4lP2). (a) US image of a suspicious lesion located at 3 o'clock of the left breast

of a 45-year old woman. Doppler US revealed large blood vessels both inside and at

peripheral of the lesion. Pathology revealed intraductal and invasive mammary duct

carcinoma (nuclear grade III, histologic grade III). (b) and (c) are optical absorption maps

obtained at 780 nm and 830 nm, respectively. The unit of optical absorption is cm-

ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 cm-1. The first slice is the spatial x-y image of 0.5 cm deep from

the skin surface and the last slice is 3.5 cm toward the chest wall. The spacing between the
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slices is 0.5 cm. The lesion is well resolved in slice #2. (d) The total hemoglobin

concentration map computed from absorption maps of (b) and (c). The vertical scale is the

total hemoglobin concentration in u mol ranging from 0 to 150 a mol/liter.

Fig. 5. (ID52P7). (a) US image of an infiltrating lobular carcinoma located at 12 o'clock

position of the right breast of a 37-year old woman. The lesion was measured I cm in size

by US at the time of this study. No blood vessels or flow were seen by Doppler US. (b)

The total hemoglobin concentration map computed from absorption maps obtained at

780nm and 830nm (not shown). The lesion is well resolved in slices #3 and #4. The

vertical scale is the total hemoglobin concentration in u mol ranging from 0 to 150

u mol/liter.

Fig. 6. (ID52P17). (a) US image of a suspicious lesion located at 7 o'clock of the right

breast of the same patient with an infiltrating lobular carcinoma shown in Fig.5. No blood

vessels or flow were seen by Doppler US. The biopsy result revealed benign non-

proliferative fibroadipose breast tissue. (b) The total hemoglobin concentration map

computed from absorption maps of 780nm and 820nm (not shown). The vertical scale is

the total hemoglobin concentration in u mol ranging from 0 to 150 u mol/liter.

Fig. 7. (ID54P3). (a) US image of a suspicious lesion located at 9 o'clock of the right

breast of a 75-year old woman. Large blood vessels were seen by Doppler US at the

peripheral of the lesion. The biopsy result revealed that the lesion was intraductuctal

papilloma with no evidence of atypical cells or malignancy. (b) The total hemoglobin

concentration map computed from absorption maps of 780nm and 830nm (not shown).
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The vertical scale is the total hemoglobin concentration in 1u mol ranging from 0 to 150

Fig. 8 ((D39P2). A 59-year old woman had a simple cyst with adjacent complex cyst or

solid nodule as pointed by the arrow shown in (a). The lesion was located at 3:30 o'clock

of the left breast. The complex cyst was aspirated completely with no residual abnormality

left. The light absorption maps (not shown) as well as the total hemoglobin map in (b)

indicate low light absorption and therefore low hemoglobin concentration at the central

location of the cyst close to origin in slice 2. An incomplete ring with higher light

absorption and therefore high hemoglobin concentration surrounding the cyst is observed.

Table Captions

Table 1: Biopsy results, US findings and NIR parameters of lesions.

Table II: Biopsy results, US and NIR parameters of three false positives.
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Fig. 1. Picture of the combined probe and frequency domain NIR imager. A commercial US

probe is located at the center of the combined probe and the optical source and detector fibers are

distributed at the periphery of the US probe. Since the diffused photons launched from a source

and received by a detector travel a "banana" path, lesions underneath the US probe can be

imaged with high sensitivity.
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Fig. 2. Graph indicates mean value of maximum total hemoglobin concentration of each
group and standard deviation (bar). Horizontal: group numbers. Vertical: total
hemoglobin concentration in u mol/liter
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(triangle), fibrosis (solid circle), other solid benign (short bar), complex cysts (longer

bar), hyperplasia (square, right end). Horizontal: patient numbers. Vertical: maximum

total hemoglobin concentration in u mol/liter.
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Fig. 4. (ID41P2). (a) US image of a suspicious lesion located at 3 o'clock of the left breast
of a 45-year old woman. Doppler US revealed large blood vessels both inside and at
peripheral of the lesion. Pathology revealed intraductal and invasive mammary duct
carcinoma (nuclear grade III, histologic grade III). (b) and (c) are optical absorption maps
obtained at 780 rim and 830 nm, respectively. The unit of optical absorption is cmI

ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 cm"1. The first slice is the spatial x-y image of 0.5 cm deep from
the skin surface and the last slice is 3.5 cm toward the chest wall. The spacing between the
slices is 0.5 cm. The lesion is well resolved in slice #2. (d) The total hemoglobin
concentration map computed from absorption maps of (b) and (c). The vertical scale is the
total hemoglobin concentration in u mol/liter ranging from 0 to 150 q mol/liter.
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(Fig. 5 (b): color print)
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Fig. 5. (ID52P7). (a) US image of an infiltrating lobular carcinoma located at 12 o'clock
position of the right breast of a 37-year old woman. The lesion was measured 1 cm in
size by US at the time of this study. No blood vessels or flow were seen by Doppler US.
(b) The total hemoglobin concentration map computed from absorption maps of 780nm
and 830nm. The lesion is resolved in slices #3 and #4. The vertical scale is the total
hemoglobin concentration in u mol/liter ranging from 0 to 150 p mol/liter.
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(b)

Fig. 6. (ID52). (a) US image of a suspicious lesion located at 7 o'clock of the right breast
of the same patient with an infiltrating lobular carcinoma shown in Fig.5. No blood
vessels or flow were seen by Doppler US. The biopsy result revealed benign non-
proliferative fibroadipose breast tissue. (b) The total hemoglobin concentration map
computed from absorption maps of 780nm and 830 nm (not shown). The vertical scale is
the total hemoglobin concentration in p. mol/liter ranging from 0 to 150 pu mol/liter.
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Fig. 7. (ID54P3). (a) US image of a suspicious lesion located at 9 o'clock of the right
breast of a 75-year old woman. Large blood vessels were seen by Doppler US at the
peripheral of the lesion. The biopsy result revealed that the lesion was intraductuctal
papilloma with no evidence of atypical cells or malignancy. (b) The total hemoglobin
concentration map computed from absorption maps of 780nm and 830 nm (not shown).
The vertical scale is the total hemoglobin concentration in U mol/liter ranging from 0 to

150 u mol/liter.
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(Fig. 8 (b): color print)
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(b)

Fig. 8 (D39P2). A 59-year old woman had a simple cyst with adjacent complex cyst or
solid nodule as pointed by the arrow shown in (a). The lesion was located at 3:30 o'clock
of the left breast. The complex cyst was aspirated completely with no residual
abnormality left. The light absorption maps (not shown) as well as the total hemoglobin
map in (b) indicate low light absorption and therefore low hemoglobin concentration at
the central location of the cyst close to origin in slice 2. An incomplete ring with higher
light absorption and therefore high hemoglobin concentration surrounding the cyst is
observed.
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Table I: Lesion characteristics, US findings and optical tomography parameters
Lesion Characteristics Patient US & Doppler Total Hb in u mol/liter

(biopsy results, lesion size) number BIRADS Doppler maximum average in FWHM

Intraductal and invasive mammary
duct carcinoma (0.6 cm) 1 4 both 147.9 109.5
Intraductal and invasive mammary
Duct carcinoma (2.2 cm) I known peripheral 103.8 69.7
Invasive ductual carcinoma (< lcm) 2 5 peripheral 151.8(± 29.7) 116.4(± 11.7)
Infiltrating lobular carcinoma (0.9cm) 1 known no flow 102.1 68.7
Invasive mammary duct
carcinoma &DCIS (1.1 cm) 1 5 peripheral 97.5 67.7
Infiltrating ductal carcinoma
&DCIS (1 cm) 1 4 no flow 100.0 68.4
Infiltrating mammary
ductal carcinoma (0.9cm) 1 5 no flow 108.5 78.7
Group Average (n=8) 4.6(± 0.5) 121.6(± 26.8) 88.4(± 24.5)

Fibroadenoma(1.Ocm (± 0.6cm)) 2 4(±0.O) both 55.7 (±38.2) 37.7(±28.4)
Fibroadenoma (0.9cm (± 0.3cm)) 4 4 (±0.0) peripheral 54.9 (±9.6) 38.7(±7.4)
Fibroadenoma (0.8cm (±0.4cm)) 14 3.8(±0.6) no flow 70.5 (±27.2) 49.5(± 19.4)
Group Average (n=20) 3.9 (±0.5) 65.9(± 25.5) 46.1(±18.3)

Fibrocystic change(0.6cm (± 0.2cm)) 5 3.8 (±0.4) peripheral 43.3 (± 14.5) 29.6(±9.7)

Fibrocystic change (0.8cm (± 0.5cm)) 7 3.9(±0.38) no flow 56.5 (±14.0) 40.3(± 10.4)
Fibrocystic change (0.8cm (± 0.3cm)) 2 4(± 0.0) x-ray or MRI 76.7 (± 4.9) 51.1(± 11.4)

visible
Fibrocystic change(O.6cm) 1 4 inside 68.7 48.5
Group Average (n=15) 3.9(± 0.4) 55.6(± 16.6) 38.9(± 11.9)

Fibrosis (0.8cm) 1 4 both 81.2 57.8
Fibrosis (0.4cm) 1 4 peripheral 49.0 31.0
Fibrosis (1.0cm (± 0.8cm)) 5 4 (± 0.0) no flow 68.4(±37.9) 47.3(±26.1)
Fibrosis 1 4 x-ray visible 54.0 36.3
Group Average (n=8) 4(± 0.0) 66.2(±31.2) 45.2(±21.3)

Other Benign
Tubular adenoma (0.4cm) 1 4 both 94.1 65.2
Intraductal papilloma (1.5cm) 1 4 peripheral 38.3 26.6
Tubular adenoma(0.4cm) 1 4 peripheral 66.2 45.8
Normal tissue (1.0cm (± 0.4cm)) 4 3.5(±0.6) no flow 42.8(± 23.2) 29.3(± 14.2)
Ductual and stromal cells (0.3cm) 1 4 inside 72.0 53.1
Group Average (n=8) 3.8(± 0.5) 55.2(± 25.2) 38.5(± 17.2)
Complex cyst (0.6cm) 1 4 both 37.0 23.9
Complex cyst 3 2.7(± 0.6) peripheral 46.9(±9.6) 32.5(±7.8)
Complex cyst 17 2.9(± 0.6) no flow 39.8(±23.3) 27.5(±15.9)
Group Average (n=21) 3.0(±0.7) 40.7(±-21.3) 28.0(±-14.6)

Hyperplasia (high risk) (0.6cm) 1 3 no flow 56.2 38.0
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Table II: Parameters of three false positive lesions

Lesion characteristics size US findings Total HB in ,u mol/liter

(biopsy results) BIRADS Doppler maximum average in FWHM
fibroadenoma 1.91 x 0.85 4 no flow 117.8 81.3
fibroadenoma 1.50 x 0.70 4 no flow 119.0 85.2

minimally duct hyperplasia
and fibrosis 3.4 x 1.56 4 no flow 129.9 89.2
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Abstract

Angiogenesis distribution in advanced breast cancers is highly distorted and heterogeneous.

Non-invasive imaging and monitoring of angiogenesis is invaluable for initial diagnosis and for

assessing tumor response to treatment. By combining ultrasound and near infrared optical

imaging, a reliable new technique has emerged for localizing and characterizing tumor

angiogenesis within the breast. This new technique employs a commercial ultrasound transducer

coupled with an array of near-infrared optical fibers mounted on the hand-held probe. The

ultrasound image is used for lesion localization and guiding optical imaging reconstruction.

Optical sensors are used for imaging tumor total hemoglobin distribution, which is directly

related to tumor angiogenesis. Six large breast carcinomas were studied and microvessel

density count was then performed on tissue samples obtained from these cancers. Two patients

had locally advanced breast cancers and received neoadjuvant chemotherapy for three months.

In one patient, the total hemoglobin distribution before chemotherapy showed high concentration

distributed at the cancer periphery, and the distribution was confined to the core area after three

months treatment. In another patient, the maximum hemoglobin concentration has significantly

reduced from 255.3, 147.5 to 76.9 in unit of p mol/liter and also in spatial extension from the

beginning to the end of the treatment. The other four patients had large cancers of 2.0 cm to 3.0

cm in size and were imaged either at the time of core biopsy or at the definitive surgery. The

histological microvessel density counts from these tumor samples correlate to the hemoglobin

distributions with correlation coefficient of 0.64. These initial results suggest that this new

imaging technique has a great potential to image heterogeneous angiogenesis distribution of

larger cancers in vivo and monitor angiogenesis changes during chemotherapy.
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Introduction

Noninvasive functional imaging of breast cancer presents a unique and worthwhile challenge.

Optical tomography using near infrared (NIR) diffused light offers great potential as a non-

invasive method for monitoring tumor hemoglobin distribution (1,2), which is directly related to

tumor angiogenesis development. Tumor angiogenesis is a key factor required for tumor growth

and metastasis. The use of this NIR method also provides direct insight into tumor metabolism

and tumor hypoxia (3), important indicators of response to therapy. These functional parameters

are potentially highly relavant for initial diagnosis and for assessing tumor response to treatment

when given in the pre-operative setting. Intense light scattering using NIR in tissue makes lesion

localization difficult. Thus to date, optical tomography has been limited to laboratory tests and

feasibility studies (3-7). In this report, we further describe our experience using a novel

combination of ultrasound (US) and NIR to overcome the scattering obstacle.

Ultrasound imaging is frequently used as an adjunct tool to mammography in differentiating

cysts from solid lesions. US also plays an important role in guiding interventional procedures

such as needle aspiration, core-needle biopsy, and pre-biopsy needle localization (8). However,

ultrasound features that occur in solid breast masses are not reliable enough to determine whether

invasive evaluation is needed or non-invasive follow-up is indicated (9). The lack of specificity

of ultrasound has prompted radiologists to recommend biopsies on most solid nodules, resulting

in a 70 to 90 percent negative biopsy rate (10).

By combining ultrasound and optical imaging, a reliable technique has emerged for localizing

and characterizing lesions within the breast (11-14). The technique is implemented by
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simultaneously deploying optical sensors and a commercial ultrasound transducer mounted on a

hand-held probe, and utilizing co-registered lesion structure information provided by ultrasound

to improve the inverse optical imaging reconstruction. Results have shown that early stage

invasive breast cancers can be separated from benign lesions by their significantly higher total

hemoglobin concentration (14).

Angiogenesis distribution in advanced cancers is highly distorted and heterogeneous (15). This

distorted distribution is related to the complex angiogenesis process involving both the

incorporation of existing host blood vessels into tumor and the creation of tumor microvessels.

This process is regulated by angiogenesis factors (16). Blood flow through these tumor vessels

is heterogeneous. Some areas have high flow, others have slower flow and develop necrosis

(17). Tumors with relatively poor blood perfusion may not receive adequate delivery of

systemic therapy. This lack of perfusion may be a factor in poor response to intravenous

chemotherapy treatment in some patients (18). Current clinical practice that is used to assess

tumor response to chemotherapy relies on crude measurements such as clinical measurements of

tumor size and changes in US or mammography. New imaging techniques include 50-water

contrast-enhanced positron emission tomography (PET) (19), dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI

(20-21), 99m Tc-sestamibi contrast-enhanced single-photon emission tomography (22-23), and

Doppler sonography (24). The first three techniques require rather expensive systems and may

only be used at the beginning and the end of chemotherapy leaving the entire treatment period

completely unmonitored. The Doppler sonography is limited to imaging large blood vessels.

Compared with Doppler sonography that visualizes larger blood vessels, optical tomography

images tumor microvessel density, which is directly related to tumor angiogenesis distributions.
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Furthermore, near-infrared systems are cost-effective, portable and can be easily coupled to

clinical ultrasound systems for repeated imaging.

Although pilot studies of imaging tumor hemoglobin distributions have been conducted with

optical tomography, no one has obtained heterogeneous hemoglobin distributions in advanced

cancers and demonstrated the correlation of the hemoglobin distributions with histological

microvessel density counts. In this paper, we report, to the best of our knowledge, the first

heterogeneous hemoglobin distributions of large cancers imaged by optical tomography, and we

show that the hemoglobin distribution correlates to histological microvessel density counts. We

also demonstrate the potential of optical tomography on monitoring pre-operative neo-adjuvant

chemotherapy response and assessing treatment efficacy.

2. Materials and Methods

A hand-held hybrid probe consists of a commercial ultrasound transducer located in the center

and our near-infrared source-detector fibers mounted in a housing, distributed at the periphery

(14). The technical aspects of the NIR imager have been described in detail previously (12).

Briefly, the imager consists of 12 pairs of dual wavelength (780nm and 830nm) laser diodes,

which are used as light sources, and their outputs are coupled to the probe through optical fibers.

An additional wavelength (660nm) is added to the system, which allows reliable estimation of

tumor oxygenation saturation. On the receiving side, 8 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) were used

to detect diffusely scattered light from the tissue and 8 optical fibers were used to couple

detected light to the PMTs. The laser diodes' outputs were amplitude modulated at 140 MHz

and the detector outputs were demodulated to 20KHz. The demodulated signals were further
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amplified and band pass filtered at 20 KHz. A reference signal of 20 KHz was also generated by

directly mixing the detected RF signals with the RF signal generated from the oscillator. The

reference signal was necessary for retrieving phase shifts. Eight detection signals and one

reference were sampled and acquired into a computer simultaneously. The entire data

acquisition took about 3 to 4 seconds, which was fast enough for acquiring data from patients.

The details of our dual-mesh optical imaging reconstruction algorithm have been described in

Ref (13). Briefly, the NIR reconstruction takes advantages of ultrasound localization of lesions

and segments the imaging volume into finer grid in lesion region L and coarser grid in non-lesion

background regions B. In all images, 0.5cm x 0.5cm x 0.5 cm imaging grid was used for lesion

and 1.5cm x 1.5cm x 1 cm was used for background region. A modified Born approximation is

used to relate the scattered field Ud measured at each source (s) and detector pair (d) to total

absorption variations at wavelength A in each volume element of two regions within the sample.

The matrix form of image reconstruction is given by

[UsdLMX = [wL , wB L.[ ML ,MB ]rTxI (1)

where WL and W. are weight matrices for lesion and background regions, respectively, and are

calculated from the background absorption and reduced scattering measurements acquired at the

normal contralateral breast. ML and M. are total absorption distributions of lesion and

background regions, respectively. The absorption distribution at each wavelength is obtained by

dividing ML and M. with different voxel sizes in lesion and background tissue regions. With

this dual-mesh scheme, the inversion is well conditioned and the image reconstruction converges

in a few iterations.
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Since the major chromophores are deoxygenated (deoxyHb) and oxygenated (oxyHb)

hemoglobin in the wavelength range studied, we can estimate deoxyHb and oxyHb

concentrations at each imaging voxel by inverting the following equations voxel by voxel as:

_R4(r') I[J Hb, LHbol deoxyHb(r')] (2)
[ 4 1ýr' ,b 6

Hb 2 JLoxYHb(r') J

FdeoxyHb(r')1 =I o I ,bo H 1 Patu(r')l

LoxyHb(r') XA[ b(r,)j(

where ,, (r') and pý (r') are absorption coefficients obtained at imaging voxel r, where

wavelengths A1 and 22 correspond to 780 nm and 830 nm in our system, respectively. e s are

extinction coefficients given in Ref. (25). The total hemoglobin concentration

totalHb(r') = deoxyHb(r' ) + oxyHb(r') and oxygenation saturation

y%= oxyHb(r') 100% can be calculated as:

oxyHb(r') + deoxy(r')

tota{Hb(r')= O--o'2})u" (r'?)+{fb - cHbO 2(p r')} (4)

'Cb P'A(r')+ H
Y% =)100%

and (A2-p2.)/ -(e -Ifb) ' (5)
S((r') HbO I

We have found that the best two wavelengths for total hemoglobin calculation are 780nm and

830nm, and the best two wavelengths for oxygen saturation calculation are 660 nm and 830nim.

These wavelength pairs were used in computing total hemoglobin concentration and oxygen

saturation distributions reported in result section.
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Since ultrasound resolution is less than one millimeter in depth for a typical 7.5 MHz ultrasound

transducer such as the one we used, the boundaries between cancers and normal tissue structures

can be visualized well. However, the spatial extensions of larger cancers in general are not well

resolved in ultrasound. In addition, the NIR three dimensional data is co-registered with one of

the two spatial dimensions and depth dimension of ultrasound. Another spatial dimension is

estimated by assuming symmetry of the lesion. Furthermore, the optical contrast may well

extend beyond the tumor periphery due to angiogenesis development. Therefore, a larger region

of interest (ROI) particularly in spatial dimensions than that visualized by ultrasound is used for

finer grid lesion region in the image reconstruction. The ROI used for each patient is listed in

Table I.

Clinical studies were performed at the University of Connecticut Health Center (UCHC). The

UCHC IRB committee approved the human subject protocol. Written consents were obtained

from all patients. Patients with palpable and non-palpable masses that were visible on clinical

ultrasound and who were scheduled for biopsy or neo-adjuvant chemotherapy were enrolled as

research subjects. Six patients with cancer sizes ranged from 2.5 to 4 centimeters were studied.

One patient had infiltrating papillary cancer and the cancer was metastasized to lymph nodes and

spinal code. Positron emission tomography (PET) was obtained at the beginning and the end of

her neo-adjuvant chemotherapy. This patient was imaged with the modified system of three

wavelengths and the oxygen saturation maps were obtained. For each patient, ultrasound images

and optical measurements were acquired simultaneously at multiple locations including the

lesion region, a normal region of the same breast if the breast was large, and a normal symmetric

region of the contralateral breast. The optical data acquired at normal region with the best linear
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amplitude and phase profiles were used as reference for calculating the scattered field caused by

lesions. The total hemoglobin concentration maps are quantified by measuring the maximum

value at each depth (layer) and the average within 50% of the maximum value. Since the hand-

held probe can be easily rotated or translated, at least three co-registered ultrasound and NIR data

sets were acquired at the lesion location and the corresponding optical absorption maps as well

as the total hemoglobin concentration distribution were reconstructed using the co-registered

ultrasound. The data given in Table column 5 (left column) are average values obtained from at

least three sets of NIR images.

To correlate the imaged hemoglobin distribution with histology microvessel density, we have

performed microvessel density counts. Samples obtained at surgical biopsy or breast-

conservation surgery were used for counting. For each sample, sections 3 to 5 micrometer thick

were stained on an immunohistochemistry slide staining system (DAKO autostainer) with factor

8/86 mouse monoclonal antibody (anti-human von Willebrand factor, DAKO Corp, Carpinteria,

Calif) at 1:100 dilution digested by proteinase K for 3 minutes, by labeled polymers (DAKO

EnVision plus) immunoperoxidase method. Histological microvessel density count was assessed

by immunohistochemistry as initially proposed by Weidner et al (18). The microvessel density

counts were performed in ten consecutive fields with the use of an ocular grid at X200

magnification. The first field chosen was a hotspot (area of maximum vascular density either

within the infiltrating tumor mass or at the tumor-stromal interface). Since the cancers were

large, two to three separate sample blocks were selected for microvessel counts as per the

specimen orientation in the surgical pathology report.
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The excised specimen is always oriented by the surgeon with sutures designating the resection

margins. Tumor sampling for histologic studies demonstrates the relationship of the tumor to the

designated resection margins. Since the patients were imaged from the anterior approach with

the patient in supine position, orientation of the anterior and deep (posterior) location within the

optical and ultrasound images could be easily linked to the orientation of the surgical material.

3. Results

The first patient was a 44-year-old woman, who had a 4 cm x 4 cm x 1.5 cm palpable

mass (Fig. 1 (a)) located at the 6 to 8 o'clock position of the left breast that was

considered as highly suspicious for malignancy. An ultrasound guided needle biopsy

confirmed that the lesion was a high-grade invasive carcinoma with necrosis. The total

hemoglobin concentration map shown in Fig. 1 (b) reveals that the distribution is highly

heterogeneous. The image reveals a high concentration of hemoglobin distributed at the

cancer periphery. Slice I is the spatial x-y image of 9 cm x 9 cm obtained at a depth of

0.2 cm deep from the skin surface. Slice 7 is 3.2 cm deep toward the chest wall and the

spacing between slices is 0.5 cm. The vertical scale is j. mol/liter ranging from 0 to 100

g mol/liter. The maximum and average hemoglobin concentrations of three layers (slice

3,4 and 5) are 90.7/56.2,50.2/31.6 and 27.4 /25.2 in the unit of p. mol/liter, respectively.

Since this cancer was considered too large for breast conserving surgery with an

acceptable cosmetic result, the patient was treated with chemotherapy in the neo-adjuvant

setting for three months. At the time the patient completed the chemotherapy, we imaged

her tumor again. Figure 1 (c) is the ultrasound image of the cancer three months later.

The cancer contrast is poor and cancer boundaries are completely unclear, probably due

to treatment. Figure 1 (d) is the total hemoglobin distribution. The maximum and
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average hemoglobin concentrations of three layers (slice 3, 4 and 5) are 73.6/50.4,

23.0/28.6, and 19.0/21.0 in the unit of ýtmol/liter, respectively. Compared with the

images acquired before treatment, the spatial extension of the hemoglobin concentration

is much smaller and more confined to the core area. The maximum total hemoglobin

concentration is reduced by about 15 p.mol/liter. This example demonstrates the

feasibility of monitoring the angiogenesis changes during the treatment using the

combined technique of US and NIR light analysis.

To correlate the NIR images with microvessel densities, we selected two block samples obtained

at breast-conservation surgery marked as anterior and posterior (see Fig. 1(c) insertion) for

microvessel counting. The total number of microvessels were 114 (anterior) and 48 (posterior

and inferior) per 10 consecutive fields at 200 magnification, respectively (see table I: case 1).

The high counts obtained at anterior correlate with the high hemoglobin concentration shown in

slice 3 of Fig. 1 (d). A representative section demonstrating high microvessel density is shown

in Fig.1 (e). Immunohistochemical staining with antibody to Factor -VIII highlights the

endothelial cells (stained brown) lining the vessels within the section. The low counts obtained

at posterior and inferior block sample correlate with the low hemoglobin concentration seen in

deeper slice 5 of Fig. 1 (d).

The second patient was a 47-year-old woman who had a 3 cm x 3 cm x 2 cm dominant mass at

the 2 o'clock position in her left breast. Ultrasound showed a hypoechoic mass with irregular

margins (see Fig. 2(a)) and the lesion was considered as highly suspicious for malignancy.

Resection of the mass revealed an infiltrating carcinoma (histological grade II, nuclear grade II)

with low mitotic activity. Figure 2 (b) shows the total hemoglobin map and the hemoglobin
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concentration is low and the distribution is heterogeneous. The measured maximum total

hemoglobin concentration and average of three layers (slices 4, 5, and 6) are 48.0/33.7, 48.4

/33.9 and 44.4/31.8 in the unit of ý mol/liter, respectively. The total counts of microvessels

obtained from anterior and posterior core biopsy samples were 61 and 40, respectively (see Table

I: case 2). The total counts measured from anterior and posterior tumor samples obtained at

definitive surgery were 52 and 29, respectively. These low counts correlate well with the low

hemoglobin concentration shown in Fig. 2(b) and indicate that the tumor was poorly perfused. A

representative section demonstrating low microvessel density is shown in Fig.2 (c).

The third example was obtained from 46 year-old woman who had a swollen left breast

of two months duration with mild erythema of the skin overlying the lower inner

quadrant. No discrete mass was palpable. A fine needle aspiration biopsy of the left

breast followed by an incisional biopsy from the lower inner quadrant showed infiltrating

ductal carcinoma of cellularity, defined as the percentage of invasive tumor comprised of

tumor cells, ranging from 30 to 60% of tumor bed. PET imaging obtained before her

chemotherapy treatment (see Fig.3 (a)) revealed that the cancer had metastasized to

lymph nodes and spinal code. The cancer was quite diffuse occupying the entire breast.

The patient was treated with adriamycin-based chemotherapy. We identified the upper

quadrant mass from ultrasound and monitored the angiogenesis and oxygen saturation

changes with the hybrid technique during her chemotherapy treatment. Figure 4(a), (b)

and (c) are ultrasound images acquired at the beginning, during the fourth cycle of

chemotherapy, and before definitive surgery, (d), (e) and (f) are corresponding total

hemoglobin changes, and (g), (h) (i) are corresponding oxygen saturation maps. The
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maximum hemoglobin concentration has significantly reduced from 255.3, 147.5 to 76.9

in unit of p mol/liter and also in spatial extension from the beginning to the end of the

treatment. High oxygen saturation was noted in the tumor initially near chest-wall

region (slice 6 &7 of Fig.4(g)) and fell to deoxygenated levels at the time of the second

scan (Fig. 4(h) and (i)). Microvessel count obtained from core biopsy sample at inner

low quadrant was 190, which could be related to the high hemoglobin concentration seen

in Fig. 4(d) since the cancer was diffused throughout the entire breast. The low inner

quadrant did not have visible ultrasound mass and therefore, we could not monitor this

area. Microvessel counts of surgical samples obtained from anterior and posterior of the

upper quadrant mass we imaged were Ill and 68 which correlate with higher and lower

hemoglobin images seen in slice 4 and 6 of Fig.4(f). PET imaging showed a complete

response to chemotherapy (see Fig.3(b)). Upon completion of neo-adjuvant

chemotherapy, the patient underwent left modified radical mastectomy. Residual tumor

was noted diffusely infiltrating all the quadrants as well as beneath the nipple. However,

there was marked reduction in tumor cellularity to 5% throughout the fibrotic bed of the

residual tumor.

Table I summarizes the results of six cases with biopsy results given in column 1. Column 2 and

column 3 list the location of core biopsy samples and the corresponding microvessel counts.

Four cases were diagnosed with fine needle biopsy and no tumor sample was available for

microvessel density counting. Columns 4 and 5 (left) provide the location of the surgical

sample obtained at the definitive surgery and the corresponding microvessel counts. The

maximum and average hemoglobin concentrations at the corresponding depth (layer) were given
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in column 5 (right). The ultrasound measured cancer size (right) at the time of the study or at

the beginning of the chemotherapy, and the ROI used for finer mesh (left) for each case are given

in the last column. The data of microvessel density count (column 5 left) versus measured

maximum total hemoglobin concentration (column 5 right) are shown in Fig. 5. The linear

regression curve is also given in the figure and the correlation coefficient is 0.64, which is

statistically significant (P<0.05). One data point obtained at the posterior/inferior location of

case 4 was removed as an outlier in obtaining the linear regression curve.

4. Discussion:

For the large cancers presented here, ultrasound can accurately diagnose the malignancy. The

value of optical tomography in this setting is to map tumor angiognesis and evaluate vascular

changes as well as tumor hypoxia during chemotherapy. Tumor hypoxia is related to tumor

growth rate and drug response (26). This type of information could prove invaluable in

understanding the chemosensitivity of tumors.

For each individual patient except case 4, the maximum and average total hemoglobin

concentrations measured at top and bottom layers correlate to the histological microvessel density

counts obtained at anterior and posterior samples, respectively. Case 4 was a 33-year-old

pregnant woman and the NIR data was obtained 8 days after biopsy at the time of the patient visit.

The larger variation in total counts at different tumor locations may partially relate to the inherent

heterogeneity of breast tumors and the differential distribution of angiogenesis in the viable and

schirrous regions. Nevertheless, the relatively higher counts obtained from the three sample

blocks correlate to a large extent to the high hemoglobin distribution.
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In the reported studies, we have used bulk absorption and reduced scattering coefficients obtained

from the fitting results of normal breasts to compute the weight matrices. We reconstructed the

absorption variations of both lesion and background and then compute the total hemoglobin

distribution from the absorption changes. Optical scattering changes also contribute to the

measured perturbations. We have attempted to reconstruct both absorption and reduced scattering

changes simultaneously, but have not been successful with the modified Born approximation. The

main reason is that the weight matrices of absorption and scattering coefficients are not on the

same order. By appropriately scaling the weight matrices as reported in Ref. 27, we can improve

the simultaneous reconstruction for phantom targets but not reliably for all clinical cases.

Currently, we are investigating simultaneous reconstruction using the finite element method. We

are also investigating the time resolved method (28) because scattering inhomogeneities mainly

influence photons with rather short propagation paths (29, 30). However, a study of 13 optically

visible cancers using the time resolved method has shown that 12 cases have presented 10% to

175% relative changes in absorption between tumor and surrounding tissue (6). Only two cases

have shown relative scattering heterogeneity changes from 10% to 15% and one case has shown

changes of 25% from the bulk value. Therefore, we believe the results reported here mainly

represent the changes of lesion absorption and the correlation between the total hemoglobin

concentration and the microvessel counts provides further evidence of this.

In this paper, we have reported initial results of heterogeneous total hemoglobin distributions of

six large breast cancer cases imaged by optical tomography with ultrasound localization. The

measured total hemoglobin concentration correlates, to a large extent, to the histological
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microvessel density counts. These initial results suggest that optical tomography with

ultrasound localization has a great potential to image tumor angiogenesis in vivo, monitor

angiogenesis and oxygen changes within tumors during chemotherapy.
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Figure Captions:

Figure 1 (case 1). (a) Ultrasound image of a 44-year-old woman who had a 4 cm by 4 cm

palpable left breast mass. An ultrasound guided needle biopsy revealed that the lesion was a

high-grade invasive carcinoma with necrosis. (b) Total hemoglobin concentration of the

lesion. Slice I is x-y image of 9 cm by 9 cm obtained at 0.2 cm depth from the skin surface

and slice 7 is 3.2 cm deep toward the chest wall. The order of slices is from left to right and

top to bottom. The spacing between the slices is 0.5 cm. The vertical scale is p. mol/liter

ranging from 0 to 100 pt mol/liter. (c) Ultrasound image of the same cancer treated with

chemotherapy for three months. (d) Total hemoglobin concentration of the lesion and the

vertical scale is IX mol/liter ranging from 0 to 100 p. mol/liter. (e) Representative section of

the infiltrating ductal carcinoma of breast demonstrating high microvessel density (original

magnification X200; anti-human von Willebrand factor, DAKO EnVision plus).

Figure 2(case 2). (a) Ultrasound image of a 47-year-old woman with a highly suspicious lesion

located at 2'oclock position of her left breast. Surgical pathology report revealed that the mass

was an infiltrating carcinoma with low mitotic activity. (b) Total hemoglobin concentration of

the lesion in p. mol/liter ranging from 0 to 100 p. mol/liter. Slice 1 is x-y image of 9 cm by 9

cm obtained at 0.5 cm depth from the skin surface and slice 7 is 3.5 cm deep toward the chest

wall. (c) Representative section of infiltrating ductal carcinoma of breast demonstrating low

microvessel density (original magnification X200; anti-human von Willebrand factor, DAKO

EnVision plus).
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Figure 3 (case 5). Positron emission tomography images of 46 year-old woman who had a swollen

left breast. Core biopsy revealed a locally advanced infiltrating papillary cancer. (a) Image

acquired before chemotherapy. The ductal carcinoma in the left breast is pointed by the small

black arrow and positive lymph notes (black dots) are pointed by the longer black arrow. The

positive spinal code is pointed by the white arrow. (b) Image acquired after 6 cycles of

chemotherapy before the definitive surgery. The activities of carcinoma in the left breast,

positive lymph notes, and positive spinal code are no-longer visible.

Figure 4 (case 5). Corresponding US images acquired at the beginning (a), 4th cycle (b) and end

(c) of chemotherapy. (d), (e) and (f) are corresponding NIR hemoglobin concentrations, while

(g), (h) and (i) are oxygen saturation maps. Slice 1 is x-y image of 9 cm by 9 cm obtained at

0.5 cm depth from the skin surface and slice 7 is 3.5 cm deep toward the chest wall. The slices

in (d)-(i) are numbered from left to right and top to bottom.

Figure 5. Microvessel density counts obtained at anterior and posterior surgical samples versus

measured maximum total hemoglobin concentration at the corresponding layers. Linear

regression analysis obtained 0.64 correlation coefficient, which is statistically significant

(P<0.05).
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Table I. Histological microvessel density counts and total hemoglobin measurements

mvd per 10 mvd per total Hb Size measured ROI for
fields 10 fields (maximum NIR

Cases location at x200 location at x 200 /ave) by US (cm) imaging (cm)
Case 1 NA NA ANT 114 (75.9/54.0) 44x4x 1.5; 8.4x 8.4 x 1.9
High-grade
Invasive
Carcinoma NA NA POST/INF 48 (39.5/26.6)

Case2 ANT 61** ANT 52 (45.9/31.6) 3x3x2.0; 9 x 9 x2.0
infiltrating

carcinoma POST 40** POST 29 (42.9/30.8)

Case 3 NA NA ANT 83 (146.4/106.0) 2.5 x 2.5 x 1.3; 8 x 8 x 1.6
_NA NA POST 124 -• (174.9/122.3)

invasive and
in situ ductal
carcinoma NA NA POST/LAT 121

Case4 NA NA ANT/LAT 60 * (112.5/81.1) 3 x3 x 1.5; 7x7 x 1.7

NA NA ANT/MED 88J
invasive and
in situ ductal
carcinoma NA NA POST/INF 152 (88.4/65.8)

4x4x2.0; 8x8 x2.0
Case 5 NA NA ANT 111 (77.2/55.6)

NA NA POST 68 (16.1/12.9)
infiltrating
ductal
carcinoma (LIQ)+ 190 ANT(LIQ) 61

2×2× 1.0; 7x7x 1.0

Case 6 NA NA ANT 86-1* (97/66.5) 2 _x_2_x1.0; _7 __7_x_1.

filtrating
ductal
carcinoma NA NA POST 109

ANT: anterior; POST: posterior; LAT: lateral. MED: medial. INF: inferior
mvd per 10 fields at x200x: total microvessels per 10 consecutive fields at 200 magnifications
+LIQ: Low inner quadrant
*average is used in obtaining Fig.5.
"**For case 2, NIRIUS data are acquired at core biopsy and therefore the microvessel density

counts obtained at the time of core US were used in Fig.5.


